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Riassunto

La tesi è strutturata in due parti. La prima tratta una versione modificata

del classico problema della rovina. Nel nostro caso, gli incrementi del pro¬

cesso hanno code spesse e sono modulati da una catena di Markov, Harris

ricorrente. L'evento della rovina si verifica quando il processo raggiunge un

certo limite positivo in un tempo relativamente piccolo. II risultato principale
di questa prima parte descrive il comportamento asintotico della probabilité

P(SW > x per un n < Sx). Il processo {Sn} rappresenta le somme parziali degli
increment! mentre 8 è unacostante scelta in modo appropriato. Questi risultati

sono applicati al fine di ottenere, per esempio, delle stime di rischio per danni

operazionali (frequenti) o danni derivati dal rischio di credito.

La seconda parte della tesi è dedicata alio studio del concetto di strut-

tura di dipendenza. Motivati da un problema riguardante il Value-at-Risk e

basandoci sulla teoria delle copule, illustriamo come una dipendenza di tipo
comonotonico (correlazione lineare massima), considerata nella pratica uno

scenario assai prudente, possa risultare non adatta per descrivere il caso peg-

giore. Per il Value-at-Risk di una posizione di rischi con marginali fissi de-

riviamo dei limiti in totale assenza di informazione. Assumendo una parziale

conoscenza riguardante la dipendenza tra i singoli rischi, i limiti possono es-

sere migiiorati e resi più precisi. In seguito, analizziamo in modo approfondito
le strutture di dipendenza che comportano lo scenario peggiore. Ne studiamo,

in particolare, la forma e la dipendenza funzionale implicata. In conclusione

critichiamo un possibile uso, come misura di rischio, del Value-at-Risk basato

sulla struttura di dipendenza più pericolosa e descriviamo un approccio alter¬

native che supporta la scelta di una dipendenza di tipo comonotonico.
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Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit enthält zwei Teile. Im ersten Teil betrachten wir ein

modifiziertes Ruinproblem, bei dem die Inkremente des Risikoprozesses lang-

schwänzig und Markov-moduliert sind. Wir nehmen an, dass die Markovkette

Harris-rekurrent mit beliebigem Zustandsraum ist. Ein Ruin passiert, falls eine

positive Schranke in einer genügend kleinen Zeit erreicht wird. Das exakte

asymptotisches Verhalten für die Wahrscheinlichkeit P(5W >x für ein n<Sx)

wird angegeben. Hier bezeichnet {Sn} die diskrete partielle Summe des Pro¬

zesses, und 8 ist eine (kleine) positive Konstante. Unsere Ergebnisse wer¬

den dann angewendet, um Schätzwerte zu erhalten, die repetitive operative
Risikoverluste und Kreditrisiko quantitativ bestimmen.

Im zweiten Teil befassen wir uns mit dem Begriff der Abhängigkeit. Mo¬

tiviert durch ein Value-at-Risk Problem, zeigen wir zuerst, dass komonotone

Abhängingkeit, in der Paxis als vorsichtiges Szenario betrachtet (maximale

lineare Korrelation), nicht immer geeignet ist, um den schlimmsten Fall zu

beschreiben. Mit Hilfe der Theorie von Copulae leiten wir Schranken her

für das Value-at-Risk einer Position von verschiedenen abhängigen Risiken,

wenn wir die Randverteilungen kennen, aber keine weitere Information über

die Abhängigkeitsstruktur haben. Solche Schranken können verbessert wer¬

den, wenn weitere Informationen zur Verfügung stehen. Wir analysieren dann

die Eigenschaften der schlimmsten Struktur. Insbesondere beschreiben wir

ihre Form und die implizierte funktionelle Abhängigkeit zwischen den einzel¬

nen Risiken. Am Ende kritisieren wir das schlimmste Szenario als geeignete

Annahme für Value-at-Risk-basiertes Risikomanagement und wir besprechen

einen alternativen Ansatz, der die Wahl von einer komonotone Abhängingkeit
zwischen den verschiedenen Risiken rechtfertigt.
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Abstract

This thesis is organized in two parts. The first part deals with a modified ruin

problem, where the increments of the process are heavy-tailed and Markov-

modulated. The Markov chain is assumed to be Harris recurrent evolving on

a general state space. Ruin occurs when a positive boundary is attained within

a sufficiently small time. We provide sharp asymptotics for the probability

¥(Sn > x for some n < Sx), where {Sn} denotes the discrete partial sums of

the process and S is a suitably small positive constant. Our results are applied

to obtain risk estimates which quantify, for instance, repetitive operational risk

losses and credit risk losses.

The second part of the thesis is devoted to the concept of dependence.
Motivated by a Value-at-Risk problem, and using the theory of copulae, we

show that comonotonic dependence (maximal linear correlation), considered

in practice as a prudent scenario, could be far away from describing the worst

possible case. We provide bounds for the Value-at-Risk of some joint po¬

sition of different dependent risks when the marginal distributions are given
and no dependence information is available. These bounds can be further im¬

proved assuming partial information. We then analyze the properties of the

dependence structures leading to the worst case, in particular their form and

the implied functional dependence between the marginals. We finally criticize

the assumption of the worst possible dependence scenario for Value-at-Risk-

based risk management and we provide an approach supporting the choice of

a comonotonic dependence structure between the risks.
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Introduction

Within the finance and insurance industry, it is not possible nor desirable to

eliminate all risks. For a given situation, risk management consists in analyz¬

ing exposure to risk. Whereas much of traditional statistics studies the average

and the expected, risk management has more to do with the unexpected, the

rare events and extreme cases. This calls for the use of appropriate stochastic

models and risk measures.

A risk model mainly consists of random variables and assumptions relat¬

ing them. A risk measure is then a functional assigning some value quanti¬

fying risk as, for instance, the outcome at a specific percentile. In classical

risk management, typically, the mathematical constituents of the model are

assumed to be independent. This is often due to the implied benefits in terms

of mathematical tractability more than to the nature of the observations.

In modern risk management, a central issues is the modeling of dependent

risks. In fact, through many practical examples, in the last years the conscious¬

ness that the assumption of independence between the components of a risk

model is not always satisfied became widely accepted. Losses resulting for car

polices in the case of hail or for households due to an earthquake or a flood are

definitely dependent. As already mentioned, the main problem when dealing

with dependence is to characterize its structure in a way, which is pratically

applicable, methodologically correct and also allows for numerical calcula¬

tions of relevant risk measures. Unfortunately, in most cases, introducing a

specific form of dependence may quickly lead to analytic intractability of the

model and therefore a condition of independence very often remains a central

assumption in practice.

The present work deals with two classical problems, where dependence

1
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structures can be considered, respectively, arise naturally. The main motiva¬

tions for treating these problems are presented in Chapter 1 and Chapter 5.

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Part I we discuss an actuarial risk

model. Lundberg (1903) introduced the ruin problem for a risk model with

independent losses. In Chapter 3 we consider a similar risk model and induce

dependence through Markov modulation. Then, for a non-standard ruin prob¬

lem, we show that this kind of dependence allow for the computation of ruin

estimates. In Chapter 4 we apply our results to obtain estimates which quan¬

tify repetitive operational risk losses and credit risk losses. The material of

this part is an extensive exposition of the paper Collamore and Höing (2005).

In Part II we repeat and extend the results of Embrechts et al. (2003)

and Embrechts et al. (2005). Given the marginal distributions of some risk

factors, we investigate the problem of calculating the Value-at-Risk of a joint

position under different dependence scenarios. Chapter 7 provides upper and

lower bounds if no information relative to the dependence between the risks

is available. These bounds can be improved if partial information is present.

Assuming independence or comonotonicity, the Value-at-Risk for the joint

position can be computed exactly. In Chapter 8 we provide and discuss the

dependence structures leading to the worst-case scenario which, in line with

Artzner et al. (1999) and the examples illustrated in Section 7.3, differs from

comonotonicity.

Chapters 2 and 6 provide the necessary definitions and preliminaries.

Section 2.1 describes the splitting technique introduced in Athreya and Ney

(1978) for inducing regenerative structures for Markov chains evolving on

general spaces. In Section 2.2 we recall some important classes of heavy-

tailed distribution functions and their properties. Chapter 6 is devoted to the

description of dependence structures. In particular, stochastic orders, Fréchet

bounds and copulae are presented.



Parti

A modified ruin problem in a

Markovian environment
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Chapter 1

Motivation

In this first part of the thesis we introduce a risk model where dependence is

induced through Markov modulation: the components of the model depend on

an underlying process which is assumed to be Markov. We then provide ruin

estimates and apply these to some specific models.

The choice of Markov modulation has two main motivations. First, in

many practical applications, it is justified or even natural to assume the exis¬

tence of an underlying driving factor. For applications in economics, we refer

for instance to Hamilton (1989) and Hardy (2001), where a regime switch¬

ing model for long-term stock returns based on a finite state Markov chain

is presented. Secondly, Markov chains have simple characterizations in term

of probability kernels and hitting times, which easily allow for calculations.

It is important to emphasize that the motivation for taking these processes as

underlying factors is both due to their tractability as well as their practical

relevance. This class of models includes for instance many of the processes

used in finance and economics as there are, for example, ARMA and ARCH

processes.

We now introduce a motivating example, which will then be studied in

more detail in Chapter 4. Consider the problem of modeling repetitive opera¬

tional risk losses. This refers to capital loss incurred by a financial institution

due to such causes as documentation errors, system failure, fraud, program¬

ming or information errors. In this context, the claim arrival rates, typically,

5



6 Chapter 1. Motivation

are quite closely correlated with volume traded in the market. This could be

taken as underlying driving factor. It is therefore natural to assume, that the

number of claims is given by a Poisson random variable, but that their arrivals

are governed by an external process {V*}, which is a discrete-time model of the

traded volume. A natural assumption is that {V^} is an ARMA(p, q) process,

or just an AR(1) process. With these considerations in mind, we are naturally

led to a risk model of the following form

n N(.V,)

S« := l>(Vi-), WO :=£$;, d-D

where Sn denotes the total capital loss by time n, which is viewed as an ag¬

gregate of the individual claim losses {l-j}.
In actuarial risk analysis, ruin probabilities arise naturally as one of the

most important and studied risk measures. In the classical ruin problem, orig¬

inally introduced by Lundberg (1903), a risk process is studied having the

form
N,

S(t):=ct-J2b> (L2>

i=\

where c > 0 denotes a deterministic premium income, {£} the iid claim sizes

with distribution function Fç and mean p^, and Nt the Poisson counting pro¬

cess with parameter k. The iid inter-arrival times L; have then mean X~[ and

it is assumed that p := c/{Xp,^) — 1 > 0. This is the so-called net profit

condition. If the insurance company begins with a certain initial capital, say

x, then the classical ruin probability is defined as

f(x) •- P(5(0 < -x for some t > 0).

Since ruin occurs only at the claim times, (1.2) can be rewritten as

n

Srt = £(?,--cLi), 50 = 0 (1.3)

and ijr (x) = P(5W > x for some n > 0). There is a considerable amount of

literature on ruin estimation (and Markov dependence). The most relevant

reference on this topic is Asmussen (2000). We also refer to Asmussen et al.
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(1999), where ruin probabilities for several risk processes (including Markov

modulated models) are given. In contrast with the models discussed in the

latter reference, using the splitting technique of Athreya and Ney (1978), in

our case we let the underlying process evolve on a general state space. In the

classical ruin framework, for our motivating example, there is no relevant pre¬

mium payment and the process {Sn} has positive drift; compare (1.1) and (1.3).

Since in this case the net profit condition is violated, the classical ruin prob¬

ability would tend to one almost surely. Therefore we investigate a modified

ruin problem. Given a positive ruin barrier, we consider a "pure loss" process.

This means that, contrarily to the Cramér-Lundberg insurance model, we do

not require a premium income or a net profit condition to be fulfilled and our

process is assumed to have positive drift. In this context, it is of interest to

characterize the probability of large exceedance over time intervals, which are

small compared with the "natural" ruin time for this process. Instead of the

classical ruin probability, we therefore investigate the ruin probability

iffs(x) :~ {Sn > x for some n < Sx)

for some S > 0 small enough.

Besides our motivating example and the applications presented in Chap¬

ter 4, we are convinced that the results presented in Chapter 3 allow for appli¬

cations to a much more wider range of problems.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Markov chains and regenerative structures

2.1.1 General background

Let (§, 6) be a general countably generated measured space. A stochastic

process on (§, 6) is a collection of random variables {Vt}teT, Vt : (ß, «A, P)

-> (S, 6), indexed by T = K or Z and measurable with respect to 6. A

probability kernel on (§, 6) is a function JC : S x & -» [0, 11 such that:

v h> JC(u, A) is a measurable function on (§, 6) for Ae6,

A h>- X(v, A) is a probability measure on (S, 6) for v e S.

A family of probability kernels {Ps,t)s,teT satisfying the Chapman- Kol-

mogorov equality Ps,t — Ps^uPuj foi" d\\ s < u < t is called a transition

probability kernel.

A stochastic process {Vt}teT defined through a transition probability ker¬

nel such that Psj(v, A) is a regular version of the conditional probability

P(Vf G A | Vi = v) for any A g 6 is called a Markov process. We refer to

Durret (1991, Chapter 4) for a discussion on regular conditional distributions.

Markov processes are said to be homogeneous if the family of probability

kernel {PStt}s,teT can be replaced by {Pn}h^T, where Pn satisfies the equality

3>h = Ptjt+h for all t, h T. In the following we take T — N and we omit

the indices whenever possible. A discrete homogeneous Markov chain {V;} is

9



10 Chapter 2. Preliminaries

then defined by the n—step transition kernel

^"(v, A) - I 3>n-{(u, A)Pl(v, du), Pl{v, A) := P(v, A)
Js

for 0 < i < n, v e S, A e & and finite dimensional distributions

PM(VoeAo,...,V„e A„)

= /
•• / p(dva)tP(vo1dvi)...P(vn-i,An),

where /x is an initial distribution and {Af}j=i „,
« > 1 a family of measur¬

able sets. If pL is degenerated at some point vo g S, we write P„0 instead

of PM. Since throughout this part of the thesis only homogeneous Markov

chains will be considered, we briefly speak of Markov chain omitting the term

homogeneous. If {V,} is a Markov chain, then

P(V„ = Vn\Vn-\ = v„_i,..., Vb = vo) =V(Vn —Vn\V„-l = V„-\),

whenever P(V,j_i — vn-i, , Vb = t>o) > 0. This conditional independence

property is called Markov property. It states that, given the past, the future

behavior of the chain only depends on the present state and knowledge of the

history does not add any new information.

The «—step transition kernel Pn acts on functions /:§-»§ and signed

measures v on & via

Pnf(v) := f f(u)Pn(v, du), vPn(A) := / Pn(v, A)v(dv)
Js Js

respectively.

Beside the transition probability kernel, other elements play an important

role in the description of a Markov chain. For any set A g 6, the random

times
00

zA = inf{/ > 1 : Vt A}, t]A = ^ I{VieA],

denote the first hitting time to the set A and the occupation time of A, respec¬

tively. These random variables provide a practical tool to describe the different

concepts of stability of a Markov chain. Irreducible chains are characterized

by the fact that all "reasonable sized" sets (with respect to a measure <p) can
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be reached from every possible starting point. Under irreducibility we also

do not have unstable situations, where a small change of the initial position

excludes the chance of reaching the same set of states. Formally we have:

Definition 2.1.1. A Markov chain {V/} is (p-irreducible or simply irreducible

if there exists a measure (p on 6 such that <p(A) > 0 implies

Pro (*A < 00) = PV0 (U^ilVi- A}) > 0, (2.1)

for all vo g S. Let 6+ denote the family of sets with positive <p measure. A

«p-irreducible chain is aperiodic if, for any A G (5+ and any initial condition

vo g S, Pn{vQ, A) > 0 for all n sufficiently large.

Observe that the measure <p described above is not unique. A measure

(p is said to be a maximal irreducible measure for a Markov chain if this is

^-irreducible and for any other measure <p', the chain is (/-irreducible if and

only if <p' is absolutely continuos with respect to <p. A measure <p\ is called

absolute continuous with respect to a measure (p2, written <p2 >- 9?i, if for all

A g &, (pi(A) ~ 0 implies cp\ (A) = 0. Meyn and Tweedie (1993, Proposition

4.2.2) provides a characterisation of the maximal irreducible measure for (p-

irreducible chains.

Stronger forms of stability, expressed in terms of the random times t\

and t\a are given by the concepts of recurrence and Harris recurrence defined

below.

Definition 2.1.2. A chain {V,} is said to be recurrent if it is irreducible and

Euo \ï)a\ := £„>o vv0 Om > w) = 00 for every v0 G S and every set A G 6+.

A set A is called Harris recurrent if

P«o Om = 00) = 1, for every v0 g A. (2.2)

A Markov chain is called Harris recurrent if it is irreducible and every set in

G+ is Harris recurrent.

If {Vi} is Harris recurrent, Property (2.2) holds more generally for every

vq g S, we refer to Meyn and Tweedie (1993, Theorem 9.1.4) for a proof.

Harris recurrence is a strengthening of irreducibility in the sense that, for any

vo G S and A g 6, it guarantees P„0 (ta < 00) = 1 whereas irreducibility

only yields P„0 {xa < 00) > 0.
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Definition 2.1.3. A o-finite measure \i on 6 satisfying the equality /i(A) =

liP^A) for every A e & is called stationary measure.

The existence of a stationary measure becomes particularly important if

it is finite. In this case it can be normalized in order to obtain a stationary

probability it. The name stationary probability is justified by the fact that

if the initial distribution n of the process is stationary, then the process is

stationary. An irreducible Markov chain admitting an invariant probability

measure n with

71 = TtIP

is said to be a positive chain. We refer to Meyn and Tweedie ( 1993) for the

conditions on the existence of such stationary probabilities.

2.1.2 Regenerative structures and Minorization condition

The intuition behind a regenerative structure for a process is that its trajecto¬

ries can be split into blocks having the same stochastic properties. The points

defining these blocks are called regeneration points. In this section we formal¬

ize this concept and show that regenerative structures can be induced using the

splitting technique introduced in Athreya and Ney (1978).

Let {Vi} be a homogeneous Markov chain with transition kernel P. As¬

sume that it is irreducible with respect to a maximal irreducibility measure (p.

A very mild condition which we will need to impose on the Markov chain is

that it satisfies:

Minorization condition: For some n > 1, there exist a constant p (0, 1), a

«^-positive set C G S and some probability measure v with v(C) = 1 such

that

pIc(v)v(A) < Pn{v, A) for all v g S and A&. (SW)

Observe that the above condition is satisfied without loss of generality if

the chain is aperiodic Harris recurrent. In fact, Orey (1971, Theorem 1.2.1)

ensures that, if E g 6+ for a measure <p and Fvo (U,->]{Vi G F}) > 0, for

every vq g E and every F C E such that <p(F) > 0, there exists a set C G &+

satisfying

pIc(v)<pc(A)<Pn(v,A)
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for some n > 1, p g (0, 1) and (pc(-) = <p{- H C)/cp(C).

Under (STJt), an important result, first established by Athreya and Ney

(1978) and Nummelin (1978), states that the Markov chain has a regenerative

structure, as follows.

Lemma 2.1.4 (Regeneration Lemma). Assume the Minorization condition

(ÜJI) to holdfor a homogeneous Markov chain with general countably gener¬

ated state space (§, &). Then there exists a sequence ofinteger-valued random

times

0 < 7b < 7/i < • • •

such that:

(i) {n :— Ti — 7i_i}i>i are iid andfinite a.e.,

(ii) the random blocks {V^.j,..., V^.-i }i>{ are independent,

(Hi) P(V„ G A\n - 7/-i,Ï7i_i-i) = v{A),forall A G 6 and i > 1, where

$Ti^-i = o"(Vo, • , V7}_j_i) « the filtration generated by {Vt} up to

time 7}_i — 1.

The condition 0 < 7b states that, in general, a regenerative Markov chain

does not necessarily regenerate at time zero. If 7b = 0 the chain is said to be

zero-delayed.

For an irreducible chain evolving on a countable state space, a regener¬

ative structure trivially exists. Indeed, the regeneration times can be defined

by the successive returns to a fix state v g S having positive probability to be

reached. Once returned in v the future evolution of the chain does not depend

on the past and has the same probabilistic structure as the previous cycle. In

this case 7b = 0 and Ti+\ = M{k > Ti : Vk = v}, i > 0.

For a process evolving in a general state space, the latter argument fails,

since one requires the existence of a state which is visited infinitely often with

probability one. Nevertheless, the same idea can be applied when S contains

an atom.

Definition 2.1.5. Let {Vt} be a Markov chain on (S, 6) with transition kernel

$>. A set S e 6 is said to be an atom for {Vi} if there exists a probability
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measure v on 6 such that

<P(v, C) = v(C), v g S, C &. (2.3)

If {V/} is «p-irreducible with (p(S) > 0, the atom S is said to be accessible.

The successive returns to an atom build a sequence of regeneration points,

where (2.3) guarantees that all trajectories starting in 5 have the same law.

For an irreducible chain evolving on a countable state space as above, v is an

accessible atom.

Under (SOT), the splitting technique introduced in Athreya and Ney (1978)

ensures the existence of a regenerative structure artificially constructing an

accessible atom as follows.

Splitting the original state space (§, 6), we define a new chain {V;} evolv¬

ing on the space (S, 6), where S := S x {0, 1} and 6 is the smallest a -algebra

containing the sets of the form A0 := A x {0}, A1 := A x {1} for A g 6. We

refer to this new chain as split chain. The transitions of the original Markov

chain on its state space S with respect to the transition kernel P will corre¬

spond to transitions of the split chain on the two spaces S° := S x {0} and

S1 :^Sx{l) with respect to a new transition kernel P defined below. The el¬

ements of S° and S1 have the form v° := (v, 0) and v1 := (v, 1), respectively.

Suppose the original chain satisfies the Minorization condition (Wl). With¬

out loss of generality we take n = 1. For p and C as in (W) and a measure X

on &, we then define the operator * by

À*(Ax{/}) :=
X°(A) :=X(AnC)[l-p] + X(AHCc) when i = 0,

X1(A):^X(AnC)p when i = 1.

It splits any measure X in two measures on S° and S1 such that X(A) = A.*(A°U

A1) and k* = X outside C° U C]. For A n C = 0 it holds that X*(A°) - X(A).

Let now the transition kernel P :§x6^ [0, 1J of the new chain be given

by

!P*(v,-)

when v' G S° \ C°,

(1 - p)-[(P*(v, ) - pv*(-)) when vf G C°,

v*(-) when i/'gS1.

(2.4)

Figure 2.1 shows the dynamics of the original and the split chain induced by

the transition probability kernels P and P, respectively.
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C V] vi

Figure 2.1: Dynamics ofthe original and the split chains.

Since Pn(v\ S1 \ C1) - Ofor all n > 1 and i = 0, 1, on S1 only C1 can

be reached with positive probability. Hence, whenever the chain is irreducible,

S — C1 is an accessible atom, which implies the existence of a regenerative

structure for the split chain.

The probability law starting in C1 is given by v*. By the definition of the

operator *, the split chain has the same dynamics as the original one. In fact

P(v°,A°) = P(v,A) forA°UC° = 0,

P(vi,C°UC]) = P(v,C), i=0,l.

Observe that, by the particular choice of P, each time the original chain

arrives in C it is "split"; it remains in C° with probability (1 - p) and it drops

to C1 with probability p. For instance, considering the first step V\ of the split

chain, for any initial distribution ß on 6, we have

PM*(Vi G A0) = p*P(A°) ^ liY(A n C) (1 - p) + ixP(A n cc)
= Vß(V] eAnC)(l-p)+Vß(Vl g AnC6'), (2.5)

V(VlGA1) = /a*P(A1)=/xP(AnC)/7-PM(V1AnC)p (2.6)

and hence PM*(Vi g A0 U A1) = PM (Vi e A). In terms of transition kernels

we obtain: P(v, A) - (1 - p)P(v°, A0 U A1) +pP(v\ A0 U A1).

The next theorem generalizes (2.5) and (2.6) for all successive steps and

ensures that the split chain has the same stochastic properties as the original

chain.
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Theorem 2.1.6. Let {Vi} be a homogeneous Markov chain on (§, &) with

transition kernel P satisfying (971) and {Vi} on (S, 6) with transition kernel

P defined as in (2.4). Then

(i) {V(} is the marginal chain of {Vi}, i.e. for any initial distribution p on&

and any set A 6, fiPn(A) = p*Pn(A°UAl)foranyn > 1.

(ii) {V(} is cp-irreducible if {Vi} is (p*-irreducible. Moreover, if {Vi} is <p-

irreducible and satisfies (97Î) with (p(C) > 0, {Vi} is v*-irreducible and

C1 is an accessible atomfor the split chain.

For a proof we refer to Meyn and Tweedie (1993, p. 104).

If {Vi} is «p-irreducible and satisfies (S0Î) for a C G 6+, it inherits a re¬

generative structure from the split chain and regenerates with probability p at

the time points where {Vj} regenerates. The first transition after a regeneration

has probability distribution v appearing in (TI).

2A3 Geometrically ergodic Markov chains

Later we will need that the inter-regeneration times t; := 7}+i — 7), i > 1

in Lemma 2.1.4 have finite exponential moments. To characterize when this

property holds, we first introduce the following.

Definition 2.1.7. A Markov chain {Vi} with n-step transition kernel Pn is

said to be ergodic or Harris ergodic if for all v, u G S

\Pn(v, u)-7t(u)\ -»0 forn^oo, (2.7)

where n denotes its stationary probability.

For a general state space we rewrite (2.7) in terms of the total variation

norm, i.e.

lim \\Pn(v, -)-3t(0II =0 foralluGS,

where for a measure fi on 6, \\p\\ := sup^iy^j \p(f)\ = sup^gg |/i(A)|.

The next proposition characterizes ergodic chains in term of Harris recur¬

rence and return times to C-sets. A set C G 6 is called C-set if there exists

an m > 0, and a non-trivial measure v on 6, such that for all v G C, B G 6,

Pm(v, B) > v(B).
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Remark 2.1.8. C-sets play an important role in the regeneration theory de¬

scribed in Section 2.1.2. In fact, the set C in the Minorization condition (97t)

is a C-set.

Strengthening the convergence in (2.1.3), geometric ergodicity is defined

by a uniform geometric rate of convergence, i.e.

\\pn(v,-)-7r(-)\\=o(Qn) for all v g S, (2.8)

where q < 1 can be chose essentially independent of the initial point v. In

order to further characterize geometric ergodicity we need the following.

Drift condition: There exists a C-set C G 6, a function V > 1 ( V ^ oo), and

constants ß > 0 and b < oo such that

/ V(u)P(v, du) < (1 - ß)V(v) + blc(v), Vu g S. (£>)
Js

The function V is called Lyapunovfunction. A Markov chain {Vj} is said to

be geometrically recurrent if

sup Eyo [eetc] < oo for some e > 0,
voeC

where EVo is the expectation with respect to P„0 and zc = inf{/ > 1 : VJ g C}.

Proposition 2.1.9. Let {V/} be an homogeneous Markov chain on (§, 6) with

transition kernel P satisfying (S0Î). Then the following are equivalent.

(i) {Vi} is geometrically ergodic.

(ii) {Vi} is geometrically recurrent.

(Hi) Condition (£>) is satisfied.

For a proof, see Meyn and Tweedie (1993, Theorem 5.5.7 and Theorem

15.0.1) and Kontoyiannis and Meyn (2003, p. 318).

Since the times {7}} in Lemma 2.1.4 can be identified as those times that

{V,} visits the set C appearing in (S0Î), we therefore have

E [<?"<] < oo for some e > 0 <^=> (ID) holds. (2.9)
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In view of relation (2.9) later we will need to assume geometrical ergod¬

icity.

Beside the above Drift condition, in the next section we illustrate explicit

criteria for verifying geometrical ergodicity for some Markov chains used for

financial applications.

2.1.4 Examples of geometrically ergodic Markov chains

The assumption of geometrical ergodicity plays a crucial role in the proofs of

our the results stated in Chapter 3. In particular, it guarantees the existence of

a stationary probability for the driving process and provides a suitable regen¬

erative structure for the Markov chain {V,} having exponential moments for

the inter-regeneration times as in (2.9). In this section, we illustrate some im¬

portant geometrically ergodic models used in finance and in economics as, for

instance, the classical ARCH models introduced by Engle (1982) and GARCH

and TARCH models which have already proved useful in econometric mod¬

eling of phenomena such as the inflation rate, exchange rate, interest rate and

stock prices.

ARMA models

Let {si} be an iid zero-mean real valued sequence. The ARMA(p, q) model

{Vi} is then defined by the recurrence relation

p q

VL ^^aiVi-p + J2bJei~J + £i- (2-]°)

i=i )=\

In a more concise form a(B)Vi = b(B)Si, where a(z) — 1 — a\z — • • • —

apzp, b(z) — 1 + b\z + • • + bpzp and B is the backward shift operator,

i.e. BVi = V/-1. If the complex zeros of the polynomial a(z) lie outside

the open unit circle, the recurrence equation (2.10) has a unique stationary

solution and it is geometrically ergodic provided the marginal distribution of

{fi;} to be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

If in addition, the distribution of the innovation sequence is equivalent to
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Lebesgue measure, then there exist some ao > 0 such that

p

Vi - X>*Vi_* + ag(Vi^,..., Vip)+Si (2.11)

is geometrically ergodic for \a\ < ao, where g : ~RP — R such that \g(v)\ <

\v\ for \v\ > t and bounded on |u| < t for some t > 0. If g is bounded on its

domain, geometrical ergodicity holds for any value of a. For the proof of the

above results, we refer to Doukhan (1994).

Bilinear models

Let {s^ be an iid innovation sequence on ]R having finite variance. Consider

the process given by the bilinear recurrence relation

P q q' p'

Vi - J2akVi-k + Si +J^bjei-j + J] J2ckJVi-k-J^-J- (2-12)

k=\ j=l j=lk=0

Using a result of Pham (1985, Theorem 4.1), the latter can be written in the

bilinear Markovian form

Vj — HYi+m-],
Y i = (A + BSi)Yi-i + ce-, + def + f

for some matrices A, B, H, vectors c, d, f and some index m. Note that

{Yi} is Revalued sequence with d = max{p, p' + q, p' + q'}. Provided

that the density of {£,•} is positive in a neighbourhood of 0, the eigenvalues of

A have modulus less than one and £[>i|2i] < oo, E[\\A + ß£i||2*] < oo

for some s e R, Doukhan (1994, Theorem 2.4.1.5) states that the process

{Vi} defined in (2.12) is geometrically ergodic. For a locally bounded real

function b such that {v g R : liminff^:^^^} \b(vn)vn + d\ = 0} and {v e

R : b discontinuous in v} are discrete and disjoint, Ferrante et al. (2003) have

proved that the scalar bilinear Markov chain

Vi=aVi-i+KVi-i)Vi-iei+dei

is geometrically ergodic if the innovations are absolutely continuous with re¬

spect to Lebesgue measure, the density is strictly positive almost everywhere

and lower semicontinuous and |a| + II^Hoûlkilli < L Here ||.||oo ar,d ll-lli

denote the sup-, respectively the L^norm.
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Non-linear financial models

Let {ei} be an iid Rd-valued sequence with distribution function G. The vec¬

torial ARCH model {Vi} is defined by the recurrence relation

Vi = f(Vi-1) + g(yi-})ei, (2.13)

where Vq g Rrf, / is a measurable function from Rrf to Hd and g is a mea¬

surable function mapping Rrf to the space of invertible real d x d matrices

with norm || A|| — sup^^j \Av\.

By Doukhan (1994, Proposition 2.4.6), the Markov chain (2.13) is ge¬

ometrically ergodic provided G (/_1 ({i; g Rrf | det g(v) — 0})) = 0, G is

absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure X and equivalent to X

in some neighbourhood of 0 and the following hold:

(i) S s > l,E[\Si\Y < ooand

\f(v)\ + \\g(v)\\(E[\ei\rrs .

hmsup •— < 1,

|V|-»00 \v\

(ii) 3a > 0, Vv g Hd, y(v) = E[exp{a\\g(v)\\\si\}] < ooand

\f(v)\+a-l\ny(v)
hmsup — —— < 1.

|D|-+oo \V\

The following special cases of the vectorial ARCH model are of particular

interest:

(ARCH) The univariate model

Vi = yJa + bV^et

with a > 0, b G (0, 1) introduced by Engle (1982) is geometrically

ergodic for {£,} iid with distribution equivalent to Lebesgue measure.

(TARCH) The recursive form

Vi = (a + bVi-\ lw.^oj - cVt-i l{v,_,<o})£/t

with a, b, c > 0 and {e,} iid with E |>il = 0 defines a geometrically

ergodic model if 0 < max{b, c} < 1.
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(GARCH-M) The bivariate GARCH - M process is defined as

Vi = f(Vl-],Yi-i)+g(Yi-i)ei,
Yi^hiYi-ti + m+u

where {e,} and {??,} are iid and independent, / : R2 -> R, h : R -> R

and g : R - R satisfies infye]R \g(y)\ > 0. It can be written in the

form (2.13) as Zf- = F(Z/_i) + G(Z,-_i)W/ with

*=(?). ^-({©.^-('o10 ?)•*. = ft)-
The process {Z,-} is geometrically ergodic if {W,-} has mean zero, iden¬

tity covariance matrix and there exists Ke (0,1) such that \f2(v, y) +

g2(v) + h2(v, y)\ < K(v2 -\- v2) for (v2 + y2) large enough.

(General-jS-ARCH) Let {£/} be an iid real sequence with zero mean, E\st \r =

1 and consider the time series

Vi = £i[ao + a]\Vi-i\rb + + ap\Vi-p\rb]l'r, (2.14)

with a0 > 0, at > 0, / = 1,..., p, 0 < b < 1, r > 0. For b /

1, we further assume that {erf have a common and almost everywhere

positive density and £/ is independent of V,-/ for / > 0. By An et al.

(1997, Lemma 3.3), the process {V,} defined in (2.14) is geometrically

ergodic for 0 < b < 1. The latter also holds for b = 1 if and only if

Ef=i««- < L

For r = 2, (2.14) is a b - ARCH(p) model and, for b = 1, the

b - ARCH(p) class reduces itself to the classical ARCH(/?) class. In

order to put the non-linear chain in a Markov chain framework, we de¬

fine Yj_i = (\Vi\r,...,\Vi-p+i\r)T andei - Kf such that Y; =

r(Yi_i,ei)+ei(l,0,...,0)r, where

TÇÏi-uet) = (aicT^j + • • • + a^Y^, Yi+U ..., Yi-p+i)T.
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2.2 Heavy-tailed distributions

2.2.1 Classes and examples

Heavy-tailed distributions are typically those with tails decaying to zero at a

rate slower than exponential; the exponential distribution being usually con¬

sidered as the borderline between heavy- and light-tails. A non-negative ran¬

dom variable having an heavy-tailed distribution typically satisfies

(px (£) := E pxl -

oo for all ? > 0.

Two classes of heavy-tailed distributions in particular have been suc¬

cessful for the study of limit distributions of maxima and sums of iid ran¬

dom variables: the distributions with regularly varying tails and the subex-

ponential distributions. In the following we adopt the notation G{(x) ~

Gi(x) as u -¥ oo to describe tail-equivalence of distribution functions, i.e.

limx^ooGi(x)/G2(x) = 1.

Definition 2.2.1. A positive measurable function h on (0, oo) is said to be

regularly varying at infinity with index a G R, written h e P(a), if

h(tx)
a

lim —— ^ta, t > 0.
x^co h(x)

In the case of a distribution function G, we often have G := 1 — G G P(—a),

a > 0 and write G(x) ~ x~aL(x) as x -> oo for some a > 0 and L slowly

varyingfunction, i.e. lim^^oo L(tx)/L(x) = 1, / > 0.

The most basic example of a regularly varying distribution is one having

Pareto tails, namely,

G(x) ~ cx~a as x -> oo

for positive constants c and a. Other well-known distributions in this class are

the infinite variance stable distributions with a < 2 (including the Cauchy dis¬

tribution) and the Fréchet, Burr and Loggamma distributions. See Embrechts

et al. (1997, Theorem 2.2.8) and Table 2.1 for a more detailed description.

A natural generalization of the class P(—a) is the class of subexponential

distributions, which was first introduced by Chistyakov (1964).
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Definition 2.2.2. A distribution function G on [0, oo) is said to be subexpo-

nential, written G G S, if

Gn*(x)
lim -= = n,
J-"00 G(x)

where rc* denotes the «-convolution operator; Gn*(x) :— P(X^=i ^* > x)
for X\,..., Xn iid with common distribution G.

For a sequence Xi,..., Xn of iid random variables with common distri¬

bution function G G -5, we let 5W := J2l=\ %k and M„ := max {Xi, •

-, Xn}.

The tail distribution of Sn is then mainly determinated by the tail distribution

of Mw;i.e.

B-l

P(Mn > jc) = G"(x) = G(x) ^ Gk(x) ~ nG(jc)

/fc=0

- Gn*(x) = P(S„ > x) as jc -* oo. (2.15)

This highlights the intuition that the sum is mainly driven by the largest

value in the sample. Over the recent years, such distributions have been ac¬

cepted as realistic models for extremal events like the claim sizes in catastro¬

phe insurance, the magnitude of earthquake aftershocks, the lengths of trans¬

mitted files, for instance. Below, we consider some alternative definitions of

heavy-tailedness.

Definition 2.2.3. (i) A distribution function G on [0, oo) is said to be of

dominated variation, written G G S), if

G(x/2)
hmsup — < oo.

x-»oo G(x)

(ii) A distribution function G on [0, oo) is said to belong to the class X if

lim —= = 1 for all v > 0.
x^oo G(x)
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Define the hazard function Q := — logG. If it exists, the function q :

R+ -> R such that

Q(x) = 0(0) + f q(y)dy, x g R+
Jo

is called the hazard rate of G. For a distribution G having density g, q —

g/G. A distribution G belongs to X if and only if limx^tx>(Q(x) — Q(x —

y)) = 0 for all v G R. By Klüppelberg (1988, Theorem 3.3 and Corol¬

lary 3.4), limsup^oQ xq(x) < oo implies G g P) D X, on the other hand,

lim sup^^ xq(x) < oo if G G X) Pi X and q is non-increasing.

Observe that if for some G g X the hazard rate q or lim^oo q(x) does

not exist, it is always possible to construct a distribution function Go with

hazard rate qo such that G(x) ~ GoM as x -* oo with lirn^oo <?oU) - 0;

see Rolski et al. (1999, Lemma 2.5.6).

Another relevant quantity in this context is the mean excessfunction. Let¬

ting X be a random variable having distribution G, this function is defined by

h(x) :=ELY-jc|X >x] = =— / G(y)dy.
G(x) Jx

An important property of subexponential distributions, which we will need

to assume later, is that the overshoot properly normalized with h has a non-

degenerate limit, i.e.

lim p/^Z^ > z{X >x)= p(z > z) (2.16)
*->-oo Y h(x) J

for some non-degenerate random variable Z. For a further discussion of this

condition, see Goldie and Resnick (1988) or Asmussen (2000, Proposition

IX. 1.18). For example, if G g P(-a), a > 0 then h(x) = x/a and Z is

Pareto with P(Z > z) = (1 + z/a)-^a+l\
The relationship between the above discussed classes is presented in Fig¬

ure 2.2, while Table 2.1 resumes some heavy-tailed distributions, which are

important for insurance mathematics applications. For a detailed discussion,

see Embrechts and Omey (1984).
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£>

P(-a)

Figure 2.2: Classes of heavy-tailed distributions.

Name Tail G or density g Parameters Class

Lognormal *W - sb«-*0"-'02
a > 0

<£(!<£>

Pareto cm = (^y a, <: > 0 #(-a)

Burr GW = {4s)a a,c,r >0 #(-<x)

Benktander- G(x) = (l+2(/3/a)lnj) /X G R xni)

type-I e-ß(In ^)2-(a+l)lnx

Benktander- G(jc) - e^/ßx-a-ß)e-axP/ß a > 0 uni)

type-II 0< j0 < 1

Weibull c>0

0 < r < 1

^nx)G(x) = e~cx

Loggamma g(x) = -^^(lnx)^"^-"-1 a,/J > 0 #?(—a —1)

Table 2.1: Heavy-tailed distributions importantfor applications. The classes

specified in the last column are ofparticular interestfor the results ofChapter

3. All distribution functions have support (0, oo) except for the Benktander

cases and the Loggamma with (1, oo).
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2.2.2 Properties of heavy-tailed distributions

Let X],..., Xn be independent, positive variables with common distribution

function G. Below we summarize some of the properties of subexponential

distributions which are useful for our purposes.

Lemma 2.2.4. (i) If G G S then, for alle > 0,

eexG(x) -» oo, x -+ oo.

(ii) If G & S then, given > 0, there exists afinite constant K so thatfor all

n > 2,

^J*l<K(i+e)n, x>0.

G(x)
~

(Hi) lfGe£, then uniformly on compact y-sets of(0, oo),

V
G(X~y)

, n M\lim —=:—— = 1. (2.17)

x^oo G(x)

For a proof, we refer to Asmussen (2000, Corollary IX. 1.6, Proposition

IX.1.8 and Proposition IX.1.5) and Embrechts et al. (1997, Lemma 1.3.5).

Lemma 2.2.4 (i) justifies the name "subexponential". Moreover, since

for any > 0 and x > 0, f eydG(y) > eexG(x), it follows that (pxie) -

oo for all e > 0. Relation (2.17) supports another important intuition about

heavy-tailed distributions. In fact,

lim P(X - jc> y\X > x) = lim
_

+ J
=1, y > 0, (2.18)

x^oo x^oo G(x)

which tells that if X exceeds a large threshold x it is likely to exceed any

larger threshold as well. Following lemma yields some closure properties of

the class S.

Lemma 2.2.5. (i) Let G = G\* Gibe the convolution of two distribution

functions on (0, oo). If'G\ G S andGi(x) — o(G\(x)) as x -» 00, then

G g S.

(ii) Let Gi(x) ~ ctH(x) as x —> 00 for some H e S and some constants

d, i — 1,2 with c\ + C2 > 0, then G\ * Gt(x) ~ (c\ + c2)H(x) as

x —>- 00.
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(Hi) If H G S and G(x) ~ cH(x) as x -^ oo for some positive c, then

H * G(x) ~ (1 + c)H(x) as x -^ oo.

(iv) IfH,G G S, then F*G G S ifand only ifpF + (1 - p)G G S for some

(all) p G (0, 1).

For the proofs and further results on convolution tails, we refer to As¬

mussen (2000, Proposition IX. 1.9), Cline (1986) and Embrechts et al. (1997,

Lemma A3.15).

Consider now the infinite weighted sum X = YlJL-oo cj^j °f "d heavy-

tailed random variables having common tail distribution G G P(—a), a > 0

satisfying

G(x) - px-aL(x), G(-x) ~qx~aL(x), x -» oo (2.19)

for some ps (0,lj and q := 1 - p. Next lemma (Embrechts et al. 1997,

Lemma 1.3.5) describes the tail behavior of X.

Lemma 2.2.6. Assume condition (2.19) for the infinite weighted sum with

Yl°h=-oo \cj\r < oo for some 0 < r < min(a, 1). Then P(X > x) ~

*~a ET=-oo \Cj\a (Pl{c,>0} +<7l{C/«») •

2.2.3 Large deviation results

Large deviation probabilities for heavy-tailed random variables are natural ex¬

tensions of relation (2.15) by linking x and n. The following one-sided large

deviation result was first established in the regularly varying case by Nagaev

(1969) and Nagaev (1981), and later extended to the class £> n X by Baltrûnas

(1995).

For any distribution function G, first define

-logG(x) ,. .
-log G(;c)

A(G) :=liminf- â—^-L, g(G)=liminf
, , ,

x^oo lOgX *^>-oo log|X|

Theorem 2.2.7. Let X\, X2,... be identically and independent distributed

random variables with E[Xi] = 0. Let G denote the distribution function

of max(X/, 0), and assume that either G G P(—a) with a > 1, or that
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G G P>C\X with non-increasing hazard rate q andparameters A(G) > 1 and

B(G) > 1. Then

P(Xi + + Xn > x) ~ hG(jc)

/or anv jc > c/z, w/zere c »' an arbitrary positive constant.

In the original formulation ofBaltrQnas (1995), the conditions G g £)C\X

and a non-increasing were replaced by limsupx^00 xq(x) < oo, the latters

being equivalent. The limit relations A(G) > 1 and B(G) > 1 are satisfied

for instance (with non-increasing hazard functions) by both the class LN(y)

and the class WE(a):

(i) The class LN(y) of Lognormal-like distributions, defined to be those

distributions on (0, oo) which have a tail given by

G(x) ~ cx& exp {—A, logy jc} as x -> oo

for some y > 1, X > 0 and ß g R and an appropriate constant

c — c(ß, y). In this case, the mean excess function decays according

to h(x) ~ x\ogl~y x/(Xy) and P(X -jc > zh(x)\X > x) ~ e~z as

x —> oo.

(ii) The class WE(a) of Weibull-type distributions, with

G(x) ~ cx^ exp {—Xx01} slsx—>oo

for some a e (0, 1), X > 0 and ß g R and an appropriate constant

c = c(ß, a). In this case, the mean excess function decays according to

h(x) ~ xl~"/(ay) andP(X -x > zh(x)\X > jc) ~ e~z asx -^ oo.

The following result of Mikosch and Nagaev (1998) refines Theorem

2.2.7. It identifies regions of the space, where the sum has different asymp¬

totic behaviors, these are basically obtained either by a central limit result or

by a large deviation result.

Theorem 2.2.8. Let X\,Xi,... be identically and independent distributed

random variables with E [Xi ] =0 and a2(X\) = 1. Let G denote the distri¬

bution function o/max(X/, 0), and assume that G belongs either to P(—a)
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with a > 2, LN(y) or WE(a). Then

P(Xi H \-Xn > x) - nG(x), if s e (dnan, oo),

P(Xi + • + Xn > x) ~ *(x/V^), if 5 G (0, cnjbn),

for any choice of sequences an,bn -> oo and some sequences cn — co(n),

dn = da(n), which depend on G.

For a detailed description of cn and dn, we refer to Mikosch and Nagaev ( 1998)

and Table 3.1.
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Chapter 3

The small-time ruin problem

With the motivations of Chapter 1 in mind, the aim of this chapter is the study

of the asymptotic behavior of the probability of ruin for actuarial risk pro¬

cesses driven by some random factors when the net profit condition is violated.

The driving factor will typically be interpreted as economically endogenous.

Our approach very much rely on large deviation methodology.

In what follows we introduce a risk model, including (1.1) as a special

case, and we characterize the probability to exceed some positive threshold

over a small time interval. We therefore refer to such ruin probability as small¬

time ruin probability.

3.1 Small-time ruin for a Markov modulated risk

model

Let {V,-}, Vt : (Q,A,V) -> (§, &) be an homogeneous Markov chain with

general countably generated state space and stationary probability n (which

is assumed to exist) and V a random variable having distribution ti. Condi¬

tioned on a(V\,..., Vn), the random variables f (V\ ),..., Ç(Vn), n > 1 are

independent. Our objective is to study the risk process

n

Sn:=J^Ç(Vi)> n>0, (3.1)

31
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where ß, := E [<"(V)1 is assumed to be positive. In particular, we are interested

in the asymptotic behavior of the small-time ruin probability

i/ts(x) := ¥(S„ > x for some n < Sx) as x -^ oo (3.2)

when the increments of {Sn} are heavy-tailed. By Meyn and Tweedie (1993,

Theorem 17.0.1 (i)), the law of large numbers yields that

P(%xj > jc) -» 1 as x -^ oo (3.3)

for 8 > l//x provided E[|£(V)|] < oo. Here |_xj denotes the integer part of

X.

For the Markov chain, it will be assumed throughout this chapter that

both (S01) and (©) are satisfied. We refer to Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 for the

details, recalling here that these conditions ensure the existence of a regener¬

ative structure 0 < Tq < T\ < ...
for the Markov chain having exponential

moments for the inter-regeneration times 77 = 7) — 7}_i, i > 1, see rela¬

tion (2.9). Utilizing the regenerative structure of the Markov chain implied by

Lemma 2.1.4, we rewrite the risk process (3.1 ) as

Sn = Xo + Xi -I + X/V-l + XN,

where

Xi :=?(V7}_]) + --- + f(V7}-i), (3-4)

X*N:=Ç(VTN_l+0 + --- + Ç(.Vn),

N := inf{/ > 0 : 7} > n} and T-\ := 0. Observe that Lemma 2.1.4 states that

the random variables {Xi};>o are independent, and this sequence is actually

iid for / > 1.

In Lemma 3.3.1 we will show that the term Xo turns out to be asymptoti¬

cally negligible when n -> oo, so the distribution of the increments is mainly

characterized by the distribution function F of a typical increment X = X;,

i > 1.

A basic assumption in Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 is that the increments of

the risk process {Sn} over a regenerative cycle are heavy-tailed. To make this

precise, we use the class <£) n X introduced in Section 2.2.1. Our assumptions
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will then be basically given in two parts. First, our results hold for distribution

functions in P(-a) satisfying the following tail-condition.

Tail-balance condition: A random variable Y := J2t=Q & is sa'^ t0 ^u'fi11 the

tail-balance condition (X) when

lim —— —-—- = 0, (X)
x-^oo p(y > x)

where 7?" := £JU(-min{&, 0}).

In a next step we extend the results toDflaC under the additional regu¬

larity assumptions:

Condition (21): A random variable with distribution function G on R is said

to fulfill condition (21) if (2.16) holds, the hazard rate q of G is non-increasing

and
_

r
.

-logG(x) .
f-logG(x)

liminf > 1, hminf— — > 1. (21)
x^OO logX x^-oo log|x|

Remarks 3.1.1. (a) Condition (1) is trivially satisfied if the increments {ft}

are positive or, for instance, if they are heavy-tailed with light left tail.

Unfortunately, it is not a priori possible to impose a general condition on

the distribution function of Y.

(b) Condition (21) is satisfied by both the class LN(y) and the class WE(ot)

introduced in Section 2.2.3. Some other examples of distributions which

belong to P(-a), respectively <£> H X, are illustrated in Table 2.1.

In Section 3.2, we will state our results in terms of the tail distribution

~F of a typical increment X defined in (3.4). In Section 3.4, we will then

characterize F for some functionals Ç of interest, see Propositions 3.4.1 and

3.4.2.

3.2 Small-time ruin estimates

We are now ready to state the central results of this first part of the thesis.

First recall that the positive mean drift of {Sn} is \l = E K(V)1, where V has
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distribution it being the stationary probability of {V;} and r = ti, i > 1 is a

typical inter-regeneration time of the underlying Markov chain, as described

in Lemma 2.1.4. In terms of the regeneration cycles, one could also write

ß = E | XI /E [t] for X = Xi,i>l defined in (3.4), see Ney and Nummelin

(1987, Lemma 5.2). Finally, let vq denote the initial state of {Vi}. Recall from

(3.3) that for 8 > \/p,

i/f$(x) = P(Sn > x for some n < Sx) —» 1 as x -> oo.

The main objective of our study hence becomes the behavior of this quan¬

tity when 8 < \/p.

Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose that {Vi} is a Markov chain satisfying (TV) for a

maximal irreducible measure (p and (£>) with initial state Vo = vo- Assume

that X = Xifi > 1 defined in (3.4) satisfies the condition (X) and its dis¬

tribution function F belongs either to the class P(—a) for some a > 1 or

to X) n X and satisfies condition (21). Then the small-time ruin probability

decays according to

tysix) ~ F((l-Sp)x) asx-^ oo (3.5)
E|rl

for any positive constant 8 < l//x and(p-a.e. vq.

Theorem 3.2.1 reflects the fact that the asymptotic behavior in presence

of heavy-tailed distributions is mainly determinated by the tail of a typical

increment. Using the notation introduced in Chapter 1, we briefly recall the

result due to Embrechts and Veraverbeke (1982) for the classical ruin problem.

Proposition 3.2.2 (Embrechts and Veraverbeke). Suppose p-ç < oo and

X < oo such that the net profit condition p > 0 is satisfied. If Fçj(y) :=

(j^TK(t)dt)~x fQyJt;(t)dt g S, then 1 - f(x) e S and

poo

f(x) ~ (iiçp)~l I Fç(t)dt, x -> oo.

According to our modified ruin problem, in (3.5), the tail distribution is

evaluated at (1 - 8p)x and the multiplicative factor Sx/E [rl corresponds to

the mean number of cycles by time Sx.
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Similarly to Theorem 3.2.1, one can describe the large deviation behavior

for a more general asymptotic problem, which considers

ilrgj(x) :— P(Srt > f(x) for some n < Sx) as x -» oo

for various functions /. For this new problem, Theorem 3.2.1 deals with

the case where the positive boundary grows linearly with the time interval, in

other words f(x) = ex for some constant c. One could equally well consider

other choices of / as, for instance, f(x) = c^/x or f(x) — c-^/x + Sxfi. In

Nagaev (1969), various possible scalings were considered for sample means

of iid random variables. We consider a similar formulation for our problem,

see Theorem 3.2.3 below.

Recall the classes of regularly varying P(-a), lognormal-like LN(y)

and Weibull-type WE(a) distributions, respectively, and define the functions

cf and dp as in Table 3.1.

Cf(x) df(x)

P(-a),a>2 x1/2log1/2x xl/2log1/2x

LN(y), 1 < y < 2 x1/2logJ//2x x1/2logy/2x

LN(y), y > 2 x^2\og^2x x^log^1 x

WE(a),0<a<\/2 x^2~^ x1^2^

WE(a),i/2<a<l x2/3 x1«2"2^

Table 3.1: Regimes thresholds for different heavy-tailed distributions.

Let a and b be measurable functions such that a(x) -> oo, b(x) -> oo as

x -> oo and define the regions

/ cF(8x)\
„„

Rh := (At(x) + dF(8x)a(x), oo), /?/ := ( ß(x), fi(x) + I, (3.6)

where /jl(x) := <5xE LX] /E [r ] is the expected mean drift of {Sn} at time Sx.

The regions Rh and /?/ are illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Finally, let a2(x) := <5xVar(X)/E [r], which we assume to be finite. This

denotes the variance associated with {Sn} at time Sx based on its growth over

the regenerative cycles. Let moreover <P denote the distribution function of a

standard normal random variable (N(0, 1)).
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x

s/x + fX(x)

s/x

Mi'

8x
-* n

Figure 3.1: Regions ofuniform convergencefor positive boundaries.

Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose that {Vi} is a Markov chain satisfying (TV) for a

maximal irreducible measure (p and (£>) with initial state Vq = vq. Assume

that X = X{, i > 1 defined in (3.4) satisfies the condition (%) and its distribu¬

tion junction F belongs either to the class P(—a)for some a > 2, LN(y) or

WE(a). Then, for (p-a.e. vq and f G Rh respectively /?/ defined in (3.6), the

following uniform bounds hold:

lim sup

x^°°f(x)eRh

fs,f(x)
1

$jF (/(*)-/*(*))
-0,

and

lim sup
" '"

f(x)<=Ri
oo

fs,f(x)

*(f(x)-(i(x)
a(x) )

1 = 0.

(3.7)

(3.8)

Remarks 3.2.4. (a) If F P(-a) for 1 < a < 2, then (3.7) is satisfied but

not (3.8). In particular, for all x, o2(x) = oo in this case. For a e (1, 2],

F is in the domain of attraction of an «-stable law and the upper region of

uniform convergence is defined through dF(x) = x~]/aL(x) for L slowly

varying. See Mikosch and Nagaev (1998, p. 86) for a detailed discussion

and further references.

(b) Since p — E [X\ /E [x], the expected mean drift of Sn at time 8x can be

rewritten as p(x) = Sxjx ~ 5xEL£(V)l. Similarly the variance <r2(x)

appearing in (3.8) can be expressed in terms of the behavior of Ç(V).
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An explicit expression is somewhat complicated, we refer to Nummelin

(1984, Section 7.4).

(c) Condition 8 < \j[i in Theorem 3.2.1 yields x > /i(x)+xp for some e >

0. Therefore, x e Rh and the above result coincides with the statement of

Theorem 3.2.1.

(d) By Nagaev (1965, Theorem 4), for f(x) g (0, /^(x)l, the probability

i^sjix) goes to one almost surely. Letting for instance f(x) = fi(x)p

with p g (0, 1), the law of large numbers yields i/%/U) -> 1 almost

surely.

(e) The behavior of t/^,/00 for x -> oo is determinated by the partial sums

on R[ and the extremes on Rh. In the region between /?/ and Rh (see

Figure 3.1) both, partial sums and extremes have an influence and explicit

asymptotic expressions are difficult to obtain.

In the next section, we will see that the proofs of Theorems 3.2.1 and

3.2.3 are actually quite similar, both relying upon the regenerative structure

inherent in the Markov chain as described in Section 2.1.2 and the limit theory

for sample means of iid random variables as developed by Nagaev (1969) and

Baltrûnas (1995).

3.3 Proofs of Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.3

Throughout this section we assume that {V,-} is a Markov chain satisfying (TV)

for a maximal irreducible measure (p and (S) with initial state Vb — vq.

The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 relies on the result of Theorem 2.2.7. To

apply it in our setting, we study the increase of the process {Sn} at its times

of regeneration 0 < TQ < T\,... Recall by Lemma 2.1.4 that there exists an

independent sequence {(X;, t,)},->o and let

Ssx'— X(H \-Xn(x)~i + X%(x)> (3-9)
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where

N(x):=M{i >0:Ti>8x}, (3.10)

Xi:=Ç(VTl-1) + --- + Ç(VTl-\), r_i:=0, (3.11)

x*NM:=ttvTNW_1+i) + -- + i;(yH).

For i > 1, {(Xi, x^} is an iid sequence with typical increment X =

Xi having distribution function F and typical inter-regeneration time r = xt

having exponential moments, see relation (2.9).

We first study the behavior of the initial pair (Xo, to), in other words,

the behavior of {Sn} before its first regeneration point. We will show that the

influence of this term can be ignored.

Lemma 3.3.1. Assume {V,} to be a Markov chain satisfying (TI) with max¬

imal irreducible measure (p and (£)) with initial state Vq = t>o- Let p =

E[£(V)J < oo for a random variable V with distribution tt being the sta¬

tionary probability of {Vi} and {(Xi, r,)} be as above with typical increment

X having distribution function F S and typical inter-regeneration time x.

Thenfor (p—a.e. vq:

(i) lim sup^oo Fvo (X0 > x) /F(x) < cVo for some cVo < oo,

(ii) EVQ [XoJ < oo,

(Hi) EVQ [exp(ero)] < oo.

Proof To establish (i) assume, to the contrary, that there is a </)-positive set

A g 6 such that

lim sup
v°
_

= oo for all vo G A. (3.12)
x^oo F(x)

Consider a typical regeneration cycle. According to Lemma 2.1.4, this begins

with an initial measure of v and has a regeneration length x. We may then

decompose the random variable X into two parts: one consisting of the change

of {S„} up to the time that it hits the set A and the other consisting of the

change after this time. Let xa,v := inf I / > 1 : V; e A\ Vo = v J and Tmin :=

min{r, t^^}. Then

X = Y + I{x>TAv} (X - Y), (3.13)
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where Y := f (Vi) + • • • + Ç(VTmJ and I{T>TAv] (X - Y) can be identified

with Xo. Since (p(A) > 0 the process {V/} will hit the set A with positive

probability during any given regenerative cycle. Hence there exist constant

0 < c < oo and p > 0 such that P(t > ta,v, Y > —c) = p > 0. By

assumption (3.12) we then obtain

P(X>x) pP(X-Y> x+c\x >xAv,Y >~c)
lim sup — > lim sup —-

—

'-
——- = oo.

*^co F(x + c) x^-oo F(x + c)

Finally, Lemma 2.2.4 (iü) yields limsup^^PtX > x)/F(x) = oo, which

contradicts the very definition of F.

Parts (ii) and (iii) are proven by contradiction in the same way. Assume

A g 6+ such that E„0 [Xq\ = oo and E„0 [exp{eTo}] = oo for all vo g A. It

immediately follows that E[X | t > ta,v, Y > —c] > —c+EVo |Xo] — ooand

representation (3.13) implies E [XI = oo. This and Ney and Nummelin (1987,

Lemma 5.2) yield p = E [X] /E [tJ = oo. Similarly with p = P(t > xa,v)
we obtain E [exp{çr}] > pE[exp{er}|T > xa,v] > pEVo [exp{ero}] — oo.

D

Next we establish a strengthening of the law of large numbers for the

random time jV(x) appearing in (3.9).

Lemma 3.3.2. For any e > 0, there exists a positive constant c such that

Sx
ecxF N(x)~

E[Tj
: I

—>0

a> ex I
->0

as x ~> oo. (3.14)

Proof Recall by definition that Tn = to + x\ + • • + xn and the random

variables {t/}/>o are independent, positive and iid for / > 1. For any y > 0 it

follows by the definition of N(x) that

P(7V(x) > yx) = V(Tn < 8x for all n < yx) = V(Tlyx} < Sx), (3.15)

where the last equality was obtained from the positivity of {t,}. Similarly,

P(/V(x) < yx) — V(Tn > Sx for some n < yx) = V(Tfyx-\-[ > Sx) .

(3.16)

With |xj and \x~\ we denote the larger integer smaller than x
, respectively the

smaller integer larger than x. Now set y = (S/E \x\) — e in (3.16) for e > 0.
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Then, for sufficiently large x, Sx/(\yx~\ - 1) > E [tJ + a for some a > 0

implying

P(Vh>^)<p(^>| (3-17)

where fn :— To + x\ -i Yxn for x, := t* - E [t J. For any rc, it follows by

Chebyshev's inequality that

Pi — >a\ <e~na
n

$E [exp(£f„)] = cexp { - n(aÇ - A(£))}, (3.18)

where A(|) := logE [exp(f fi)] is the cumulant generating function of x\

and c = 0ro(§) is tne moment generating function of to. By Proposition

2.1.9, A(£) is finite for sufficiently small § and by Lemma 3.3.1, c < oo.

Moreover, E [f] = 0 implies that A'(0) = 0 = A(0). Thus A(£) < b%2 for

some b < oo and sufficiently small | and hence (a£ — A(f )) > 0 for small £.

From (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18), we conclude that for some A > 0 and xo > 0

P( N(x) < (—— - jx J < cexp (-Ax), x > xo.

Applying the same argument to (3.15) with y = (8/E \x]) + e for e > 0

and using the finitess of the cumulant generating function along the negative

axis, Chebyshev's inequality yields

p(^ > ~a'\ < e~n^E [exp(-]

for some a' > 0 implying

v(n(x) > (JL+y\ <c'exp(~A'u)

for some A' > 0, which concludes the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1

Upper bound. For each n let

Yn := Xo + + Xn for n > 0, (3.19)
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where {X,} is defined as in (3.4) and consider the so-called ladder epochs

of {Yn}. Let T+ := 0, 7\+ := inf {n > 1 : Yn > 0}, T+_{ := M{n >

7} : Yn > YT+} for i > 1 denote the successive ladder height times and let

.+ Ï+ t+
;= T^

—

Tp~, i > 0. Moreover, we define Lq := YT+ — YT+ and

Z-JJ i T+ i T+ fori > 1. (3.20)

Note that {t-+} and {L;} are both independent sequences, which are actu¬

ally iid when i > 1. Finally, define M(x) := inf{/ > 0 : Tt+ > N(x)}, where,

by (3.10), yV(x) denotes the random number of regenerative cycles which oc¬

cur by time <5x. Figure 3.3 shows the original chain and the chains constructed

on the regeneration points and ladder points, respectively.

ô

®

©

®

©

©

©

©

©

T-x T0 Tx T2 73 Tn(x)-\ Sx Tn<x)

Figure 3.2: Original chain with occurrences over the regenerative cycles

(black points) and over the ladder cycles (black points with circles).

We first give a variant of Lemma 3.3.2.
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Lemma 3.3.3. For any e > 0,

ebxV\ M(x)
Sx

> ex I —» 0 as x —> oo

E[tJE[t+]

for some positive constant b, where x+ — T-+, i > 1.

r

Fix eo e (0,eE[T+]) and set JVX = {N(x) < 8x/E[x] + 0x}. By

definition, {M(x) > yx} = {T^x] < N(x)} for any y > 0. On Mx, N(x) <

<Sx/E |t I + eox and it follows that

P(M(x) > yx) < P^j < ^ + 60x) + P(.A£) (3.21)

Let f+ := T+ + f,+ + • • + f+, where f+ := t+ - E [t+] and set

y = 8/(E [x] E [x+]) + . Then (3.21) becomes

P M(x)-
8x

E[t.]E^>ex\< V(f+Xi < -ex) + P«), (3.22)

where I = (<?E [x+] - Q)/2 > 0.

By an application of Chebyshev's inequality, followed by a repetition of

the argument given under (3.18),

P(ïïy*J < ~g*) -
cexP(~A^)' (3.23)

for some positive constants c, A and x sufficiently large. Since P(JVX) goes

to zero exponentially fast (see Lemma 3.3.2) the statement of Lemma 3.3.3

follows from (3.22) and (3.23). J

Returning to the proof of the upper bound, let > 0 be given and define

Sx

Mx M(x) < m(x) + X

E|t|E[t+]

For the probability that ruin occurs at a regeneration time, it then holds that

V(STi > x for some i < N(x)) < P(L0 + • • + Lm(x) > x) + F(MCX).
(3.24)
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Now for a typical increment L of (3.20) and {Yn} given as in (3.19) with

X0 = 0,

00

¥(L > x) = ^2 F(Yn > x,Yk <x for all k < n)

oo

< J2 P(t+ > n - 1) P(X„ > x) = E [t+] P(X > u). (3.25)

77=1

Moreover, by Wald's identity, the expectation of a typical L can be written as

E [L] = E [t+] E {X} = pE [x J E [r+], (3.26)

where x+ — T/, / > 1.

Equality (3.25) and inequality (3.26) hold for L — Li, i > 1. For the

case i — 0, we may have something else since the distribution of the initial

term, Xo, may be different. However, the same reasoning yields that (3.25),

(3.26) are correct up to multiplication by a finite constant, by Lemma 3.3.1.

Applying Theorem 2.2.7, for x —» oo, it holds that

P(Ll +---+Lw(x)>x)~m(x)P(L>x-m(x)ELtJ)

" (eTt] + "E [T+l)P(X > (1 ~ M X ~ 6'X)'

(3.27)

where g' = e/xE [r] E [t+]. Moreover, since for / = 0 we have the same tail

asymptotics (except for multiplication by a finite constant c), we obtain from

Lemma 2.2.5 (ii) that

P(Lo+Li+---+Lm(x)>x)~ (m(x)+c)Y(L>u- (m(x)+c)E[L\)

- m(x)P(L > x - m(x)E [L\) (3.28)

as x -» oo. Hence the asymptotic is not affected by the initial term Lq.

By Lemma 3.3.3, the probability P(^) goes to zero exponentially fast

as x goes to infinity. It therefore follows from (3.24), (3.27) and (3.28) that

V(STi >x for some/ <N(x)) P(X> (1 -Stfx-e'x)
lim sup — < lim sup —- -.

x->oo (Sx/E\x])F((l-8p)x) '^o P(X> (1 ~8p)x)

(3.29)
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We have to compare P(X > (1 — 8p)x—e'x) with P(X> (1 — Sß)x).

To this end, note that since the distribution of max(X, 0) belongs to the class

£>, liminfr^oo F(2x)/F(x) = c for a positive constant c. For the mean

excess function h, this implies that for large x

1 f2x-
h(x) > =— / F(y)dy > ex. (3.30)

F(x) Jx

Moreover, by the regularity condition (2.16), we also have

P(X > x + zh(x)) ~ P(Z > z) P(X > x). (3.31 )

From (3.30) and (3.31) we conclude that

P(X > (l-^x-e'x)

Urn -^-—
'-
= 1. (3.32)

'^o P(X > (\-Sp)x)

Hence by (3.29)

P(5V >x for some /' <N(x))

lim sup
-^—* '

< 1. (3.33)
x-+oo (8x/E \x\)F((\ - <5/x)x)

It remains to compare P(-St} > x for some i < N(x)) with i^$(x). We

introduce a truncation as follows. Let^M)(Vi) := max{£(V;), ~M}, M > 0.

Like for the original sequences, we then define

X\M):=^(VT^) + --- + ^(VT^1) fori>0

and denote with {r„(M)} and {S^M)} the sums of {x\M)} and tt(m(Vi)}, re¬

spectively. Since Ç{M)(Vi) > f (Vi) for i > 0, it trivially follows that

fs(x) < PfeM) > x for some n<8x\. (3.34)

Let 7^ := {t/ > x/M2 for some i < A(x)}. Taking a fixed integer n <

Sx and considering its subsequent regeneration time 7), on the set Tx, it holds

that Sn — Sj.. < x/M. This is because the length of an individual regener¬

ation cycle would then be less than x/M2 and the negative increments of the

process, under truncation, can be no larger than M. Hence

v(s{nM) > x for some n < Sx)
< v(s^° > (1 - 1/M)x for some / < N(x)\ + P(r/). (3.35)
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Since |E [X(A/)] - E \X] | -> 0 as M -» oo, for M sufficiently large we have

that |E [X(M)] - E [X]| < 1/M2. For any fixed M, assume now that

P(x(M) > x) < F(x) + Sm for all x > x(M\ (3.36)

for some positive 8(M) and some x^M\ where X<M> = x\M), / > 1. It follows

that the proof leading to (3.33) may be copied, up to a A-factor (A :— 1/A/2
for M large enough), to obtain

vis^ > x for some i < N(x)\
lim sup lim sup - — — < 1. (3.37)
m->oo jc>j(m) (8x/E\x})F ((\—8p)x)

By the geometric recurrence of {V/} and an application of Chebyshev's

inequality and Lemma 3.3.1, we obtain that

VSx\

V(TXC) < £VWM2E yyrq < cxe-yx/M2
i=0

for some y > 0, and so this term, which decays exponentially, may be ne¬

glected in the asymptotic limit (for any fixed M). The required result follows

from (3.35) and (3.37). Condition (3.36) follows immediately from the tail-

balance condition (%) and Lemma 2.2.5 (iii).

ex

Lower bound. Let e > 0 and define

f
,

r8x
Xx := \N(x) > k(x) :=

1
v '-

ELtJ

The set Kx describes the events for which the random number of regenerative

cycles by time 8x is less than k(x). This means that Tk(x)-\ occurs before time

Sx. Hence

fs(x) > V(YkM-i > x) - V(XCX). (3.38)

Now by Theorem 2.2.7 with E [X] — pE [x] and Lemma 2.2.4 (iii), as x ->

oo,

P(Xi + • + X*w_i > x) - k(x)¥(X > x - k(x)E\X\)

P(X > (1 -8fi)x+x),
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where e :— eiiE\x\. Hence by Lemma 3.3.1 (i) and Lemma 2.2.5 (ii), we

obtain for x -> oo,

V(Yk{x)-i >x)= P(X0 + X! + • • + Xk(x)„i > x)

P(X > (1 - Sijl)x + ëx). (3.39)
U[r] J

Since by Lemma 3.3.2 the probability Y(JCX) goes to zero exponentially fast,

it follows from (3.38) and (3.39) that

,.
fs(x) V(X>(\-~8p)x + x)

hminf = > liminf — = 1,
*"«> (5x/E[t1)F((1 -8p)x)

~

ë-cO P(X > (l-8p)x)
(3.40)

where the last equality is obtained as in the proof of the upper bound, see

(3.32). D

Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 3.2.3. It is very similar to the one

of Theorem 3.2.1, the main difference being the use of Theorem 2.2.8 which

plays the role of Theorem 2.2.7 in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.3

Assume the same notation and definitions introduced in the proof of Theorem

3.2.1. Replacing the threshold x with s := f(x) in (3.24) and (3.38), for

if&,s(x) := P(Srt > s for some n < 8x) we obtain

V(Ykix) >s) - V(JCCX) < fs(x) < P(L0+L!+- • .+Lmix)>s) + F(Mcx).

Applying Theorem 2.2.8 to the probabilities P(Li H h Lm(X) > s)
and P(Xi H h Xk(x) > s) and using the same arguments as in (3.28), (3.29)

and (3.39), (3.40) the statement of the theorem follows immediately for s e

Rh- In particular, in this case, we obtain the same asymptotics as in Theorem

2.2.7.

Consider now s e R[. By Theorem 2.2.8 with a2(x) := Var(L) =
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E [r+] Var(X), we have that

-/s~(m(x)+c)E\_L\\

-/s-(k(x)+c)E\X\\

V Jk(x)Var(X) )
~ V(Yk(x) > s),

where 4>((s - (k(x) + c)E[X])/Wk(x)Var(X))) ~ ®((s - p(x))a(x))

and c is a positive constant. To complete the proof it is sufficient to check

that cf(8x)/a(x)b(x) < */8x for x large, which is always satisfied for F g

P(—a), respectively F G LN(y) and WE(a).

3.4 Characterizing the exceedance over a regen¬

erative cycle

Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 solve the problem of finding the asymptotic behavior

of f&(x) and jj/sj(x), provided the tail distribution of a typical increment over

a regenerative cycle. In the requirements of Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, F(x) —

P(X > x) for X = Xit i > 1 defined in (3.4) has to be heavy-tailed. Our

aim here is to express this through the tail distributions of f(Vo), Ç(V*i), • • •

appearing in (3.1) and (3.4).

Consider the motivating example introduced in Chapter 1. In that case,

the risk model (3.1) has increments

N(Yi)

Wi) = £ tj. (3-41)

7=1

Suppose that {V;} is a Markov chain satisfying the assumptions of Theo¬

rem 3.2.1, the claim sequence {£;} is iid and N(V{), / > 1 is a doubly stochas¬

tic Poisson random variable with parameter X(Vi), i.e. conditioned on Vi,

the number of occurrences N(Vt) is Poisson with rate X(Vi). It can therefore

be viewed as a two step stochastic procedure: in the first step one generate a

realization of a the Markov chain and in the second one consider a Poisson

random variable with rate X(Vi). We refer to Cox and Isham (1980) and Daley
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and Vere-Jones ( 1988) for a discussion on doubly stochastic Poisson processes

(variables). The claim sequence and the counting process are assumed to be

independent. The next proposition describes F for (3.1) with increments as in

(3.41).

Proposition 3.4.1. Let {V;} be a Markov chain satisfying the assumptions of

Theorem 3.2.1 with regeneration length x and stationary distribution n. Let

V have distribution it and let X be a typical increment of (3.4) with distri¬

bution function F. We assume t, (Vt) as in (3.41) with £i, £2, •
"d having

common distribution function belonging to S and N(Vj) doubly stochastic

Poisson random variable with parameter X(Vi) satisfying the regularity con¬

dition E [exp {e(X(V\ ) -\ h X( VT))}] < 00for some > 0. Then

F(x) ~E[T]E[À(V)JP(fi >x) as x^ 00.

Proof By the form of the increments in (3.41) we have that

_

/ r N(Vi) \ (HUNiVi)

^>=p(EEfc>*]=pl E tj>*

-Ep(e^>^1p(E^^> = w

n>() V/=l / \i= \

Conditioning on T = a(x, V\,..., Vr), Definition 2.2.2 implies

,p(e;-i&>*)
lim }
X^°°n~^0 P(^l>x)

E P £/V(V/) = «|^

\i=l

(3.42)

= E

= E £A.(Vi)|ff(Vj,...,Vr)E

L Li=l

= E[tJELà(V)1 asx->oo.

Using Lemma 2.2.4 (ii), the interchange of limit and sum in (3.42) is

justified by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, indeed:
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E-
n>0

'(13-1 *J>*)
P(£l > JC)

E PI X>(V/)=/i|F
w=i

<E^1+6>BE
«>0

p(X!^(v;-) = w|^

u=i

= ATe E [exp{e(X(V\) + + X(VT))}] < oo,

where in the last step we use the probability generating function of a Poisson

random variable.

Generalizing (3.41), we now consider a larger class of functional £. In¬

deed, we assume that f satisfy condition (<£) defined as follows.

Condition (<£): There exist a non-degenerate random variable Z and a measur¬

able function r : (§, 6) -* [0, oo) such that for x -» oo

P(f (Vi) > jc|ty = v) ~ r(u)P(Z > x) (9

uniformly in v.

The next theorem relates the tail distribution function F of (3.4) and

P(Z > u).

Proposition 3.4.2. Let {Vi} be a Markov chain satisfying the assumptions of

Theorem 3.2.1 with regeneration length x and stationary distribution n. Let V

have distribution n and let X be a typical increment of (3.4) with distribution

function F. We assume Ç(Vi) to satisfy (<£) with Z having distributionfunction

belonging to 4 and r satisfying E [exp{e(r(Vi) H h r(Vr))}] < oo for

some e > 0. Then

F(x)~ELT]E[r(V)]P(Z > u) as x -> oo.

Proof Assume (C) for the increments of X = Y?i=i Ç(Vi)- Then, conditioning
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onf= or(r, Vi,..., VV), Asmussen etal. (1994, Lemma 4.2 (a)) yields

X

P(X >x|F)~P(Z >x)^r(Vi) asx^oo.

i=i

Given a realization Vi,..., VT, we define R := X)J=i r(vi) and let

U0O) := min{l, /? P(Z > x)} and a(V£) := r(Vi)/Ä for i = 1,.... t. This

implies P(f (V/) > jc| V/> ~ j(Vi )#<)(*) as x -^ oo. Take e > 0 arbitrary and

choose xo = Jto(Vi, •, VV) and v0 = yo(V\,..., VT) such that x0 > 2y0,

Hq(x)

for all x > yo, i — 1,..., x and

*y»m(Vi)>x-y\Vi)

I.
dnç(Vi+i) < yM+i) Z 1 -e/(85(K2)),

o F(Ç(Vi) > x\Vi)
(3.44)

P(f (Vf) + f(V/+]) > x|V;, Vi+l) < [s(V;) + j(V/+i) + e/4l770(x) (3.45)

for all x > xo- Observe that the choice of the parameter xo is possible since

P(f(V/) > x\Vi) and P(Ç(Vi) + Ç(V!+i) > x|V,-, V,+i) belongs to S. Con¬

sider now the following tail convolution:

fX~yo
P(Ç(Vi)+i;(V2)> x\VuV2)= P(Ç(V])> x-y\Vx)dY(Ç(V2)< y\V2)

Jo
ryo

+ / nÇ(V2)>x-y\V2)dnç(Vi)<y\V0
Jo

+P(f(Vi) > x0|Vi)P(f(V2) >x- yo\V2).

Using (3.43), (3.44) and (3.45), for x > x0, we obtain

•«-.yo

r
Jo

P(Ç(Vi) > x - y|Vi)dP(Ç(V2) < y|v2)

+ P(f (Vi) > vo|V1)P(UV2) > x - yo|V2)

ryo

=P(f(V1)+?(V2)>x|Vi,V2)-/ P(f(V2)>x-y|V2)^P(f(Vi)< v|Vi)

< (s(V\) + e/2)770(x) < (1 + /2)~Ho(x).
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Hence for x > xo > 2yo we obtain

P(f(Vi) + c(v2)>x|v1,y2)
ryo

<(\+e/2)Ho(x)+ / V(Ç(V2)>x-yW2)dF(Ç(Vi)$y\V0
Jo

< (1 + e/2)770(x) + P(?(V2) > x - y0\ V2)

<f(l+e/2) + (l+e/2)?f^W0(x).
\ H0(x) J

Forx < xo it holds that P(f(Vi)+f(V2)>x|Vj,V2)<P(Z>x)/P(Z>xo).

We can also write P(f (Vi) + f (V2) > jc|Vi, V2) < X(l + )2RV(Z > x),

where K := max{P(Z > xo)"1, supx>Xo770(x - yo)/~H0(x)} > 1. Using

the same arguments, by iteration, we have that

Ptt(v.) + - + f(v,)>xiv v,)
< ,„,_,_ (346)

P(Z > x)

By the uniform convergence in (), K does not depends on the trajectory

of the Markov chain. It follows that the lhs of (3.46) is integrable provided

E [exp{e(r(Vi) H l-r(VT))}] < oo for some e > 0 and, applying the

Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that

lim —— = E
X^-OO P(Z > X)

P(X>x|F)
lim — -—

x-»oo P(Z > x)
= ELrlEfr(V)J.

D
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Chapter 4

Applications

In this section, we return to the problem of estimating the asymptotic of the

small-time ruin probability for our operational risk model introduced as moti¬

vating example in Chapter 1. We then consider some credit risk factor models

and the so-called heterogeneous model from classical actuarial mathematics

putting them in our framework. For these models we illustrate the results of

our basic theorems.

We want to stress the fact that our applications and the models presented

below have to be viewed as examples of how Markov modulation can occur

and specific dependence can be assumed without compromising the tractabil¬

ity of the models. We definitely do not strive, in particular in the case of oper¬

ational risk, for a full model for the kind of risk presented or for a description

of how the small-time ruin probability should be used to manage them.

Besides the examples discussed, we are convinced that the results pre¬

sented in Chapter 3 allow for applications to a much more wider range of prob¬

lems. For instance, a further application related to the study of GARCH(1, 1)

financial time series and stochastic recurrence equation is given in Collamore

and Höing (2005).

53
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4.1 Repetitive operational risk

Formally, operational risk (OpRisk) has been defined by the Basel Committee

on Banking Supervision (2001) as the risk of losses resulting from inadequate

orfailed internal processes, people and systems or from external events.

Here we emphasize the importance of distinguishing between singular

and repetitive operational losses. Statistical modeling of the former is a very

difficult task because of the few data available and the strong dependence from

the peculiarity of the company and the circumstances. An event like Barings

for instance is not immediately transferable to other companies.

Contrarily, repetitive losses occur by definition more frequently and, over

last years, financial institutions have begun to collect data for internal mod¬

eling and measurement of such risks. Examples of repetitive risks are trans¬

action risk (execution, settlement or documentation errors), technology risk

(system failure, programming or information errors) and operational control

risk (exceeding limits, security risks or volume risk). We refer to Crouhy et al.

(2000b) for a detailed classification of the different types of operational risks.

In the following, we only consider repetitive OpRisk.

At the moment there is no overall accepted model for OpRisk at the so-

called Advanced Measurement Approach (AMA) level. Based on some styl¬

ized facts verified for several of the above mentioned OpRisk categories, we

consider a model in the Markov modulated framework of Section 3.1. Em¬

brechts et al. (2004) discuss some relevant stylized facts as there are: oper¬

ational losses are very clearly heavy-tailed, they occur irregularly spaced in

time and often arrive in clusters.

We recall that the OpRisk model discussed below is an example of how

Markov modulation takes place. We do not pretend to give a full AMA model

for OpRisk.

The main intuition underlying our illustrative model for OpRisk is that

certain losses may be (strongly) related to the internal conditions and proce¬

dures of an institution. These conditions can be given by a general classifi¬

cation of the activities of the company, as for example low/high activity level

(stress periods), or be directly related to a specific internal process as for in¬

stance a volume index. More precisely, we assume that execution, settlement,

programming or information errors (and consequently the losses they cause)
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have a fluctuating frequency, being more significant during stress periods and

negligible in others.

Formally, let £1, f2,... denote the operational losses occurring in a bank

or an insurance company over a fixed period, a day say, and N(V) their num¬

ber modulated by an underlying variable V, describing the period characteris¬

tics. The total loss-amount for that period then becomes £(V) = Y^N^ %}•

In the following we assume the claim {£,-} sequence to be iid with typical

(heavy-tailed) distribution function and N(V) to be a doubly Poisson random

variable with parameter X(V) as introduced in Section 3.4. Given V = v, we

therefore have that P(£(V) > x| V = v) ~ X(v)P(£i > x) as x -> oo.

4.1.1 Small-time ruin for repetitive OpRisk

Given a Markov chain {V;} for the risk process (3.1) with increments as in

(3.41), we provide an «-period model able to capture the above cited stylized

facts about OpRisk losses. The heavy-taildness of f (V;) in (3.41) easily fol¬

lows assuming {&} to be heavy-tailed, whereas irregularity in time and clus¬

tering effect can be induced through the modulating process. In this set-up, we

provide the corresponding small-time ruin probability for different choices of

the underlying process.

We first consider Markov modulation given by a two-regime model as for

instance discussed by Hamilton (1989) and further studied by Hardy (2001).

Within this setting, losses are assumed to occur in either a stress or a normal

period. Consequently we assume that the Markov chain {V,} takes values in

§ := {1, 2), where 1 denotes a "normal period" and 2 a "stress period". Sup¬

pose that the transition probability matrix (ps,t)s,t=i,z has stationary proba¬

bilities Tt\ and 7i2. Assume moreover that, for a typical increment (3.41), the

standard claim variable £ has a Pareto(a, c) distribution on (c, oo) with a > 1

and c > 0. This implies P(£ > x) = (x/c)~a and E[£l = ac/(a - 1).

For the number of occurrences, we have that N is Poisson with parameters

X\ if the chain is in state 1, respectively X2 if it is in state 2, where we

let 0 < X] < X2. In this case, Theorem 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.4.1, for

8 < (a — l)/[o!c(Ài7ri + A,2jt2)1, yield

4r&(x) ~ 8(XiTt] + X2tz2)(\ - 8(X\tc\ 4- À27T2))ax
a+l

as x ^ oo.
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Figure 4.1: Realization of the number of claims and the corresponding daily

losses for the two-regime model with p\^\ = 0.8 and p2,2 — 0-4 for 350

periods.

As alternative to the two-regime model based on a classification of the

internal situation of a company, we imagine a more sophisticated model for

OpRisk where the Poisson intensities and the dynamics are directly related

to some underlying volume process. One possibility would for instance be

backoffice losses as a function of volume traded. As an example, consider here

the weekly volumes of Nokia (NOK) and Intel (INTC) quotes from the 1st of

January 2000 to the 31 st December 2003. The datasets come from the Web site

http://finance.yahoo.com, we denote them with {Vj*ok} and {V/nl}. Looking at

correlation ACF and partial autocorrelation functions PACF in Figure 4.2, we

consider as models an AR(1) and an AR(2) process, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions for the

weekly volumes for the Nokia (NOK) and Intel (INTC) series.

After a more detailed statistical analysis of the data, we let

^nok nok

v/,u*
= av;î + e\

.,nok

rint int
,int

T/ini __ „ i/ini , _ i/mi i „mi (4.1)

with coefficients a — 0.90, ai = 0.64 and a2 = 0.33 and iid error se-

N(0, a2ok) with standard deviation om± — 5.66e6, respec-quence £?ok ~

tively e
int

N(0, o£t) with oint 1.25é?6. In Figure 4.3 we plot the residuals

of Vnok and Vnok.

In our Markov modulated risk process (3.1) with increments (3.41), we

assume the Poisson intensities to depend on the state of the volume processes,

letting them be negligible if the latter evolves outside some critical region

91 C S. The choice of the region 91 has to be made considering the strategies
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Figure 4.3: Residuals ê?ok (left) and êjnt (right) for the Nokia and Intel vol¬

umes. Together we plot the corresponding autocorrelation and partial auto¬

correlation functions.

of the company and its control measures and flexibility against unexpected

events.

Consider first the volume of the Nokia quotes in Figure 4.4 and assume

that losses occur only if the volume exceeds a critical threshold r, i.e. 9tnok =

[r, oo). In such situation we let the Poisson intensity be given by X(Vi) =

const(Vj — r)I{vi>r} and the single claims be Pareto(a, c) distributed with

a > 1. We denote with const a general, positive scaling constant. By Theorem

3.2.1 and Proposition 3.4.1, the small time ruin probability for S < (a —

l)/[ac(f^X(v)Ti(dv))] becomes

^a(*)~Ä f X(v)Ti(dv)(l-8-C^— f X(v)Tt(dv) ) x~a+i
Jn \ a-l Jm. )

asx oo,

noki
where n(dv) is the stationary density of {Vf° }. In this case ti is the dis¬

tribution function of a normal random variable with mean zero and variance

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the volume process<ok/d - «2) = 0.19a,
2

nok'
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for the Nokia quotes with the corresponding modulated Poisson and the loss

processes for r — 1 .Bel and r — 13el respectively.

We now turn to the investigation of the risk process driven by the Intel

volume. The non-Markovian model (4.1) can be made Markovian by increas¬

ing the state space. Indeed, letting V|.nt := (vynt, V/"^)', it trivially follows

that

v;„, = (a, ^ Vj„,i +^
is a Markov chain evolving on S — R,2. As in the previous example, we as¬

sume that losses occur when the volume process evolves on a critical region

9^mt „ |^ oo) x ^ oo) c jf^2 ancj we define the intensities of the Pois¬

son random variable as X(V[) = const|F/ - (n, r2)t\I^Vi>ri,vi_]>r2}- Again,

choosing the single claims to be Pareto(a, c) with a > 1, Theorem 3.2.1 and

Proposition 3.4.1 yield

fa(x)~8l X(v)Tt(dv)(l-8-^~- f X(v)Tt(dv) )x~a+l asx-> oo,

Jm? V a -1 Jn2 )

for 8 < (a — \)/[ac (/R2 ^(v)Tt(dv))], where Tt(dv) is the stationary density

of {Fjnt}. In this case it is the density function of bivariate normal vector with

mean vector zero and covariance matrix

v _

2 A2.81 12.24\
^int

~ ffj„t ^12.24 \2.SIJ
•

Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 shows the AR(2) volume process for the Intel quotes

with the corresponding Markov chain {V)nth modulated Poisson and the loss

processes. The critical regions are respectively [6.5el, oo) x [6.5e7, oo),

[3.5e7, oo) x [3.5e7, oo) and [6.5<?7, oo) x [0, oo).
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Figure 4.4: Volume process for the Nokia quotes with the corresponding
modulated Poisson and the loss processes. Losses are generated using a

Pareto(3/2, 3) distribution and occur when the volume exceeds the critical

level r = 1.8e7 denoted by the straight line.
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Figure 4.7: AR(2) volume processfor the Intel quotes with the corresponding

Markov chain {F-nt}, modulated Poisson and the loss processes. Losses are

generated using a Pareto(3/2, 3) distribution and occur when {V} lies in
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Figure 4.8: AR(2) volume processfor the Intel quotes with the corresponding

Markov chain {V1?1}, modulated Poisson and the loss processes. Losses are
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4.2 Credit risk factor models

Typically the credit quality of a company is specified by a rating system with

rating categories and a migration mechanism allowing a certain probability of

default. In general, credit losses are then due to credit rating migrations. The

aim of this section is to show how our Markov modulated model (3.1) can be

used to describe an «-period credit portfolio loss, discuss the quantities which

can be taken as driving factors and give the asymptotics of the small-time ruin

probability for this case.

We consider a bond portfolio consisting of unit exposures to m companies

j = 1, ...,m with recovery rate equal to zero and we model default risk,

i.e losses only occur in case of default. Each company is characterized by

a two-dimensional vector (Qj, q~j). The first component is a latent variable

triggering default (the surplus of company j for instance) and the second is a

critical threshold describing the credit quality of the firm. If the latent variable

falls below this level, default occurs.

Figure 4.9: Relation of the latent variable Qj and the quality qj of the firm

j. The grey area corresponds to the default probability.

Here we assume Qj to have the functional form

Qj'=8J(f,ej), (4-2>

where the driving factor / and the specific factor Sj have distributions Ff

and FF , respectively. Whereas ej does not influence the latent variables of

the other companies, the common factor / gives rise to correlations in credit

events across the obligors with respect to the characteristic gj, therefore (4.2)

is called (common) factor model. We let the portfolio be homogeneous in

the sense that all bonds have the same characteristics (gj = g) and quality
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(q I q). The corresponding credit loss is then I{g(f,e)<q}- This formulation

captures well known models used in practice as, for example, CreditMetrics by

JP Morgan and CreditRisk+ by Credit Suisse Financial Products, see Crouhy

et al. (2000a) and Credit Suisse (1997). Using the above notation, CreditMet¬

rics is characterized by g(f, s) = ßf + e, ß g R, / and e standard Gaussian,

whereas, for CreditRisk+, g(f, e) = e/(ßf), ß > 0 with (-/) V(y\, y2) and

s standard exponential distributed. We refer to Gordy (2000) for the latter

formulation.

For an homogeneous portfolio n := (g, f, q) following the factor model

(4.2), let Ym(U) := T!j=i hgif.sjXg] and C(n) := Mm^oo m~lYm(U)

denote the one-period total credit loss and the corresponding loss ratio, re¬

spectively. We then define f (n) := Zf (C(U)) for the convex function lç (x) =

(1 - x)_l. Proposition 4.2.1 characterizes the tail distribution of Ç(Tl) in

the CreditMetrics and CreditRisk+ frameworks. This result provides also the

asymptotic behavior of P(C(FI) > c) with c = l^\x) tending to the maxi¬

mum loss ratio 1.

Proposition 4.2.1. Consider the CreditMetrics and CreditRisk+ factor mod¬

els for an homogeneous portfolio with credit quality q. Then

P«(n) > x) ~ x~aL(x) asx^oo,

for a slowly varyingfunction L and tail coefficient cc = ß~~2 for CreditMetrics

and a = (ßqy2)~{ for CreditRisk+, respectively. The corresponding means

are E/ \Fe(q — ßfj\ and E/ \FsCqßf)\, where E/ denotes the expectation

with respect to the distribution off.

For a proof, we refer to to Lucas et al. (2004, Theorems 1 and 3). It is

important to remark that, even if the quality q of the portfolio does not appear

in the tail index a in the CreditMetrics set-up, it influences the tail behaviour

of £ (FI). Next proposition describes this contribution for a special choice of

the parameter ß, see Lucas et al. (2004, Theorems 6) for the proof.

Proposition 4.2.2. Let (Qj,q) be a CreditMetrics model with latent variable

Qj = pf + y/l - p2Sj for p g [-1,1]. Then, for Ç(U) as in Proposition

4.2.1, we have that E [<(n)J = Ef [~Fs(q - p(l - p2)~1/2f)] and

P(f (IT) > *) ~ e ^x p2 L(x) asx^oo, (4.3)
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where L is a slowly varyingfunction.

4.2.1 Small-time ruin for a dynamic credit portfolio

Above we introduced CreditMetrics and CreditRisk+ based factor models and

observed that the tail behavior of Ç(Tl) is heavy-tailed. In order to describe

an «-period realization of the portfolio loss, we extend the above static set-up

to a dynamic setting. We denote with Qjj the latent variable for the firm j

and with FI/ the portfolio at time i. Natural candidates as driving variable for

our modulated Markov model with increment Ç(Tli) are the portfolio char¬

acteristic, the common factor and the portfolio quality. Therefore, we write

Ç(gi), respectively C(fi) and Ç(q~i), to emphasize the period-dependence and

the driving factor.

In the following, applying Theorems 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.4.1, we give

the small-time ruin probability fs for some interesting modulated factor mod¬

els. This provides then a bound for the «-period loss ratio for n < 8/(1 - c).

In fact, it holds that

lim sup P(-y^C(n,) >c) =limsupP|/f Tc(n,) >x)

<•-*•!

<limsupP(-y\(ri/) >x) < irs(x)

As a first example, consider the CreditMetrics set-up with latent vari¬

able Qjj = gi(f,ej) = ßif + Sj, where the ßi vary in time. Assume

ßi e {b\,b2, bs} with b\ < b2 < b^ < 1 and transition probability ma¬

trix (ps,t)s,t=i,2,3 having stationary probabilities ixi,l = 1,2, 3. This model

allows the characteristic of the portfolio to change. When ßi is large, the

portfolio is more sensible to the common factor /, whereas, for small val¬

ues, the latent variable is dominated by the specific factors. It follows that,

for 8 < (TtjEf(FE(q - b^f)])"1, the small-time ruin probability for Sn =

E?=i f (Si) becomes

f&(x) ~ 8XTC3 (x - <5x7T3E/ [FB(q — bif)]) 3
as x -> oo.
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The latter result reveals that the exposures with the highest sensibility to the

common factor dominate the tail behavior and imply a high rate of tail decay.

Instead of changing the form of the functional g, one could assume the

underlying common factor to have different distributions. Take for instance a

CreditRisk+ portfolio with quality q and (—fi) ~ T(y\, y2j), where y2j e

{a\, a2, 03}. Figure 4.10 illustrates this situation. Analogously as in the previ¬

ous example, we assume 1 < a\ < a2 < a^ < (ßq)"{, transition probability

matrix (ps,t)s,t=i,2,3 and stationary probabilities rci, I = 1, 2, 3.

Qj,i

Figure 4.10: Evolution ofthe latent variable Qjj = Sj/(ßf) with ß > 0 and

(—fi) r(yi » y2,i) distributed, where yiti vary with time.

The corresponding risk process Sn — Y11=:i £(/«) tnen has small-time ruin

probability

fs(x) ~ <$X7T3 (x - SxniEfy [FE(qßf3)]yißqa^ as x -> 00,

where /3 ~ F(yi,a3) and 8 < (7r3E/3 [Fe(qßf^)])~i. As before, the ex¬

treme tail behavior is dominated by the exposures driven by the worst under¬

lying common factor.

The third dynamical Credit risk factor model we consider is associated

with the idea of rating migration. In the classical credit risk framework,

each firm has a rating with a corresponding default probability, which, in our

set-up, can be associated with a credit quality. Rating migration is there¬

fore equivalent to a change in the portfolio quality. As proposed by Lu¬

cas et al. (2001), we consider the CreditMetrics model with latent variable

Qj = pf + y/l — p2Sj for p2 < 1/2 and we assume the portfolio quality qt
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to follow an autoregressive process of order one, i.e. qi — aqj_\ + u( with

a < 1 and v,
~ N(0, 1/2). As for the classical credit migration mechanism

based on transition probabilities, the idea behind the latter AR(1) process is

that the evolution of the credit quality of the firm only depends on its present

value. In this case, the distribution of the latent variable is constant. The reader

should compare Figure 4.11 with Figure 4.10. Contrary to the two previous

> i

Figure 4.11: Evolution of the portfolio credit quality given by an AR(1)

Markov chain with constant latent variable Qj = pf + y 1 — p2£j.

examples, a change in the credit quality does not imply a different tail index,

but it only influences the multiplicative factor on the rhs of (4.3), see Proposi¬

tion 4.2.2. As a consequence, not only the the exposures with the worst credit

quality determine the tail behavior of Sn — £"=, ?(#,-), but all credit qualities

contribute. It therefore follows that, for 8 < (/RE/ [Fs(q - ßf)] Ti(dq))~x

and x -» oo, the small-time ruin probability is

%jrs(x)~8xl exp
'B,
'f

Jb. 2p2
7t(dq)(x - 8xj E/ [Fs(q - ßf)] n(dq)

-^

where the stationary probability of the AR(1) process is given by the density

Tt(q) of a normal random variable with mean zero and variance 3. In fact,

q. = aqi_l + vi with a [0, 1) and v/ ~ N(0, 1/2) has characteristic function
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*?i.(s) :=E[exp{i5^}] = n0<S>aiVit(s) = Tl^^a's). It follows that

s2 1

$>q, (s) = exp

,,2 oo

L
1=0

— exp
2 22(1 -a2)

and the corresponding density J~w exP {-2x2(l - a2)}.

4.3 Classical actuarial mathematics

In this section we consider the basics of insurance experience rating. Our

approach is based on the heterogeneous model for an insurance portfolio con¬

taining m policies:

(i) The jth policy is given by the pair (Vj, Xj(Vj)), where the random pa¬

rameter Vj is the heterogeneous parameter and Xj(Vj) is the associated

claim size in the policy j.

(ii) The sequence of pairs (Vj, Xj(Vj)), j = 1,..., m is iid.

(iii) Given Vj, Xj(Vj) has distribution V(Xj(Vj) < x\Vj).

In practice one observes that the size of the claims caused in one policy

depends on (underlying) parameters. In car insurance, for example, the driver

is without doubt a factor which has a significant impact on the latter, more

in general one could also consider the traffic conditions or the period of the

year as possible underlying factors. Similarly, losses caused by earthquakes or

floods can be assumed to depend on the region and the measures taken to avoid

damages in such situations. This leads to the basic idea of the heterogeneous

model, which is to assign a mark (the random parameter Vj) to each policy,

which includes the essential and relevant information. In the car insurance

case for instance, it resumes the knowledge about driving skills or experience.

4.3.1 Small-time ruin for the heterogeneous model

Here we consider a dynamic situation where the mark assigned to each policy

is adapted after each period, one year say. It is for example realistic to assume

that the skill of a young driver will become better with time or that after an
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earthquake or a flood the safety measures will be increased and so on. For the

next period, next year say, the parameter will then be adapted to reflect the

changes in the information about the policyholder.

We replace also the random parameter Vj for the jth policy in the hetero¬

geneous model by {Vjj}, which describes the policy during period i. Like for

the original heterogeneity parameter, the sequence {Vjj} reflects the informa¬

tion about policyholder j and its evolution.

Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 for the driving process and the

claim distributions, we can put the above model in our general setting. Let

S = {v — (v\,..., vm) : vj /}, where / is a set which contains the

information about the single policyholders. Then the «-period risk process is

given by the general Markov risk model (3.1) with underlying driving Markov

chain {V;} evolving on S and claim functional

m

f(V/) = X>y\;(^), »,-eS. (4.4)

7 = 1

Remark 4.3.1. In a non-life insurance framework, the assumptions of Theo¬

rem 3.2.1 are in general satisfied. Basically the claims are non-negative and

heavy-tailed. Moreover, since in an insurance context the information about

the policyholder are mainly based on the previous period, the Markov chain

assumption for the heterogeneity process also seems to be realistic.

Assume we adopt the heterogeneous model with dynamic update of the

mark parameters for the single policies as described above for a portfolio ofm

drivers. In this situation, the insurer is certainly interested in the experience of

the policyholders and ask, for example, for the number of accidents occurred

to each driver in the past years. This leads to a classification of the risk. In

practice much more information about a driver is required. The classes of risk

represent the marks of the heterogeneous model and the insurer has to model

the dynamics of class transitions. Assume for example that the possible classes

(characterized by the number of accidents occurred during the previous year)

are given by Co = {0}, C\ ={1,2, 3}, C2 = {4, 5, 6} and C3 = {7, 8,...}

with means c0 = 0, c\ =2,c2 = 4 and c3 = 8, respectively. Using statistical

data, or more in general the experience about the previous periods, the insurer

has then to chose a model for the dynamics between these classes, which for
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(Psj)sj

0.5 0.4 0.07

0.5 0.3 0.1

0.2 0.5 0.2

0.1 0.4 0.4

illustrative purposes we assume to be given by the following transition matrix:

0.03\
0.1

0.1 '

o.i ;
where psj with s, t e {0,..., 3} is the transition probability from class s to

class t. Let now {V,-} with state space S = {0, 1, 2, 3}m be a Markov chain,

describing the evolution in time of the information of the insurer about the

whole portfolio. We assume that the classification of a policyholder does

not depend on the other policyholders. Then the stationary probability of

{V{} can be computed as ji(v) — ]~['jLi x(vj), where vj {0,..., 3} and

(tt(0), ir(l), TT(2), ;r(3)) = (0.436,0.375,0.120,0.069) are the stationary

probabilities for the different classes; they be computed from (psj)sj-

Within the above framework, we redefine the loss increment (4.4) in the

portfolio for the period / as

m

(4.5)Ç(vi) = YiXJti(vj,i) = J^c(vj,i)Xj,
j=i 7=1

where c(vjj) : {0, 1, 2, 3} -> N provide the means for the different classes

and {Xy-}y-=i,..,jin is assumed to be an iid sequence with common Pareto(or, c)

tail with a > 1 and c > 0. Applying Lemma 2.2.6 to the weighted sum (4.5),

for x -» oo we have that

(m
\

_a
m

Here, condition () is satisfied with r(v) = £J=1 c(vj)a. For the model

described above, Theorems 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.4.1 also yield that, for

8 < (a - l)/(ac YlJ=i c(vj))-> tr,e small time ruin probability is

TJfg (x) ~ 8x (m
\ m

Y,c(«jr)Usw
7=1 7= 1

*

rrEIE^))n*w
c a

v.e$ \j=i

X —^ oo.
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Chapter 5

Motivation

Despite some fundamental criticism (see for instance Artzner et al. 1999),

Value-at-Risk (VaR) remains one of the most popular risk measures. This is

mainly due to regulatory reasons within the Basel II framework. The aim of

this part of the thesis is to obtain more insight on the calculation of bounds

and the determination of dependence structures when managing the VaR of a

joint position of different dependent risks.

The problem at hand can be illustrated as follows. Suppose we have a

VaR-estimate for two one-day risk positions denoted respectively by X\ and

X2. The quantity VaRa(X,), i = 1, 2 denotes the Value-at-Risk at 100a% for

a 1-day holding period, i.e. the a-quantile of the daily profit-and-loss distri¬

bution function Fi of the position Xi, the latter calculated (estimated) through

bank-internal models. At the integrated level we want to measure the risk

(compute the VaR) of the joint position X\ + X2. Since VaR^Xi + X2) is the

a-quantité of Fx{+x2^ it can be calculated when we know the joint distribution

of Xi and X2. Unfortunately, in many situations only partial or no informa¬

tion at all relative to the dependence between the two risks is available, i.e. the

joint distribution of Xi and X2 is unknown.

In practice, often the sum VaRa(Xi) + VaR«(X2) is taken as a measure

of risk in the worst case, i.e. as an upper bound for VaRa(Xi + X2). How¬

ever, it may be that VaR«(X| + X2) > VaRa(Xj) + VaRa(X2). The prob¬

lem lying at the heart of the work on coherent risk measurement in Artzner

75
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et al. (1999) is that typically for non-elliptical portfolios, VaR will not be sub¬

additive. This corresponds in the above situation to Fallacy 3 in Embrechts

et al. (2002) stating that "The worst-case VaR for a portfolio Xi + X2 oc¬

curs when the linear correlation function p(X{, X2) is maximal ". In fact, it

is easily seen that comonotonic X[,X2 have linear correlation equal to one.

Further, we will see in Proposition 7.1.4 that for such risks VaRa(Xi + X2) =

VaR« (X] )+VaRa (X2). The above paper has clearly shown that linear correla¬

tion is insufficient as a measure of dependence for studying the so called mea¬

sure ofdiversification A(VaRa) := VaRa(Xi+X2)-(VaRa(Xi)+VaRa(X2))

across a wide range of potential portfolio structures for (Xi, X2).

More generally, the question becomes the following: how can we bound

VaR on the global position V(Xi,..., X„), where V : ^n -* K. is some

function of interest if we only know the marginal profit-and-loss distributions

F\,..., Fn of the n one-period risks Xi,..., Xn. This will be the subject

of Chapter 7. In the above case we have n — 2 and i/(x\,x2) = x\ + x2.

Other actuarial examples of the function i/r include YH=\ xi, characterizing

the aggregate claim amount deriving from the policies or YH=i ni(xi) and

h 021=1 Xi)> Providing the risk positions for a reinsurance treaty with individ¬

ual retention functions hi,i — 1,..., n, and a global reinsurance treaty with

global retention function h, respectively.

Further, how do these bounds change when specific dependence informa¬

tion is assumed. Some of the more recent results on the subject are reviewed,

extended and stated precisely. We will also repeat some of the messages from

Embrechts et al. (2002), concentrate on the computational aspects relative to

the bounds obtained and come back to specific examples in Section 7.2.

Modeling the interdependence arising in a random portfolio calls for the

use of copulae. Given a lower bound on the copula of the vector (Xi,..., Xn),

the above problem is fully solved and, for n = 2, the bounds on VaR are sharp.

Concentrating on the no-information case, in Chapter 8, we analyse in

detail the properties of dependence structures leading to the worst scenarios.

First, we study the optimizing copula for the sum of two dependent risks,

which is well-known to differ from comonotonicity. In particular we discuss

its shape, its implications in terms of dependence and we criticise it as not

being a rational scenario for an insurance company. Secondly, we investigate
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uniform multidimensional portfolios and we illustrate some examples for the

sum of three dependent risks with uniform and non-uniform marginals. Fi¬

nally, we provide an alternative optimization approach leading to a suitable

measure of risk which supports the assumption of comonotonicity for a pru¬

dent evaluation of the VaR for the aggregate position.
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Chapter 6

Preliminaries

6.1 Generalized inverses

Definition 6.1.1. Let (p : R -» R be an increasing function. Its generalized

left and right continuous inverses are the functions (p~^ : R —> R and <pA :

E^Ë:-RU {±00} defined by

<P~~i(y) := inf{* e R : <p(x) > y} and (pA(y) := sup{x R : <p(x) < y}.

These generalized inverses possess the following properties; for further

details and references see Frank et al. (1987), Appendix Al .6.

Lemma 6.1.2.

(i) (p~x and<pA are increasing functions,

(ii) (p and(pA are left, respectively right continuous on R,

(iii) If(p is right continuous, then (p(x) > y <$> x > (p~
'
(y),

(iv) If(p is left continuous, then (p(x) < y <$- x <(pA(y).

Proof We restrict ourselves to (pA since the analogous statements for (p~l can

be proved similarly, (i) For y\ < y2 the fact that {x g R : <p(x) < y\} C

{x e R : (p(x) < y2} implies that (pA is increasing, (ii) We want to show

the right continuity of (pA at y e R, hence we assume that there is some
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8\ > 0 such that (pA(y + h) is finite for all 0 < h < 8\. For e > 0 we

have to show that there is 8 > 0 such that (pA(y + S) < (pA(y) + since then

<PA([y, y + <$)) C [(pA(y), <pA(y) + e) because (pA is increasing. Suppose on

the contrary that for any 8] > S > 0 holds (pA(y + 8) > (pA(y) + e, i.e. that

(p((pA(y) + e) < y + 8. Letting 8 I 0 it follows that (p((pA(y) + e) < y and

therefore that (pA(y) + < (pA(y) which is a contradiction.

(iv) =>: By definition (pA((p(x)) = sup{z e R : <p(z) < (p(x)}.

Since x {z e R : (p(z) < (p(x)} it follows that (pA((p(x)) > x. From

the fact that (pA is increasing we obtain that (p(x) < y implies

x<(pA((p(x))<(pA(y).

^=: Assume first that (pA(y) is finite. By the definition of the supremum, we

have that for fixed e > 0 there is x g R such that

(p(x) < y and (pA(y) < x + e.

Since (p is increasing we get that (p((pA(y) — e) < ^(x) < y. Using the left

continuity of (p it follows letting e |0 that (p(<pA(y)) < y. Hence, because (p

is increasing, we get that x < (pA(y) implies

(p(x) <(p((pA(y)) <y.

If <pA(y) — +oû, then ç(x) < y for any x g R by definition of (pA(y).

Remarks 6.1.3.

(a) The implications "=^" in Lemma 6.1.2 (iii) and (iv) hold without any con¬

tinuity assumption about (p.

(b) The functions (p~~l and (pA are constant where (p jumps and they jump at

the levels where (p is constant. In particular, if (p is continuous then (p~l

and (pA are strictly increasing

(c) Alternatively to Definition 6.1.1, it is possible to consider as in Frank and

Schweizer (1979) increasing functions <p : [a,b\ -> \c, d] with —oo <

a < b < +oo, —oo < c < d < +00 and such that (p(a) = c, (p(b) — d.

The definition of (p~[ and (pA at the endpoints are modified accordingly

(see Appendix A).
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6.2 Supermodular, stop-loss and orthant orders

6.2.1 Definitions

A binary relation on R" which is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive is said

to be a. partial order on Rw. For instance, the componentwise order is the par¬

tial order given by x,- < yt for all i = 1,..., n, where x = (xi,..., xn), v =

(.vi, • , yn) W1 and is denoted by x < y. Stochastic orders are partial or¬

ders for probability distributions. In this section we highlight three important

stochastic orders for comparing random variables. Stochastic orders will be

important for the interpretation of the results of Chapters 7 and 8.

Let X ~ (Xi,..., Xn) and Y = (Y\,..., Yn), n g M, be two random

vectors in JR" equipped with the componentwise order and F^, Ty denote

their tail functions; i.e T% := 1 - fy. The random vector X is said to be

stochastically smaller than Y (X <st Y) if, for all increasing functions / :

R" -* R, ET/(X)J < E[f(Y)\ whenever the integrals exist. By Kamae

et al. (1977), X <st Y if and only if X < Y a.s., where X = X and Y = Y.

This leads to the definition of the supermodular stochastic order to compare

random vectors with the same marginals distributions.

Definition 6.2.1. (a) A function / : R" -> R is called supermodular if

fix) + f(y) < f(x vy) + f(x A y)

for any x, y e R", where x v y and x A y are the componentwise maxi¬

mum (minimum) of x, y.

(b) A random vector X is smaller than Y (X <sm Y) in the supermodular

ordering if for all measurable supermodular functions / : Rn -» R,

E L/(X)1 < E [/(F)] whenever the integrals exist.

Beside the latter, we consider other important stochastic orders.

Definition 6.2.2. Let V, W be two real-valued random variables satisfying

E[V+],E[V+] < oo. We say that V is smaller than VV (V <si VV) in

the stop-loss ordering if for all increasing convex functions g : R -> R,

E [g(V)J < E \g(W) ] provided that expectations exist and are finite.
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Remark 6.2.3. Equivalently to the above definition, V <si VV, if Ttv(d) <

nw(d) for all d > 0, where nv(d) := E [(V - d)+] = f 1 - Fv(u) du is

the so called stop-loss transform of V.

Definition 6.2.4. Let X = (X\,..., X„) and Y = (Fi,..., F„) have pairwise

equal marginals. The random vector X is said to be smaller than F in the

upper orthant order, written X <uo F, if T% < Fy. Similarly, X is said to be

smaller than F in the lower orthant order, written X <i0 F, if Fx < Fy.

The relation <]0 is sometimes defined reversing the inequality between

the joint distribution functions. Whenever X <i0 X, where Xi,..., X„ de¬

note independent copies of X\,... ,Xn, then Xi,..., Xn are said to be posi¬

tive lower orthant dependent, PLOD for short. Similarly, in the case X <uo X

the variables X\,..., Xn are said to be positive upper orthant dependent,

PUOD for short. In the case where we have both PLOD and PUOD, then

the random variables are simply called positive orthant dependent (POD) or

positive quadrant dependent (PQD) in the two-dimensional case. Intuitively,

PLOD (PUOD) means that Xi,..., Xn are more likely to take simultaneously

small (large) values compared to independent copies of them or, in other words

that they have a tendency to move both downwards (upwards).

In the two-dimensional case another stochastic order, the correlation (or

concordance) order, is usually considered.

Definition 6.2.5. Let X = (X\, X2) and F = (Fi, F2) have pairwise equal

marginals. We say that X is smaller than F in the correlation (or concordance)

order, written X <c F, if and only if

Cov(/(Xi), g(X2)) < Cov(/(Fi), g(Y2)) (6.1)

for all increasing functions /, g for which the covariances exist.

In this two-dimensional setting the orders <j0, <uo and <sm coincide.

Indeed, as can be found in Müller (1997) or in Tchen (1980),

X <sm F & X <uo F o- X <l0 F & X <c F.
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6.2.2 Properties of the supermodular order

Shaked and Shanthikumar (1990) provides for C2-functions a necessary and

sufficient condition for being supermodular. In fact, a C2-function / is super-

modular if and only if for all / / j

d2f
i—~-

> 0. (6.2)
axi axj

Supermodular functions can be constructed as products of real-valued

functions on the real line. In fact, for <p\ ,...,</>„: R -* R, the function

n

f(xi,...,xn):=Y\(i>i(xi) (6.3)

i=\

is supermodular if and only if <j>\,..., (pn are monotonie (increasing or de¬

creasing) in the same direction (Bäuerie 1997a). For applications it is also

important to know under which transforms supermodular functions remain

supermodular. Elementary proofs show that for a supermodular function /

and c R the function

/ v c (6.4)

is again supermodular; that for a monotonie supermodular function / and

4> : R -> R increasing and convex

0 o / (6.5)

is monotonie and supermodular. Moreover

g(x],...,xn) := f(<f>\(xi),...,<f>„(xn)) (6.6)

is supermodular provided that <j>\,..., (pn : R -> R are monotonie in the

same direction. For example, the indicator functions of R x • • x R x

(—oo, ti] x R x • • • x R and R x • • • x R x (ti, oo] x R x • • • x R, ti e R

are functions of a single variable and thus supermodular. Hence, a compari¬

son by means of <sm implicitly requires that the marginals of the compared

distributions (or vectors) are pairwise equal.
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6.2.3 Supermodular ordering and dependence

In the case of <sm we say that the dependence between the components of a

random vector F is riskier than the one relative to another vector X if X <sm

F. In what follows we briefly justify supermodular ordering as a tool for

comparing the riskiness of dependence between the components of a random

vector with fixed marginals. A first motivation for such a definition is given

by the fact that for X <sm F

Cov(./(X(), g(Xj)) < Cov(f(Yi), g(Yj)) (6.7)

for every /, g : R -> R monotonie in the same direction (both non-increasing

or non-decreasing) such that the covariances exist. Inequality (6.7) follows be¬

cause E f/(X()| = E \f(Yt)\ and taking h(xi,..., xn) = f(xi)g(xj) which,

in view of (6.3) is supermodular.

Observe that because of Definition 6.2.5, it follows that (6.7) character¬

izes the supermodular order in dimension two. In particular, for Xi,..., Xn

PLOD or PUOD the correlation between increasing transformed X(-, Xj is

non-negative, whence the name "positive dependence". A second reason for

the use of <sm when dealing with dependent risks is given by the following.

From (6.2) and (6.4) (or (6.5)), we have that /(xi,..., xn) = (x\ -I \-xn -

t)+ is supermodular for any / > 0. This means that from X <sm F it follows

that

Xi+•• +X„ <si Fi + •• + /„. (6.8)

The sums of the components of two supermodularly ordered random vectors

are therefore stop-loss ordered.

Observe that the riskiness described by <sm is invariant under increasing

transforms. In fact for X <sm F, because of (6.6), we have that transforming

the Xi's and the F; 's with increasing functions preserves the order of risk¬

iness. These transforms could describe economic factors as e.g. individual

(re-) insurance contracts. Indeed, taking fa to be one of the functions

fa (xi) = yixi, fa (xi) = (xj -ki)+ or fa (xi) = Xi A kt,

where 0 < y,- < 1 and kt > 0, implies that the transformed risks given by

01 (Xj),..., 4>n(Xn) correspond to proportional or excess-of-loss (re-) insur¬

ance contracts.
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6.3 Fréchet bounds

In view of the previous section, we look at a random vector whose compo¬

nents show the riskiest or the safest possible dependence with respect to the

supermodular order. Given fixed marginals, we are therefore interested in a

maximal and a minimal element with respect to <sm.

Definition 6.3.1. The random variables Y\,..., Yn are called comonotonic if

there exist increasing functions u\,..., un : R -» R and a random variable

Z such that

(Yu...,Yn)L(Ux(Z),...,un(Z)). (6.9)

Definition 6.3.2. The non-negative random variables X\, ...,Xn are called

mutually exclusive if P(X£- > 0, Xj > 0) = 0 for all i ^ j.

Comonotonicity and mutual exclusivity are the riskiest and the safest pos¬

sible dependence with respect to the supermodular order as we state in the next

theorem.

Theorem 6.3.3. Let X and Y be two random vectors with pairwise equal

marginals.

(i) IfY has comonotonic components, then X <sm F.

(ii) IfX,Y > 0 and X has mutually exclusive components, then X <sm F.

The inequality in Theorem 6.3.3 (i) is known as Lorentz inequality and

can be found in Bäuerie and Müller (1998) whereas Theorem 6.3.3 (ii) has

been proved by Dhaene and Denuit (1999).

Comonotonicity and mutual exclusivity can be interpreted as follows.

Comonotonic random variables are increasing functions of a common ran¬

dom variable. Definition 6.3.1 is equivalent to the property that Y\,..., Yn

distributed as F\,..., Fn have joint distribution function

F(x\,...,xn)= min Fi(xt), (6.10)

or that for any on [0, 1] uniformly distributed random variable U

(Fi,..., Yn) = (F-\U),..., F"1 (£/)), (6.11)
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where Ff ,...,
F"1 denote the generalized left continuous inverses of the

Fi 's (see Wang and Dhaene 1998 for a proof).

The distribution function in (6.10) is called upper Fréchet bound. Indeed

Fréchet (1951) observed that for any distribution function G with marginals

r\, • , tn,

G(x\,...,xn)< min F/(x,). (6.12)
l<i<n

There is also a lower Fréchet bound in the sense that

G(xl,...,Xn)>\J2Fi(xi)-n + \\
. (6.13)

For n = 2, the expression (Fi(xj) + F2(x2) — 1)+ is the distribution func¬

tion of (F~l(U), F2_1(l - U)), where U is standard uniform (U ~ U(0, 1))

whence the name countermonotonicity for two random variables Xi, X2 with

this joint distribution function. However, contrary to the upper Fréchet bound,

the expression on the right hand side of (6.13) for n > 3 is not a distribution

function in general as the next example shows.

Example 6.3.4 (Tchen 1980). Let U = (U], U2, U3), where Ut, i = 1, 2, 3

are standard uniformly distributed and assume that the distribution function F

of U is given by the lower Fréchet bound Fu(t], t2, fy) = (ti +12 + fy — 2)+,

whenever 0 < t\, t2, fy < I. It follows that

P(U g [1/2, l]3) = F(\, 1, 1) - F(l/2, 1,1)- F(l, 1/2, 1) - F(l, 1, 1/2)

+ F(l, 1/2, 1/2) + F(l/2, 1, 1/2) + F(l/2, 1/2, 1)

-F(l/2, 1/2, 1/2)

= 1 -3/2 + 0-0 =-1/2 <0

which cannot be true. Hence, in the case of standard uniform marginals, the

right hand side of (6.13) is not a distribution function for any n > 3.

The main point in the above example is the following. A function F :

R -> R is a distribution function if it is increasing, right-continuous and if it

satisfies lini^-oû F(x) — 0, limx^+00 F(x) = 1. In the multivariate case,

the (componentwise) increasing property has to be replaced by the so called

n-increasing property, i.e. by the requirement that the mass assigned to any
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rectangle is non-negative (see also equation (6.16) of Chapter 6.4). Hence,

a sufficient condition in terms of the marginals for the lower Fréchet bound

to be a distribution function is the following (see Joe 1997, Theorem 3.7). If

Fi,..., Fn are distribution functions of non-negative random variables such

that

n

YjiW ^ !' (6-14>

l=\

where Ft(x) = 1 - F(x), then (J2l=i Fifa) - n + 1)+ is a distribution

function with marginals F\,...,Fn. Note that (6.14) also implies that for

*i, • • , xn > 0, (Y!U Fi(xi) _ n + 1)+ = ZU Fi(xi) - « + 1-

By definition, mutually exclusive random variables have a joint distribu¬

tion which puts all of its mass on the axes. Dhaene and Denuit (1999) proved

that for given Fi,..., Fn the existence of mutually exclusive X\,..., Xn with

these marginals is equivalent to (6.14) and that in this case their joint distribu¬

tion function is given by the lower Fréchet bound.

6.4 Copulae

Copulae allow to separate a joint distribution function into two parts describ¬

ing the dependence structure and the marginal behaviour respectively. An

excellent introduction to this topic is Nelsen (1999). A detailed discussion on

the subject is also given by Joe (1997).

6.4.1 Definitions and properties

Definition 6.4.1. An n-dimensional copula is an n-dimensional distribution

function restricted to [0, 1]" with uniform-(0, 1) marginals. We denote with

n the family of n-dimensional copulae.

Equivalently, a copula can be viewed as any function C : [0, l]w -> [0, 1J

satisfying, for (u\,..., un) g [0,1JW, the equalities

C(U], ..., M/-1, 0, Ui + l, ...,un)=0,
(6.15)

C(l,..., \,Ui, 1, ..., 1) = ut,
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and for a, b G [0, \\n with a < b

2 2

J2 £(-1)'1+-"+,'-C(tti,I-1,..., «„,/„) > 0, (6.16)

where w^i = ay-, w^ = bj, j = l,...,n. Indeed, the second condition

in (6.15) corresponds to the uniformity of the marginals whereas the left hand

side of inequality (6.16), which is the n-increasing property, can be interpreted

as P(aj < U\ < b\,..., a„ < Un < bn) for (U\,..., Un) having distribution

function C. Note that (6.16) neither implies nor is implied by the fact that C is

increasing in each argument (see Example 6.3.4). However, the first condition

in (6.15) together with (6.16) imply that C increases in each variable as well

as that C is Lipschitz-continuous (see Nelsen 1999, Lemma 2.10.4 for the case

n = 2 and Schweizer and Sklar 1983 for the general case).

For a copula C g <£n and one-dimensional distribution functions F\,.. .,Fn

one has that, for (xi,..., xn) g Rw,

F(xi, ..., xn) - C(FKxi),..., Fn(xn)) (6.17)

is a distribution function with these marginals. Conversely, for a given joint

distribution function F with marginals F\,..., Fn, Sklar's Theorem (Sklar

(1973, Theorem 1)) states that there always exists aCef coupling the

marginals satisfying (6.17). This copula is not necessarily unique, but it is if

F],..., Fn are continuous, in which case for (u\,..., un) [0, 1 \n

C(ux, ...,un) = F(F^l(ui),..., F~l(un)), (6.18)

where F-_l denotes the generalized left continuous inverse of F,. A proof of

the relations (6.17) and (6.18), which are known as Sklar's Theorem, can be

found in Nelsen ( 1999) for n = 2 and in Sklar (1996) in the more general case.

These results are a motivation for calling a copula a dependence structure.

In fact, (6.17) means that C couples the marginals F\,..., Fn to the joint

distribution function F.

Remark 6.4.2. Contrary to the continuous case, we have for a joint distribu¬

tion function F and discontinuous marginals F\,..., Fn that C in (6.17) is

uniquely determined only on Ran(Fj) x • x Ran(F„), see Nelsen (1999). In
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this case, we refer to any C satisfying (6.17) as "a copula for (Xj,..., Xn)";

alternatively we will use the less precise statement "(Xi,..., Xn) having cop¬

ula C g C".

An important property of copulae is that they remain invariant under

strictly increasing transforms of the underlying random variables.

Lemma 6.4.3. Let the vector (X\,..., Xn) have marginal distribution func¬

tions F\,..., Fn and copula C. For strictly increasing (p\,..., 4>n ' R -^ R.

the random vector ((f>\ (X[), ..., <pn(Xn)) also has copula C.

Proof Let G, denote the distribution function of Fj := fa(Xi), i = I,..., n

and G their joint distribution function. Since fa is strictly increasing, it follows

that Gi(yi) = P(Yt < v/) = p(x, < 0f'(y,-)) = Fi(<f>^(yi)) and the result

of the lemma follows immediately. D

Using Lemma 6.1.2 (iv), we have that the above result can be adapted to

include transforms fa,..., <j>n are assumed to be increasing (instead of strictly

increasing) and left continuous. Further, Lemma 6.4.3 implies that copulae

can be interpreted as dependence structures capturing scale invariant depen¬

dence properties of the underlying variables. In this connection, an example

of a bivariate scale invariant dependence measure is given by Kendall's x.

Definition 6.4.4. For two continuous real-valued random variables Xi and X2

the corresponding Kendall's r is defined by

t := p((Xi - X,)(X2 - X2) > O) - P((X, - Xi)(X2 - X2) < 0) ,

where (Xi, X2) and (Xi, X2) are independent identically distributed random

vectors.

The condition (Xt - Xi)(X2 - X2) > 0 (< 0) corresponds to (Xi, X2),

(Xi, X2) being concordant (discordant) pairs. In other words, Kendall's x

is a measure of association describing the tendency of "large" values to be

associated with "large" ones and vice versa. For practical purposes, i.e. if one

wants to estimate Kendall's x from data {(xj, xl2)}\<.i<n, the formula

-1

J2 sên (4 -x{){xi2-xj2) (6.19)

\<i<J<n
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can be used. In fact, £]</<;<„sgn[(xj — xJl)(xl2 — x^)J is the difference

between the number of concordant and discordant pairs of observations and

(2) represents the total number of possible pairs. Further, it can be shown that

for (Xi, X2) having copula Ce£"

"/ CdC-1 =4E[C(Ui,U2)]- 1,

where (U\, U2) has distribution function C. In other words, x is not influ¬

enced by the marginal distributions of (Xi, X2) but it just depends on its (in

this case unique) copula. Further, let us mention that — 1 < t < 1 and that

the boundary values — I, +1 correspond to countermonotonicity and comono¬

tonicity, respectively. Kendall's r is further consistent with the concordance

order since xx < ry for X = (X,, X2) <c (Fi, Y2) = Y.

A "copula version" of the inequalities (6.12) and (6.13) is given by

W <C <M, (6.20)

where

M(u\,..., un) := min n,, W(u\,..., un) := j ) ut
— n + 1

\i= \

are the comonotonic and countermonotonic copulae. These bounds are also

referred to as Fréchet bounds. Despite its name and as already mentioned in

Section 6.3, we recall that VV is not a distribution function for n > 3 and in

particular not a copula.

6.4.2 Dual and survival copula

Let C g £n be a copula as distribution function of (Ui,..., Un) and for in¬

dices 1 < i\ < < i/t < n denote by C^ ^ the distribution function of

(Uh,...,Uik).

Definition 6.4.5. Let (U\,..., Un) be a n-dimensional random vector with

copula C. The dual ofC is defined by

Cd(uA ,...,Un) := P(Uf=1{(/,- < II/}) , («l, . . . , U„) G [0, If,

and the survival copula C of C is the copula of (1 — U\,..., 1 — Un).
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Observe that the dual of a copula can also be written as Cd (u i,..., un) =

E*=i(-1)*+1 £><;!<...<,*<„ Qi,..,à("M - • •. «/,) and that for n = 2

Cd(u\, u2) — u\ + u2 — C(u\, u2),

C(U\, U2) = U\ + U2
— 1 + C(l — Ml, 1 — U2).

The survival copula C and the dual Cd are related by

Cd(ui,...,u„) = \ -C(l-uu...,i-un), (6.21)

whence the fact that, contrary to C, the dual Cd is not a copula. Observe

that for a random vector (Xj,..., Xn) with joint distribution function F,

marginals F\,..., Fn and copula C

Cd(Fl(xl),..., Fn(xn)) - P(U?=1{X/ < x,}), (6.22)

C(Fi(x,),..., Fn(xn)) = F(xi,..., xn), (6.23)

meaning that the left hand side of (6.22) is increasing in each of the arguments

xi, ...,xn and that (6.23) is the analogue of Sklar's Theorem for survival

distribution functions.

The Fréchet bound M (and in the two-dimensional case also W) corre¬

sponds to the riskiest (safest) dependence structure with respect to the correla¬

tion (or supermodular) order. In practice however, the true copula underlying

the considered random variables is unknown. Therefore, one is usually inter¬

ested in the study of dependence scenarios defined through inequalities (see

also Section 7.1.2). As an example consider (Xi,..., Xn) having copula C

satisfying C > FI, where

n

Y\(ui, ...,un):= Y\Ui> («i> •••.««) e [°> !]"'

»=i

is the copula corresponding to independent copies of the X,- 's. The random

variables Xi,..., Xn are then PLOD. Similarly, if Cd < Tld we have PUOD

risks. This kind of copula inequalities will play an important role in the inter¬

pretation of the results of Chapter 7.
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6.4.3 Archimedean copulae

Definition 6.4.6. Let 0 : [0, 1J -> [0, oo] be a strictly decreasing convex

function with 0(1) = 0. The inverse 0[~1] : [0, oo] -> [0, 1] of 0 is defined

by

>/,[-! I<vv
._

f 0_1O) whenO < s < 0(0),
v y } ~

\ 0 when 0(0) < s < oo.

The two-dimensional copula

r(„ „n\ — I 0[n(0(wi) + 0("2)) when u\, u2 G (0, 1J2,
ctKi,«2; —

| 0 otherwise,

is called archimedean and the function 0 its generator. If 0(0) — oo, then the

generator and the corresponding copula are called strict and 0[_11 is the usual

inverse of 0.

Remarks 6.4.7.

(a) Provided that 0 is strict, Definition 6.4.6 extends to the case n > 2. Let

0 : [0, 1] -» 10, oo] be strictly decreasing, continuous and such that

0(1) ~ 0,0(0) = oo. Provided that 0_1 is completely monotonie, i.e. that

(-l)kDk4>~1 > 0 on (0, oo) for any k > 0, the expression

C(ki,...,k„) :^0_1 (5^0(n/)J, (ki,...,k„) g [0, 1]"

defines a n-dimensional copula (Nelsen 1999, Theorem 4.6.2).

(b) For notational convenience, we extend the domain of a generator 0 of an

archimedean copula to [—oo, oo] letting 0(0 = 0 for t > 1 and 0(0 =

0(0) for? <0.

Archimedean copulae are particularly important because of their simple

definition/construction as well for their properties.

Proposition 6.4.8. A copula Ce£2 is archimedean if and only if

(i) C is symmetric, i.e. C(u\, u2) ~ C(u2, u\)for any u\,u2 G [0, 1],

(ii) C is associative, i.e. C(u\, C(u2, U3)) = C(C(u\, ui), m) for any mi,

«2,^3 G [0, 1],
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(iii) C(u, u) < ufor any u (0, 1).

A proof of Proposition 6.4.8 can be found in Nelsen ( 1999, Theorems 4.1.5

and 4.1.6). Very often, as in the Examples 6.4.9 and 6.4.10 below, archimedean

copulae are governed by parameters controlling the amount of dependence be¬

tween their components, i.e. an increase in the parameter reflects in an increase

(or decrease) of the corresponding copula with respect to the correlation or¬

der. In view of the results of Chapters 7, two important examples of parametric

archimedean copula are the following.

Example 6.4.9. The Gumbel copula

CGu^(Ml,...,nw):-exp(-(^(-logM/)1/^j J, (6.24)

is generated by 0(0 = (-\og(t))1/ß, where 0 < ß < 1. The value ß = 1

gives independence and the limit for ß j 0 leads to comonotonicity. This cop¬

ula is consistent with bivariate extreme value theory and can be used to model

the limiting dependence structure of componentwise maxima of bivariate ran¬

dom samples (Joe 1997, Genest and Rivest 1989 and Galambos 1987).

Example 6.4.10. The Clayton copula with parameter a > 0 is generated by

0(0 = t~a — 1 and takes the form

/A \~l/a
Ccl>a(ui,...,un):= (X>ra-" + 1) • <6-25)

The limit of C01'" for a ! 0 and a f oo leads to independence and comono¬

tonicity, respectively. As mentioned in Nelsen (1999), the Clayton copula

appears as the survival copula of a bivariate Pareto distribution. In fact, using

(6.23), the survival copula relative to F(xi, ...,x„) :— (1 + X^=i xf)~],a
with survival marginals given by F/(x/) = \m\Xj-+-ooj^i F(x\, ...,xn) —

(1 + x*)~1//q;, / = 1,.. .,n equals to

F(Fi"1(Mi),...,'F71(«„)) = F(M7a-l,...,M-a-l)

Y^u-a-n+i) =Ca>a(ui,...,un).
*l=l
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Chapter 7

Value-at-Risk for functions

of dependent risks

7.1 Distributional bounds

For given risks (Xi,..., X„), which can be seen as different types of financial

or insurance risks, and a function f : W -> R one often is interested in com¬

puting certain quantities of f(X\,..., X„) like some moments or a quantité.

Typical examples of i// include:

- f (xi,..., xn) = x\ H h xn, hence one could be interested in the Value-

at-Risk of the joint position Xi H Y Xn.

- \j/(x],..., xn) = Y11=i(xi - ^)+' k
-

°- Tnis corresponds to the func¬

tional underlying an excess-of-loss treaty in reinsurance. The X/'s could be

individual claims or insurance losses from different lines of business.

- f(x\, ...,xn) = Q2l=i xi - k)+, k > 0, with an obvious interpretation to

financial derivatives (e.g. discrete Asian options) or stop-loss reinsurance.

- The worlds of exotic options, basket derivatives, credit derivatives and op¬

erational risk insurance covers yield numerous further interesting examples,

some of which will be used as illustration in Section 7.3.

95
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As already mentioned, determining the Value-at-Risk of ^(Xi,..., Xn)

reduces to a computational issue once the copula relative to (Xi,..., Xn) is

specified. Since this is usually not the case, it would be useful to find bounds

between which VaR must lie or equivalently bounds for the distribution func¬

tion of f(X\,..., X„)as VaRa(0-(Xi,...,Xn)) is just its a-quantile.

Makarov (1981) derived first bounds in terms of generalized inverses in

the case n = 2 and ty(x\,xi) — x\ + X2. Frank et al. (1987) proved the

same results using copulae, i.e introducing (without mentioning them explic¬

itly) dependence structures. They also extended Makarov's results to include

arbitrary increasing continuous functions 0-- Finally, Denuit et al. (1999)

and Cossette et al. (2002) extended some of the existing theoretical results to

n > 3.

7.1.1 Main result

For risk management applications, Fx could stand for a 1- or 10-day mar¬

ket profit-and-loss distribution for which, for a given level a, F% (a) would

correspond to the market VaR at the level a. We will assume that losses are

represented in the right tail of Fx and hence typical values for a in the market

risk case are 0.95 or 0.99. Similar interpretations can be given for credit risk

(leading to Credit-VaR) and operational risk (OpRisk-VaR). In the latter case

one typically looks at yearly aggregate loss data with a = 0.9995. Formally,

we consider the following definition of Value-at-Risk.

Definition 7.1.1. For 0 < a < 1 the Value-at-Risk at probability level a of a

random variable X is its a-quantile, i.e. VaRa(X) := F^ (a).

Let us now fix some notation: for ^ : Rw -> R denote by fXi the

function fXi(t) := ir(x\,... ,x;_i, t, xi+\,... ,xn) with the n - 1 variables

xi,..., x/_i, xi+i ,...,xn held fixed. We write yj/x_ if all of them are fixed

with values x\, ...,xn. Further, for a copula C <Ln, marginals F\,..., Fn

and an increasing function 0- : Rw -> R, define

TcMFlt...,Fn)(s):= sup C(Fl(xi),...,Fn-i(xn-\).Fn(irAn(s)))
X] ,...,A:„„.ie]R

ac^(Fi,...,Fn)(s):= f dC(Fl(xl),..., Fn(xn)), (7.1)
J{i/<s)
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PcMFi,...,Fn)(s):= inf Cd(Fi(xi),..., F„_,(xw_i), Fn(fAn(s))),
x\,...,xn~iéH,

We denote with Xe a vector having a copula Cet". Observe that,

if (Xi,..., Xn) has marginals F\,..., Fn, then aC^(F{,..., F„) - ^(A:c).
Further, the functions xç^f(F\,..., F„) and pc,ir(F\,..., Fn) are themselves

distribution functions. Thus, xc,-f,oc.f and pcf can be viewed as operations

3)n -» <£), where <£> is the set of one-dimensional distribution functions. Fi¬

nally, let us extend the definition of a univariate distribution function H to

include the values ±00, namely //(+00) := 1 and H(~-oc) :— 0.

Theorem 7.1.2. Let X — (X\,..., Xn) have marginals F\,..., Fn and ty :

d r

R" —» R be increasing and left continuous in the last argument. If X = X

for a copula C satisfying C > Cl and Cd < Cd for some given copulae Cl

and C\], then

xcL,ir(F\,..., Fn) < o-c,f(F], . .., Fn) < pCu,^(Fl"-" Fn)-

Proof Let s be fixed and t\,..., t„-\ R such that ftA(s) is finite. By

Lemma 6.1.2, we have that X; > ti for / = 1,..., n - 1 and Xn > V^CO

together imply that f(X\,...,Xn)> ftn(Xn) > s. Hence,

P(0(Xl5. ..,Xn)<s)< v(u?~l{Xi < ti} U {Xn < ftA(s)})
= Cd(F](tl),...,Fn-l(tn-l), Fn(fA(s)))

< Cg(F,(fi), . . . ,
Fn-l(tn-l), Fn(ifA(s))).

If V^CO = +00, then we have that

Cfj(Fi (/,),..., F„_i(f„_i), FnWA(s))) = 1

which is greater or equal than P(0(Xc) < s). On the other hand, if ty£(s) =

—00, then tfrtn(tn) > s for all tn g R and therefore

p(V(Xe) < j) = p({0(xc) < *} n uf-JiXy < *,-})
+ p({^(Xc)<^}nnf-11{x{>?/})
^(u^'ix^^+o
= cVid) Vife-0,0)

- Cg(Fi(fi),..., F„_,(f„_i), F„(Vr,>))).
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Taking the infimum over all t\,..., tn~\ G R we immediately obtain that

Ft(Xc)^ ~ PCvMF\,..., Fn)(s). Similarly, if f£(s) is finite, then X,- < tt

for / = 1,..., n - 1 and Xn < fAn(s) together imply 0-(Xi,..., Xn) <

0>„(Xn) < s and therefore

p(tA(Xc) < s\ = 1 - P(V(Xe) > s)

= 1 - P({V(XC) > 5} n ^-/{X,- > f,-} U {Xw > fA(s)})
> 1 - P(X; >thi = l,...,n,X„> V/»)
= C(F, ai),..., F„_! fe_i), F„(Vr^(s)))
> CL(Fi(fi),..., Fn-\(tn-i), Fn(fA(s))).

If ftA(s) — +00, then Vï„(f«) < ä for all f„ g R and therefore

P(V(XC) < *) > CL(Fi(?i),..., Fw_i(/„_!), 1)

= CL(Fi(fi), ..., F„_i(fw_,), Fn(fA(s))).

If ifA(s) = -oo, then CL(F](x),..., F„_ife_.i), Y^(s)) = 0 which is

smaller or equal than P(0(Xe) < 5). Taking the supremum over t\,... ,tn~\ e

Ryields F^cfi) > rC]^(Fl,..., Fn)(s).

In the language of Value-at Risk, the statement of Theorem 7.1.2 be¬

comes the following:

PCuMFu ... ,Fny\a) < WâRa(f(Xc)) < tCl,^(Fi,. .. ,Fnyl(a).

As stated above, the bounds tcl,^(Fi, ..., Fn) and pcv,f(F\,..., Fn)

are themselves distribution functions. Nevertheless, it is not true in gen¬

eral that they are distributions of some random variable f(Y\, ...,Yn) such

that Yt is distributed as Ff, i.e. there is not necessarily a risk portfolio Y —

(Y[, ..., Yn) such that rc, ^(Fx,..., F„) = F^(Y) or pcv,^(F\,..., F„) =

F^^). In fact, already in the two-dimensional case, we have from Theo¬

rem 1 in Schweizer and Sklar (1974) (see also Frank et al. 1987 p. 208 and

Denuit et al. 1999 p. 87) that for 0(xi, xi) = x\ + x2 and CL ^ M there

is no Borel-measurable function / such that xch,^(F\, F2) = Ff(Y\,Y2)- *n
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other words, the operations xc^f and pcL,V can not derived from any binary

operation on (Xi, X2).

Remarks 7.1.3. (a) Contrary to the existing literature on results like Theo¬

rems 7.1.2 we only require that 0 is increasing in each argument and left

continuous in the last one. This allows for more flexible applications,

for especially in the financial derivatives world discontinuous functions

abound.

(b) In view of Chapter 8 it is important to remark that the left-hand side in¬

equality in the result of Theorem 7.1.2 also holds for

^(F,,..., Fn)(s) := P(> (xc) < s)
for f non-decreasing, where xc,^(F\,..., Fn)(s) is replaced by

t^CFi,. .., Fn)(s) := sup C(Fi (xi),..., F„_iU„_i), F-(f-A(s)))

for f~A(s)--sup{t£R :f(xi, ...,xw_i,0< s}andF~(x):= P(X„< x).

7.1.2 C >Ch and Cd < Cg scenarios

In general the copula C of the vector Xe = (Xi,..., X„) is unknown. It

could even be that C is non-unique. For applications of Theorem 7.1.2 the

problem becomes therefore to verify the assumptions C > Cl and C < Cy.

The fact is that these inequalities do not have to be checked in practice be¬

cause Cl and C\j are chosen ad hoc depending on the situation considered

and C > Cl, Cd < C^ are assumed to hold for these choices. Indeed,

C > CL and Cd < C(j represent the partial information available about the

dependence structure of (X[,..., Xn) or equivalently they define different de¬

pendence scenarios. For simplicity, consider first the two-dimensional case,

where C > Cl is equivalent to Cd < c[, i.e. where we can take C\j = Cl-

Since W is the lower Fréchet bound, we have that any copula C satisfies

C > W and Cd(u\, u2) < Wd(ui, u2) = (mi + u2) a 1. The interpretation

behind the bounds obtained with CL = Cu = W is that no information about

the dependence is available or alternatively that no dependence restrictions are

made.
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Although for n > 3 the lower Fréchet bound W is not a copula, we have

that Theorem 7.1.2 holds true even for Cl and Cjj replaced by W and 1 a

H1= l ui respectively. In fact, for the proof of Theorem 7.1.2 only the property

that Cl and C$ are increasing in each argument were used. Moreover, any

copula C satisfies Cd(u\, ...,un) < 1 A Hl=i m. The interpretation of the

corresponding bounds is the same as above.

Alternatively, the choice Cl = C\j = TI means that the risks are POD.

In view of the discussion on orthant orders in Section 6.2, this kind of par¬

tial information is a reasonable assumption for many scenarios where positive

dependence has to be modelled.

In general, C > Cl can be rewritten as C >i0 Cl- Because of (6.21),

we get that Cd < C^ is equivalent to C > Cv, i.e. to C >j0 Qj. Because

of (6.1), these conditions have a natural interpretation in terms of correlations.

However, a choice like for instance CL = Ca'a (or C\j = CGa<ß) is mainly

relevant if we are in the presence of conditional bivariate extremes (compo¬

nentwise maxima) as mentioned in Section 6.4.3.

From the definitions of xcL,^ and pcUtxjr it is clear that the bounds ob-

tained when sharpening the conditions C > Cl and Ca < Cy (or C > Cu)

become tighter. This corresponds to the intuitive fact that the more infor¬

mation relative to the dependence structure of (Xi,..., Xn) is available the

smaller becomes the range in which VaR can lie.

7.1.3 Comonotonicity and independence

Comonotonicity and independence represent in some sense extreme depen¬

dence situations and are very often used in practice. Also, they can be com¬

puted exactly and fairly easily. Formulae (7.2) and (7.4) below will be used

later for comparison, see Section 7.3.

Comonotonicity characterizes the risks of the portfolio as being increas¬

ing functions of a common random factor. It is therefore a strong dependence

and measures of dependence such as Kendall's t or Spearman's p will de¬

scribe M as a perfect structure, i.e. x(M) = p(M) = 1 holds if the marginals

are continuous. It is precisely this representation which motivates the use of

the concept of comonotonicity in financial applications.

Though a special case of the next result is well known and indeed easy to
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prove, we thought it important to state it in full detail. For risk management

applications, it tells us when VaR calculations can be transported painlessly

through functions of different risk types.

Proposition 7.1.4. Let iff : Rw -> R be increasing and left continuous in

each argument, 0 < a < 1 and X],..., X„ be comonotonic. Then

VaRa(f(Xi,..., Xn)) = f(VaRa(Xx),..., VaRa(Xn)), (7.2)

provided that the above expressions are well defined.

Proof Let Z be a real valued random variable with range Ran(Z) and suppose

that (p : Ran(Z) C R -> R is increasing and left continuous. Suppose

that VaRa(Z) is finite for a given a G [0, 1]. Using Lemma 6.1.2 we have

that the distribution function of (p(Z) is given by Fv(z)(t) = V((p(Z) < t) —

P(Z < (pA(t)) = Fz((pA(t)). Hence, again because of Lemma 6.1.2,

VaRa(<KZ)) - M{t G R : Fv(Z)(0 > a)

= M{t g R : Fz((pA(t)) > a}

= inf{f eR:/(/) > F^V)} (7.3)

= M{t G R : t > (p(F~\a))} = (p(F~l(a))

= ç>(VaR«(Z)).

Denote by Fj,..., Fn the distribution functions of the comonotonic random

variables Xi, Xn and consider the increasing left continuous function

(p(a) := ^(F^^a),..., F~l(a)). For an arbitrary, on |0, 1] uniformly dis¬

tributed random variable U, we get from (7.3) that

VaRa(^(X!,..., Xa)) = VaMiW,-1 (£/), • • •,
F~l(U)))

- VaR„(<p(t/)) = (p(\aRa(U)) - <p(a)

= f(F-l(a),...,F~\a))

= ^(VaR„(Xi),...,VaR«(X„)).

D
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For independent random variables Xi,..., Xn, the distribution function

of f (Xj,..., Xn), and hence its VaR, can be computed by iterated condition¬

ing. Since Xi,..., Xn are independent, we have that

Ff(x, x„)(s)=P0A(Xi,...,xw)<j)

= I dFn(tn)Y(it(Xi,...,Xn^,tn) <S)

= fdFn(tn)V(rlrttt(X],...tXn-i)<s)

= j dF„(tn) • • • j dF2(t2)V(fti (XO < s)

= J dFnifn) -f dF2(fe)Fi(^(5». (7.4)

In the two-dimensional case, F^,(Xi,x2)(s) — I Fi(ftA(s)) dF2(t2).

7.2 Computational aspects

For notational convenience, we will write in the sequel Fmin and Fmax instead

of tcl,^(Fi , ..., Fn) and pcv,ir(F\, ..., Fn) respectively. In most cases, the

bounds Fmin and Fmax do not allow for a closed form expression. Excep¬

tions are the cases where i/(xi,..., xn) = H1=] Xi and the F/'s all are of

the same type, for example all are shifted exponential, shifted Pareto, Weibull

or uniform (Denuit et al. (1999)). In general, one has to resort to numerical

approximations as proposed by Williamson and Downs (1990).

In the sequel, Cl denotes either a copula or the lower Fréchet bound

VV. Similarly, Cd} can represent the dual of a copula C\j as well as 1 a

H1=\ ut- Further, for (U\ , Un) with distribution function C and indices

1 < i\ < • • < ik < n we denote by Cilt...jk the distribution function of

(Uh,..., Uh) and by Cdi{A its dual. For C = W and C(}(ui, ...,un) =

1 A zZ1=l ut we mean (W)h ik(v{, ...,vk) = (£*=i vj
- k + \)+ and

w% ik(vi,.-.,vk) = \Aj:Uvj-
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7.2.1 Practical computation of FminO) and F~^(a)

The main problem relative to a practical computation of FmmC0 and Fmax(s),

hence of their inverses, is that they are defined as a supremum, respectively

as an infimum, over the unbounded set R"_1. Hence, even the computation

over a discretization of Rw_1, results in an infinite number of comparisons for

finding the maximum (minimum) of the relative expressions. This problem

can be avoided by extending the duality principle of Frank and Schweizer

(1979) stated only for n = 2 to n > 2. We provide the latter extension in

Appendix A. The next theorem is a consequence of the Duality Theorem

A.0.2.

Theorem 7.2.1 (Quantile-Duality). Let —oo < a < b < +oo and x// :

[a, b]n —» [a, b] be an increasing continuous function with range \a, b]. For

copulae Cl, Ctj, marginals F\,..., Fn and any 0 < a < 1 one obtains

inf ^(Ff^Mi),...^-1^)), (7.5)
CL(U],-,un)=a

sup ir(F-l(Ul),...,F-l(un)). (7.6)

C$(u\,...,u„)=a

Proof Let [a, h] = [—oo, +oo] and [c, d\ = [0, 1]. Because any copula Cl

satisfies Assumption A2, for ty : MP -» R satisfying Assumption Al, we

have that the inverse of Fm\n(s) = sup^ tn)=s CL(F (h),..., F„(tn)) can

be computed by means of Theorem A.0.2 with G := Cl and o := iff, where

the above representation of Fmm is given in (7.9). For a g [0, 1) we hence

obtain

Fmi(«) = A^ ' • • • ^)_1(«) = V(/7r1' • • - Fnl)(«)

inf ir(F-l(Ul),...,F-l(un)).
CL(ui,...,un)=a

Analogously, see Remark 7.2.3, letting D := ty and o := Cy, we obtain for

[a, b] = [0, 1] and [c, d] = [—oo, +00] that

^i(«) = SUP f(F-l(u}),..., F-\un)).

Cf)(ui un)=a

a

Fmi» =

F"1 (a) =
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Observe that, contrary to Theorems 7.1.2, in Theorem 7.2.1 the functional

ifr has to be continuous with domain [a, b]n and range [a, b]. These constraints

are satisfied (with appropriate extensions at infinity) for many functionals of

interest and in particular in many of the examples of Section 7.3.

The origin of the name of Theorem 7.2.1 is also due to the fact that (7.5)

and (7.6) can be obtained from

sup CL(Fi(fi ),..., Fn (tn)), (7.7)

^(r!,...,r„)=i

inf Cg(Fi(ri),...,Fw(/n)), (7.8)
i/(ti,...jn)=s

replacing infima by suprema, the F,'s by the F~l,s and exchanging the role

of f and Cl, or C\j respectively.

Moreover, expressions (7.7) and (7.8) look very similar to Fmin(s) and

Fmax CO- In fact, for fixed s such that {(t\,..., tn) g Rw : f(t\,...,t„) =

s} # 0, the condition V>„('i> ••.fo-0 = f(t\,...,t„) = s is equiva¬

lent to ir£(s-) < tn < fAn(s). Since CL(Fi(fi),..., Fn(t„)) is increas¬

ing in t\, ...,tn, it follows that its supremum over {(t\,...,tn) e R" :

f(t\,...,tn) = s} is taken for /„ at the right end point of the interval

[ifA(s-),fA(s)\. Hence,

Fmin(s) = sup CL(Fi(ïi), . . -, Fn-iitn-0, Fn(fA(s)))
t\,...,tn-iéïïl

= sup CL(Fiai),...,Fwaw)), (7.9)

f(tl,...,tn)=s

which is an alternative representation of Fmin(0 for all s such that {\[r = s}

is non-empty. In general, the same cannot be repeated for Fmax, meaning that

there are situations where (7.8) is at some points strictly smaller than Fmax

and where (7.8) does not even yield an upper bound for F^(Xi„..,xn) as the

following counterexample shows.

Example 7.2.2. Let Fi — F2 be standard uniform distributions and f :

R2 —» R be the increasing continuous function

f(x, y) := 2? 1 [o,i/2)(j) + l[i/2.2)00 + (y - IJlp.oo)^)-
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For s — 1 we have that <p£(s) = (px(\) = 2 for all x g R as well as {(t\, ti) g

R2 : f(h,t2) = 1} = R x [1/2, 2J. Hence,

Fmax(l)= inf Cg(Fi(x), F2(<^A(1))) = inf Cg(Fi(x), 1) = cg(0, 1)= 1,
xeR xeR

Gmaxd) := inf Cg(FiOU F2(t2)) = cg(0, 1/2) = 1/2,
fieR,l/2<f2<2

u

whence Gmax(l) < Fmax(l). Moreover, Gmax(l) is not an upper bound for

F^(x,,x2)(l). Indeed, Fir(Xux2)0) = p(*2 < 2) = 1 which is actually the

bound given by Fmax(l).

Remark 7.2.3. Despite the above example, both (7.7) and (7.8) can be used

to compute F"^ and F~^, i.e. bounds for VaR«(^(Xi,..., Xn)). In effect,

(7.8) is the left continuous version of Fmax and hence it leads to the same

quantiles. Considering left continuously defined distribution functions instead

of right continuous ones, a representation like (7.8) holds even for Fmax-

The advantage of (7.5) and (7.6) is that the infimum and the supremum

are taken over the compact sets {Cl = oc} and {Cd} = a} respectively. The

practical idea, summarized by Figure 7.1 below, is to consider a suitable dis¬

cretization of {Cl = a}, respectively {C(j = a}, and to minimize (maximize)

over such a finite set of points.

For notational convenience, let a = r/N, where TV is some fixed integer

and r {1,..., iV - I}. Consider further, h,..., ln-i e {0,..., N} and look

for a solution iv,/, ,...,/„_, to

CL (h/N,..., In-i/N, iv,z, ..../„J = r/N. (7.10)

Since C\Xh/N,..., ln-\/N, •) is a continuous function mapping the unit in¬

terval [0, 1] to [0, (CiOi,...,„_i(/i/iV,..., ln-i/N)}, we have that a solution

vrj{ /n_j always exists if

(COh...,n-\(h/N,...,ln-x/N)>r/N.

Thus, because of (7.5) we have that

1mm(r/N):= min f(F^(h/N),..., F^(/„_,/#), ^'(•V.w.,))
M '«-i
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,-i
is an approximation of F , (r/N), where the minimum is taken over the set

Ar,h /„_, :={/i,..., /„-i : (CL)i „-i (h/N,..., ln_x/N) > r/N}. Sim¬

ilarly,

?ma*(r/A0:= max f(F~\h/N),..., F~lx(ln-i/N), F-^v^j^))

is nearly F~^(r/N), where v*; ^
is a solution to the equation

Cd (/i/A, ..., ln-i/N, </,...,,„_,) = r/N (7.11)

and £,-,/,,...,/„_, :={/],..., ln-\ (Cu)f,. .,n-idi/N, • , l»-i/iV) < r/W}.

y^,/l, ...,/„-!

a

{CL - a}

A
{Cg = a} \

i 1

0 a ////V 1

Figure 7.1: Discretization <?/{Cl = a} and {C^ — a}.

Remarks 7.2.4.

(a) In the two-dimensional case the above formulae for qmin, qmax become

qmm(r/N)= min f(F~\l/N), F~x(vrj)),
r<l<N

qm^(r/N) = max ir(F~\l/N), F"1 (<,)).
0<l<r

(7.12)
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(b) The quantities qmin(r/N) and qmzx(r/N) given by (7.12) are approximate

bounds for VaRr/yvOMXi,..., Xn)). More generally, one could be inter¬

ested in approximating the whole distribution functions Fmjn and Fmax as

for instance in the case of risk measures different from VaR. This can be

done using the step functions

j
n

{
N-l

^Z^forinOVW.OO), ^^hlm»x(.r/N),Oo), (7-13)

r=\ r=0

where <?min(l) := supsupp(F),^rmax(0) := infsupp(F).

7.2.2 Archimedean scenarios

In many cases, vrju___jnl can be found explicitly. For instance, if Cl belongs

to the class of strict archimedean copulae, i.e. if it is of the form

CL(m, ...,«„) = «/»o"1 (è#o("«0) -
(7-14)

where 0o : [0, 1 ] — [0, oo] is a generator as in Remark (a) on p. 92, then

•V,/,,...,/»-, = 0o
' U><r/N) -J^Mi/N)) (7-15)

provided that llf..., ln~\ are such that (/>o(r/N) > J^IZi 4>o(h/N). This is

the case of the Clayton copula defined in (6.25) generated by 4>o(t) = t~a — 1

and of the independent copula n generated by 0o(O = — log ?.

On the contrary, finding v*, , may not be so easy. For instance, for

a two-dimensional archimedean copula Cu generated by some 0i, we have

that 0i(v*,) + 0i(l/N) - 0i(v*. - (r - l)/N) = 0 which cannot be solved

explicitly in general. This problem can be avoided making assumptions on the

survival copula Cu which is also justified in view of the interpretation behind

the choice of Cu. Indeed, assuming for instance that Cu is archimedean with

generator 0i, it follows by (6.21 ) that v*{ ln_{
is a solution to

r/N = \- Cu(l - h/N,..., 1 - ln-i/N, 1 - v*Zl lnJ,
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n-1

i.e. that

</,,...,/„_, = 1 -0Ï"1 W1 -r/A)-£>i(l -/,/A)j (7.16)

provided that h,..., /„_i satisfy 0i(l - r/A) > £?"/ fa(\ - h/N).

Remark 7.2.5. The lower Fréchet bound W has also a representation like

(7.14) for 0o(O = 1 - t and (7.15) corresponds to the solution vr,/,,...,/„_! of

(7.10) and the relative boundary conditions for /j,..., ln-\ coincide. Simi¬

larly, the solution v*7
,

of (7.11) and the relative boundary conditions
J ','] i -.hi— 1

can be obtained from (7.16) for fa(t) = \ —t.

7.2.3 Positive quadrant dependent risks

When dealing with two-dimensional portfolios as in the examples in Sec¬

tion 7.3, a typical dependence scenario consists of positive quadrant dependent

(PQD) risks or, in other words, of a vector (Xi, X2) with a copula C satisfy¬

ing C > n. In this case the approximated lower bound Fmjn in Theorem 7.1.2

calculated by means of (7.13) with Cl = FI (partial information) and the one

computed with Cl — W (no information) do not look very much different in

the tails for many concrete choices of f and F\, F2 (see Section 7.3). This

means that numerical estimates of the upper bound for VaRa(0-(Xi, X2)) with

a near to 1 are almost equal in these two cases. A careful look at the quantities

considered gives more insight into this phenomenon. The quantiles qmïn(r/N)

and ^nD(r/iV) when no information is available or a PQD assumption is

made have the form

W/AO = %f (f^(1/N), F2l (yV"^""))) ,

Ow^^(Fr1(//ao, F2\r/D).

For fixed r we have to take the minimum of

l=r if(F~\r/N),F-X(\))
I = r + 1 f(F~[((r + 1)/A), F~f((N - 1)//V))

/ = r + 2 f(F~x ((r + 2)/N), F2l((N - 2)/N))

l = N Tjf(F~[(\),F2l(r/N))
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in the first case and

l=r ir(F~l(r/N),F2l(\))
l=r + \ ^(F~\(r + 1)/A), F~l(r/(r + 1)))

l=r+2 ir(F-\(r+2)/N), F2\r/(r + 2)))

l = N t(F-l(l),F2l(r/N))

in the second one. We observe that the quantiles of Fi are the same in both

cases whereas the quantiles of F2 are evaluated at the points

N - (l -r) r
, 1

r r

1 > — > — ~ a and 1 > - > — = a,
N

~

n
-

i
-

N

respectively. If a is near to 1, then (N - (I - r))/N ^ l/r for N >l >r =

Na. This means that the quantiles in the second argument of ^ are almost the

same. Indeed, take for example N — 100 and a = 0.9, then

l=r+l l = r+2 l = N-3 l = N~2 l = N-l l = N

N-(l~r)/N 0.99 0.98

r/l 0.989 0.978

0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90

0.928 0.918 0.909 0.90

The only way to see a difference is to take F2 heavy tailed and i(r strongly

increasing in the second component at the same time.

7.2.4 Alternative computational methods

The gridding procedure of Section 7.2.1 has the disadvantage that the com¬

putational complexity increases exponentially in the number of dimensions.

Thus, an immediate generalization of the above procedure for large n trans¬

lates into a massive increase of computational time. Further, the question

relative to the convergence of ^min(a), <?max(«) to F~jn(a), F~xx(a) as the

number N of discretization steps increases was not considered in the previous

sections. Nevertheless, for many examples of interest, as the ones discussed

in Section 7.3 below, the above numerical procedure works well. An alterna¬

tive numerical approach that can be used for several applications of our results
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is based on the theory of Semidefinite Programming (SDP), where by means

of interior point methods extremely efficient results are obtained for minimax

problems having similarities with the computation of our bounds. The con¬

vergence properties of these methods have been studied in detail and one can

in general expect that the increase of the numerical complexity is polynomial.

We checked this approach for some of the examples discussed in Section 7.3;

the results obtained coincide. Further work along these lines is definitely nec¬

essary, especially as one may want to obtain numerical procedures for func¬

tions of high dimensional portfolios (n > 100, say). For the relevant (linear,

convex, SDP) techniques, see for instance Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004).

7.3 Examples

Applying the methodology discussed in Section 7.2, we illustrate the result of

Theorem 7.1.2 in terms of Value-at-Risk for different concrete situations. Let

(Xi, X2) have marginal distributions Fifi = 1, 2. Considering different de¬

pendence scenarios, in the following we plot the range for VaRa (^ (Xj, X2)),

k = 0, 1, 2 with

^o(Xi,X2):=Xi+X2,

TA,(Xi,X2):=(max(Xi,X2)~c)+,

f2(Xi, X2) := Xi /{X2>F-i(0.9)}-

The constant c in the formula for f\ will correspond to a 10% loading on

the mean E [max(Xi, X2)l. The case of f2 corresponds to a derivative-type

pay-out function. Note that the indicator function

r

=
j 1 when X2 > Ff1 (0.9),

jx2>7'71(0.9)j ( 0 otherwise,

renders \jr2 non-continuous, hence a numerical approximation through contin¬

uous functions has to be added in the procedure explained in Section 7.2. In

the language of Section 7.1.2 the dependence scenarios considered are:

(Sel) C >W: no dependence restriction,

(Sc2) C > U: PQD dependence,
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(Sc3) C > C°u'u-2,

where the choice ß = 0.2 corresponds to a Kendall's x of 80%. Note that since

we are in the bivariate case, we take, as mentioned in Section 7.1.1, Cu = Cl-

For these scenarios, we plot the upper and lower bound for t/^, k = 0, 1, 2.

We also always include the independent and the comonotonic cases. To have

an idea of the range of values obtained for a particular a, for all the examples,

we provide numerical values for a = 0.95 and a — 0.99.

7.3.1 A standard normal portfolio

As first illustrative example we consider a standard normal portfolio (Xi, Xi),

i.e Xt ~ N(0, 1), i = 1, 2, to stress the fact that the non-subadditivity of VaR

does not arise from the choice of heavy-tailed marginals, for instance. Ta¬

ble 7.1 tells us in the a = 0.95 case that, whereas the marginal VaRs are

1.28 Mio. $, say, for each position separately, the VaR for the joint portfolio

Xi +X2 can lie anywhere between -0.12 and 3.92 Mio. $, see Table 7.1. If one

is prepared to accept extra dependence information as for instance PQD, then

these bounds narrow to 1.52 and 3.91 Mio. $. When much stronger assump¬

tions can be made, in our situation C > CGu'02, then the VaR lies between

3.13 and 3.42 Mio. $. In Figures 7.3, 7.4 and Tables 7.2, 7.3, we illustrate the

bounds and the ranges for VaRo.95 and VaRo.99 for f\ and f2, respectively.
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(Scl): 1

(Sc2): 2

(Sc3): 3

- - • comonotonicity: 4

independence: 5

y

^-"

2

4

-1
0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99

Figure 7.2: Upper and lower boundsfor VaRa(X\ + X2)for a standard nor¬

mal portfolio under scenarios (Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3). Together

with these bounds we plot the exact values under independence and comono¬

tonicity.
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a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C > W -0.12 3.92 -0.02 5.15

c > n 1.52 3.90 2.56 5.14

C > CGu>02 3.13 3.41 4.52 4.75

c = n 2.37 3.30

c = M 3.29 4.65

Table 7.1: Rangefor VaRo.9s(Xi + Xi) and Va/?o.99(Xi + X2)for a standard

normal portfolio.
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Figure 7.3: VaRa (^\ (X \, X2))for a standard normal portfolio under scenar

ios (Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C >W 164 1.96 2.32 2 57

c > n 1.64 1.96 2 32 2 57

c>cGt,0 2 164 1.71 2.32 2 37

c = u 1.95 2.57

C = M 1.64 2.32

Table 7.2: Range for VaR095(fi(Xi, X2)) and VaR0 99OA1 (Xi, X2)) for a

standard normal portfolio.
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Figure 7.4: VaRa (^r2(X\,X2)) for a standard normal portfolio under scenar¬

ios (Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a - 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C >W 0 1.64 0 2.32

c > n 0 1.64 1.28 2.32

C >cGu'02 1.61 1.64 2.21 2.32

c = n 0 1.27

C - M l 64 2.32

Table 7.3: Range for VaR0,95(f2(X\, X2)) and Va/?0 99(V^(Xi, X2)) for a

standard normal portfolio.
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7.3.2 A skewed portfolio

In this section we return to the example discussed in (Embrechts et al. 2002),

where \fr = fa and Xi, X2 are T(3, l)-distributed. In Figure 7.5 below the

range for VaRa(Xi -I- X2) under the considered scenarios is given.

18

16

14

12

10

_p_

- (Scl): 1

(Sc2): 2

- (Sc3): 3

comonotonicity: 4

independence: 5

^-^
^--

1 2

3
4

3

0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99

Figure 7.5: VaRa(Xi + X2) for a T(3, 1) portfolio under scenarios (Scl),

respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity.

Results as summarized in Figure 7.5 and Table 7.4 yield a measure of

uncertainty for VaR calculations at the aggregate level Xi + X2 given VaR

information at the sub-portfolio level Xi and X2.

For instance, Table 7.4 tells us in the a ~ 0.95 case that, whereas the

marginal VaRs are 6.30 Mio. $, say, for each position separately, the VaR for

the joint portfolio Xi + X2 can lie anywhere between 6.47 and 14.44 Mio. $.

Again, if one assume PQD dependence, these bounds narrow to 8.17 and 14.41

Mio. $ and, letting C > CGu>0-2, then we have a substantial reduction to 12.13

and 12.96 Mio. $.
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a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

c > W 6.50 14.45 8.46 18.54

c > n 8.20 14.41 10.64 18.54

C > CGu>02 12.16 12.96 16.39 17.16

c - n 10.52 13.10

C =M 12.59 16.81

Table 7.4: Rangefor VaR0,9s(Xi + Xi) and VaRQ.99(X] + X2)for a F(3, 1)

portfolio

a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C > W 1.96 2.89 4.07 4.94

c > n 1.96 2.99 4.07 4.94

C > CGu'02 1.96 2.15 4.07 5.25

c = n 2.90 5.10

c = M 1.96 4.07

Table 7.5: Range for VaR0.95(fi(Xi, X2)) and VaRoMfiiXi, X2)) for a

T(3, 1) portfolio.

Figure 7.6 shows that the Value-at-Risk of \f/\ (X\, X2) where Xi, X2 are

independent equals the upper bound for VaR given by scenario (Sc2). Further,

the VaR of Vi(X], X2) for comonotonic Xi and X2 lies below those lines.

Indeed, {1/^1 < s} — (—oo, s+c]2fors > 0 and thus for Xi, X2 having copula

C and marginals F\, F2, we have that Frjfl(xux2)(s) = C(F\(s+c), Fi(s-\-c)).

The computation of Fmm requires a formula for (iff] )A2 (s) which is given by
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Figure 7.6: VaRa(ij/) (Xi, Xi)) for a Y(3, 1) portfolio under scenarios (Scl),

respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity

WOâGO -

—oo when x\ > s + c

s +c whenx\ < s +c
(s > 0).

Hence, for s > 0 we obtain that

Fmin(s) = sup CL(Fi(xi), F2((xjfi)A2(s))) = CL(F{(s + c), F2(s + c)).

It follows, for any copula C and s > 0, that

tc,^, (Fi, F2)(.s) = ac,in (F\, F2)(s).

In other words, the computation of Fm\n using the "true" copula of (Xj, X2)

yields the exact distribution Ffi(x],x2)- In particular, we have that the upper

bound for VaR in (Sc2) and the VaR of f\(Xi, X2) for independent Xi, X2

coincide. As explained in Section 7.2.3, these lines lie very near to the upper

bound for VaR in (Scl).
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Figure 7.7: ^^„(^(Xi, Xi)) for a T(3, 1) portfolio under scenarios (Scl),

respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a - 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C > W 0.79 6.29 1.03 8.40

c > n 2.67 6.29 5.22 8.40

c>cGu>02 6.20 6.29 8.03 8.40

c = n 2.68 5.40

C = M 6.29 8.40

Table 7.6: Range for VaR0 9^2(X \, X2)) and VaRo99(fa(Xi, X2)) for a

T(3, 1) portfolio.
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7.3.3 Heavy-tailed examples

Another situation where VaR typically is not sub-additive is the heavy-tailed

Pareto case; see Embrechts et al. (2002, Example 7). Here we consider a

portfolio (Xi, X2) where Xi has a Pareto(1.5,1) distribution on (1, oo) and

X2 is lognormal(—0.2, 1). The values of the parameters in these examples

are motivated by heavy-tailed insurance loss data as discussed in Embrechts

et al. (1997). Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10, respectively Tables 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9,

correspond to fa, fa and fa under the dependence scenarios fixed at the

beginning of this section.
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Figure 7.8: Upper and lower bounds for VaRa(Xi + X2) with

X\ ~ Pareto(1.5, 1) and X2 ~ LN(-0.2, 1) under scenarios (Scl), respec¬

tively (Sc2) and (Sc3). Together with these bounds we plot the exact values

under independence and comonotonicity.
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a - 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

c > w 7.38 16.51 21.54 39.65

c > n 7.39 16.41 21.54 39.62

c > CGu'0-2 10.69 12.46 27.65 32.39

c = n 10.07 24.85

C = Af 11.61 29.92

Table 7.7: Range for VoÄ0.95(Xi + X2) and VaRQi99(Xi + X2) with

X] - Pareto(1.5, 1) andX2 - LN(-0.2, 1).
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Figure 7.9: VaRa(fa(X\,X2)) for X\ ~ Pareto(1.5, 1) and

X2 ~ LN(—0.2, 1) under scenarios (Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3),

independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a - 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C > w 4.30 5.49 18.48 20.49

c > n 4.30 5.49 18.48 20.49

c > CGu'0-2 4.30 5.43 18.48 20.49

c = n 4.80 19.50

C = M 4.30 18.48

Table 7.8: Range for V0flo.95(^i(Xi, X2)) and Va/e0.99(Vri(Xi, X2)) for

Xi - Pareto(1.5, 1) and X2 - LN(-0.2, 1).
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Figure 7.10: VaRa(fa(Xu X2)) for X) ~ Pareto(1.5, 1) and

X2 ~ LN(—0.2, 1) under scenarios (Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3),

independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

c > w 1.03 7.38 1 06 21.54

c > n 1.58 7.38 4.64 21.54

c>cOu,0 2
7.05 7.38 17.78 21.54

c^n 1.60 4.80

c - M 7.38 21.54

Table 7.9: Range for VaR{)95(fa(X\,X2)) and VaR099OMX1, Xi)) for

Xi - Pareto(1.5, 1) and X2 - LN(-0.2, 1).

As final example we illustrate the bounds for the VaR in the case of a

Weibull(c, r) portfolio with c — 1 and r — 0.5. Here we choose r < 1 in

order to obtain heavy-tails, see Table 2.1.
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Figure 7.11: VaRa(X\ + X2) for a Weibull(l, 0.5) portfolio under scenarios

(Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C > W 8.97 27.21 21.20 56.14

c > n 8.97 27.03 21 20 56.09

c>cGu,0 2 16.14 19.61 39.44 44.99

c = n 15.10 30.40

c = M 17.95 42.41

Table 7.10: Range for VaRo9s(X[ + X2) and VaR099(Xi + Xi) for a

WeihullO, 0.5)portfolio.
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Figure 7.12: VaRa(ijr\ (X\, X2))for a Weibull(l, 0.5) portfolio under scenar¬

ios (Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C >W 6.77 11.41 19.00 28.87

c > n 6.77 11.41 19.00 28.87

C > CGu'° 2 6.77 7.61 19 00 20 34

c = n 11.30 28.85

C = M 6.77 19 00

Table 7.11: Range for VaR095(fa(Xi, X2)) and VaR099(fi(Xi, X2)) for a

Weibull(l, 0.5) portfolio.
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Figure 7.13: VaRa (fa(X], X2))for a Weibull(l, 0.5) portfolio under scenar¬

ios (Scl), respectively (Sc2) and (Sc3), independence and comonotonicity.

a = 0.95 a = 0.99

Scenarios exact min max exact min max

C > W 0 8.99 0 21.20

c > n 0 8.99 0 21.20

c>cGu,0 2 8.59 8.99 18.64 21.20

c- n 0.48 8.30

C = M 8.99 21.20

Table 7.12: Range for VaRo9ï(fa(Xi, X2)) and VaR0 99(fa(X \, X2)) for a

Weibull(1, 0.5) portfolio.
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7.4 Conclusions

The main message coming from the results of this chapter is that for many

examples of interest in quantitative risk management the maximal value for

VaRa(^(Xi, Xi)) does not occur under the assumption of comonotonicity

(i.e. maximal correlation). This fact corresponds to the non-coherence of VaR

for such portfolios. Moreover, there are cases where, using VaR as risk mea¬

sure, independent random variables are more dangerous than comonotonic

ones. As illustration, we refer to Figure 7.6, where the VaR under the assump¬

tion of comonotonicity lies below VaR given independence. Further, com¬

paring the results of Sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, one sees that for a fixed

functional f and chosen dependence scenarios, the shape of the pictures is not

influenced by the marginals except from the magnitude of the values obtained

meaning that the bounds are more sensitive to the choice of the dependence

scenarios and of the functional than to the one of the marginals.

Finally, we want to emphasize that, starting from the distributional bounds

of Theorem 7.1.2, one can bound VaRa(VKXi,..., X„)), E [f(X\,..., Xn)}

or any probabilistic measure which might be needed in the problem at hand.

In summary, the examples above show that studying and estimating copulae in

risk management is an important issue. Especially at the level of stress testing,

the results discussed in this chapter are of importance.
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Chapter 8

Worst Value-at-Risk

scenarios

8.1 Optimality results

When dealing with bounds for a quantity of interest, like VaR in the previous

chapter, a question that immediately arises concerns the sharpness of these

bounds. A long history exists about the problem of finding the best possible

lower bound on the distribution function of i/r(Xi,..., Xn) when the marginal

distributions are given. In the setting of Chapter 7, the latter corresponds to

an upper bound for the VaR. For an overview, we refer to the introduction of

Embrechts and Puccetti (2005) and the references therein. For the VaR prob¬

lem at hand, in Embrechts et al. (2003), we studied sharpness of the bounds

for a large class of functionals f. The proof of a main theorem (Theorem 3.2)

contains an error. In fact, we stated that the function Ca : [0, 1]" -» [0, 1],

defined as

C ( \ .-

(maX{a, CL(W)} if U = (U],..., un) 6 La, If,
°^ "~

jmin{wi,..., un} otherwise,

for a copula CL and a e (0, 1), is a copula. The following counterexample due

to Christel Geiss and Eija Päivinen and published in Embrechts and Puccetti

(2005) illustrates that this fails to be true for n > 2.

129
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Example 8.1.1. Let Cl = n and a = ä for some â e (0, 1). It is possible

to choose à such that the function Ca does not satisfy condition (6.16) and

therefore is not a copula. Taking a = (ä,..., â) and b — (1,..., 1) we have

that

2 2

^...^(_iyi+-+'»C(MUl,...,Mn,/„)
il = l <„=1

= E-"E(-1),',+"'^m«{«'n5=i«^}

= Ê^Wf) max {«. «*} = 1 - «5 + (n - l)â2.

Choosing now ä = 2(W-iv
'* immediately follows that

1 -«ä + (n- l)â2 = —7^—77 <0, for all n> 2,
4(» - 1)

which contradicts (6.16).

Using copulae, Williamson and Downs (1990) proved the pointwise best

possible nature of the bounds in the two-dimensional case for a non-decreasing

functionals f, where the bounds and sharpness results are formulated in term

of the functionals

a^f(Fu...,Fn)(s);= j dC(F](xl),...,Fn(xn)), (8.1)

Tc,i,(Fi, ...,Fn) (s) :=sup C (Fi (xi),..., F„_i (xn-\), F~ (f-A (s)))
x\,...,xn-\ eIR

(8.2)

for a copula C tn and marginals F\,...,Fn, where, given x\,..., xn-[

fixed, V^A00 := supff H : V(*i> • •. x„-i, t) < s}.

Remark 8.1.2. Observe that a^f(Fi,..., Fn)(s) = V(^(XC) < s) for Xe

having marginals F\,..., Fn and copula C. In Embrechts et al. (2005, Propo¬

sition A.I.), we show that the operator x^ is the left-continuous version

of a distribution, i.e. there exists a random variable K with V(K<s) =

Tc *(F\,..., Fn) (s). This result extends a claim of Denuit et al. (1999,
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p. 37). As first noted in Schweizer and Sklar (1974) for the sum of two

risks, if Cl / M, there does not exist a measurable real function g such

that K = g(X), with X having marginals F\,..., Fn.

As emphasized in Remark 7.1.3 (b) the bounds stated in Chapter 7 (and

the corresponding VaR version) remain valid for ac,f and xc,f replaced by

o-ç , and Tç . defined above. We now restate Theorem 7.1.2 in terms of (8.1)

and (8.2). We also recall the optimality theorem of Williamson and Downs

(1990).

Theorem 8.1.3. Let Xe = (Xi,..., Xn) be a random vector on W (n > 1)

having marginal distributionfunctions F\,..., Fn and copula C. Assume that

there exists a copula Cl such that C >Cl- Iff : Kw -* IFUs non-decreasing,

thenfor every real s, we have

ffc^(Fi,..., Fn)(s) > TcL^(Fi,.. •, Fn)(s). (8.3)

These bounds are pointwise best possible and cannot be tightened if n = 2.

Theorem 8.1.4. Further to the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1.3, we assume that

f is also right-continuous in its last argument. Define the Junction Ca :

[0,l]2^\0,\]as

c ( \ —
fmax{a, CL(u)} ifu = (u\,u2) e \a, I]2,

\min{ui,u2} otherwise,

where a := Xq AF\, F2)(s). Then Ca is a copula which attains bound (8.3),

i.e.

o^+iFu F2)(s) = a. (8-4)

Remarks 8.1.5. (a) Observe that the statement of Theorem 8.1.3 is valid for

all dimensions n > 2 even taking the function W as lower bound for the

unknown copula C. On the other hand, the generalization of the statement

of Theorem 8.1.4 for n > 2 fails. This is due to the fact that Ca is not

a copula even taking a lower copula bound Cl as illustrated in Example

8.1.1.

(b) For the problem at hand of finding a best possible lower bound, the dif¬

ference between ac,f and o^^ turns out to be essential. In fact, in the
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two dimensional case, the gap in the proof in Embrechts et al. (2003)

arises considering the mass pa (corresponding to Ca) on the boundary

{Cl — oc}, which leads to /u/*({Cl < «}) = 1 > a whereas (8.4) corre¬

sponds to //"({Cl < a}) — a. Observe that the latter changes does not

affect the computational aspects in Section 7.2, see Remark 7.2.3.

8.2 Analysis of the worst-case portfolios

With the conclusions of the last chapter in mind that the maximal value for

VaR does not occur under the assumption of comonotonicity (i.e. maximal

correlation), the aim of the present section is to give more insight into the

shape of the copula yielding the worst possible VaR for the position f (Xe) —

f(X\,..., Xn) and to understand the implied dependence. Under all possible

dependence structures, the maximum VaR at level a, is given by the copula

minimizing Y(f(Xc) < s) over s-regions depending on a. Indeed, according

to Definition 7.1.1, with

m^(s) := inf; {p(V(Xc) < s\\, s e R,

we have that WaRa(f(Xc)) < m~] (a), a e [0, 1]. The problem at hand be¬

comes also the characterization of the copula attaining m^(s), or equivalently

maximizing

mf(s) = l-mi,(s)= sup \v(f(Xc) > s)}, s e R. (8.5)

Such a copula will be referred to as a worst-case scenario for the aggregate

position f(Xc). We use the term scenario to indicate a (possibly degenerate)

set of probability measures, in line with Artzner et al. (1999). Analogous to

the above definitions, in the presence of partial information, we write mcL,f

(m~cL,if) and the infimum (supremum) is taken over all C Cn satisfying the

boundary condition C > Cl-

Next, we focus on the sum of risks and we choose Cl = W. See Sec¬

tion 8.4 for some comments on this choice of no dependence information.
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8.2.1 Two-dimensional portfolios

If we take two risks and %//=+, the sum operator, the bound given in The¬

orem 8.1.3 cannot be tightened and there always exists a two-dimensional

copula meeting that bound at a given point s. We restate Theorem 8.1.4 in this

particular case.

Theorem 8.2.1. Let Xe ~ (Xi,X2) be a random vector on R2 having

marginal distribution Junctions F\, F2 and copula C. Define the copula Ca :

[0, lj2 -> [0, 1],

C ( ) •=
f max^a' W(UÏÏ ifu = (ui, u2) e [a, l]2,

\mm{u\,u2} otherwise,

where a := x^ +(F\, F2)(s). Then this copula attains bound (8.3), i.e.

°c +(Fu F2)(s) = a. (8.6)

Proofs of Theorem 8.2.1 can be found in Rüschendorf (1982) and Frank

et al. (1987). Our aim here is to restate the problem of maximizing (8.5)

from a geometric point of view and illustrate the properties of the optimizing

copula Ca. Without loss of generality, in what follows, we take continuous,

increasing marginals. Let moreover Gs \— {(x\, x2) e R2 : *i + x2 > s} and

A : R2 -* [0, l]2, h(xux2) := (F,(xi), F2(x2)).

The basic idea is to use the function h to transport the optimization prob¬

lem on the unit square [0, l]2. In fact, Uc := h(Xc) is a random vector, with

distribution function C on [0, l]2. The function h is invertible, hence we have

that

P(xc G,) = p(/i(Xc) g h (G,)) - pc(As),

where pc is the measure corresponding to C on {0, l]2 and

A, := h(Gs) = {(ui,u2) g [0, l]2 : F^[(ui) + F~l(u2) > s}.

The maximization function (8.5) can now be rewritten as

m+(s) = sup {pc(As)}. (8.7)
CeC2
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Figure 8.1: Support of the copula Ca (dotted line), sets As, Bs and curve y

for: N(0, 1) — N(1, 2)-marginals and s = 1 (which gives a = 0.1613) (left);

LN(0.4, \)-marginals and s = 4 (a = 0.2306) (right).

For a — 1, (8.3) leads to ac +(F\, F2)(.s) — 1 for every copula C, hence take

a e |0, 1). The boundary of A% is the image of the curve

y :R-H0, 1|2, y(t):^(Fl(t),F2(s~t)).

In Figure 8.1 the curve y delimiting the set As is drawn, with the support of

the copula Ca, in case of normal and lognormal marginals.

The copula Ca is uniformly distributed on its support, hence, defining

Bs := {(«i, u2) G [0, 112 : u\ -\-u2 — 1 +a}

we have pca(Bs) = 1 — a. As noted in Nelsen (1999, p. 187), this is the

crucial property leading to the statement of Theorem 8.2.1. In fact, when

0 < a < 1, the continuity of the F, 's implies that

a - %>+(F,, F2)Cv) = Fi(x[) + F2(s-x']) - 1 (8.8)

for some x[. Hence the curve y meets the segment Bb at least in one point.

The technical part of the proof consists in showing that y always lies below

the segment Bs, hence As D Bs and pcu(As) > ßca(Bs) = \ — a. Noting

that pca(As) < 1 — a, from Theorem 8.1.3 we obtain (8.6). For a = 0,
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instead, the existence of a tangent point between y and Bs is not necessary,

since the copula W yields the theorem.

The geometric properties of the support of Ca, illustrated in Figure 8.1,

can be extended to a whole family of copulae, since the dependence structure

leading to the worst-case VaR is not unique. In fact, let Z2 and <£2 denote

the family of copulae leading to x^ +(F\, F2)(s) (= a, which in the two-

dimensional case is the the worst possible VaR) and the family of copulae

sharing their support on [a, l]2 with Ca, respectively. Formally:

^ : = {C e 2 : o--+(Fi, F2)(s) = a},

e2 : = {C e C2 : C(u\,u2) = Ca(u\, u2) for a < u\,u2 < 1}.

Observe that we can write C2, = {C e £2 : ixc(As) = pca(A?)}. In par¬

ticular, it trivially follows from <£2 C C2, that every copula in <£2 attains the

bound (8.3).

We now focus on the dependence implied by the copulae in £2. The

support

Ra := {(ui,u2) G [0, a)2 : ui = u2}U{(u\,u2) [a, \]2 : u\+u2 = 1+a}

of the copula Ca implicitly defines the dependence of the coupled random

variables by the substitution w; = Ft(xi), i — 1, 2. In fact, if the copula Ca

couples Xi and X2 into the random vector XCa and if we assume Fi, F2 to

be increasing on their domain, then we have X2 = g(X\), where the function

g : R —> R is defined as

B(x)-=\F2liFlix)) \fx<F~\a),
* '

[F2l(\ +a- Fi (jc)) otherwise.

Analogously, every other copula in £2 defines a functional dependence iden¬

tical to that of g for x > Frl(a). For example, the copula Ca given by

r^( \ —

\maMCh(ui,u2),a} when(u],u2) g [a, l]2,
Ca{ui,u2) .- iu^ otherwise,

couples two marginals which are independent if the first lies below the thresh¬

old Fr[(a) and behaves like Ca otherwise. Figure 8.2 compares Ra with the

support of Cxa.
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Figure 8.2: Supports of the copulae Co.s(left) and Cq 5(right).

Merging the two marginals by Ca is therefore equivalent to letting X2 —

g(X\). Hence, the two risks are mutually completely dependent, see Lancaster

( 1963). Moreover, the copula Ca is a so-called shuffle-of-M and hence implies

that Xi and X2 are strongly piecewise strictly monotone functions of each

other, in the sense defined in Mikusihski et al. (1991). Nevertheless, measures

of dependence such as Kendall's x or Spearman's p describe Ca as a non-

perfect structure when 0 < a < 1, i.e. x(Ca), p(Ca) < 1. This is due to the

fact that this copula only represents piecewise comonotonicity.

Mathematically, the dependence structure induced by Ca is, however, as

strong ad the one induced by M, since the two variables coupled by Ca are in

a one-to-one correspondence.

At this point, it is relevant to note that, in general, M ^ <£% when 0 <

a < 1, the case a = 1 being the trivial one in which C2 — <£2. This

provides a further geometric proof that comonotonicity does not lead to the

worst VaR and emphasizes the non-coherence of VaR as stated in Artzner

et al. (1999). Suppose that Xi and X2 are identically distributed with un¬

bounded, absolutely continuous distribution F having positive density /. If

/ is eventually decreasing, it is easy to show that for s large enough we have

that a = 2F(s/2) - 1, while

<r^i+(F,F) = F(j/2)>a. (8.10)
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A necessary condition for M to be in C2, is that the point (a, a) lies in [0, 1 ]2 \

As. Equation (8.10) implies that this condition is not satisfied for s large

enough. Finally, M G q if and only if As — [0, l]2, i.e. the sum Xi +X2 is P-

a.s. bounded from below by the threshold s. In this case the problem of bound¬

ing the VaR for the sum does not arise. We conclude that, apart from patholog¬

ical cases of no actuarial importance, we have that o^ +(F\, F2)(s) > m+(s)

when 0 < a < 1. As a consequence, the assumption of comonotonicity

among the risks of the portfolio may lead to a dangerous under-valuation of

the VaR for the aggregate position. At first, the worst dependence scenario

could seem to be the one implied by M, since under comonotonicity it is in¬

deed known that every random variable is a non-decreasing function of the

other, so that high values for the first imply high values for the second. Theo¬

rem 8.1.4 provides a deeper view on this issue, stating, instead, that for every

threshold s such that a < 1, there exists a copula Ca yielding a value for the

VaR which is higher than that of comonotonicity. The following example fur-

'—9
ther stresses the fact that M does not belong, in general, to <Za.

Example 8.2.2. Let Xi be standard normally distributed with distribution *

and set X2 — -Xi to obtain P(Xi + X2 = 0) = 1. The copula describing

this dependence is the countermonotonic copula W under which X2 is a non-

increasing function of Xi. According to Theorem 8.1.4, m+(0) = 0. In this

set-up, the maximizing solution of (8.7) is then the structure of dependence

which is opposite to comonotonicity (note that happens whenever a = 0), for

which we have instead a^ +
(<$>, <ï>)(0) = 1/2.

Figure 8.3 (left) illustrates, together with the shape of the bivariate dis¬

tribution obtained by applying Ca to the marginals for s = 4.4 (a = 0.97),

that there exists a copula C &$?a such that (Tç+(<&, <$>)(s) < a^ +(#, O)C0.

In the same figure (right) we also provide the distributions for a LN(—0.2, 1)-

Pareto(1.5, 1) portfolio and the shape of the bivariate distribution obtained by

applying Ca to the marginals for s = 9.2 (a — 0.94). Note that the upper right
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densities lives on a general curve, whereas the corresponding copula support

is linear.

Figure 8.3: Range for P(Xi + X2 < s) for a N(0, 1) portfolio (left) and a

LN(—0.2, l)-Pareto(1.5, 1) portfolio (right). Together with the independence

and comonotonic value weplot the lower boundm+(s) and the densities ofthe

distribution of(X\, X2) obtained by applying the copula C0.97 to the N(0, 1)

portfolio and the copula C0.94 to the LN(—0.2, l)-Pareto(1.5, 1) portfolio.
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8.2.2 Two-dimensional uniform portfolios

We now state some simple results for uniform marginals that will turn out to

be useful in understanding the n-dimensional case.

Proposition 8.2.3. Let the hypotheses ofTheorem 8.2.1 be satisfied with F\, F2

uniformly distributed on the unit interval. Then <ta — a.

Proof If a = 1, £f = £2 = £2. Let 0 < a = s - 1 < 1 and C G £j.

Figure 8.4: Sets defined in Proposition 8.2.3.

Observe that, for uniform marginals, the boundary of As coincides with Bs.

As illustrated in Figure 8.4 (left), let Et := {(u\,u2) e [0, l]2 ; u\ + u2 <

s, Ui >a],i = \, 2. By the definition of copula and Ce^we have that

pc(Ei U As) = pc(Ei) + pc(As) = 1 - a, i = 1, 2,

/xc(Aj) = 1 -a,

which implies pc(Fi) = 0, i = 1,2 and )U-c([0, a)2) = a. For the upper

region we introduce the following partition:

Uni '—'ni

f i(1-a) I-« (i + l)(l-a)'
«H —

r- ._ i .
«H

2W 2«+i 2«

/ (2"-0(1-a) 1-a (2"-0(1-«)'
x (a-l-- -rr^-—-

- ^-r*a +
—

2W 2«+i 2«
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for n > 0 and / — 0,..., 2n — 1. See Figure 8.4 (right). In particular, consider

#00 = (!£*, l]2 and let

2
1 + a

Ci : = {(wi,m2) g [0, lr : «i +«2 > 1 +«. «j < -^—K ï = 1,2,

D\ '

= {(ui, Ui) [0, l]2 : ii] + «2 = 1 + a, « < u\ < },

£>2 : = {(ui,u2) G [0, l]2 : u\ +u2 = 1 +a, —— < u\ < 1}.

Using the properties of a copula and considering that E\ and F2 have zero

pc-measure, we have that

1 +a 1 — a

fic(Hoo) + Atc(Ci) + fic(Di) = 1 -

1 +a
pc(C\) + fic(Di) = —^— - a =

2

1 -a

2 2

and hence £tc(#oo) = 0- Analogously, applying the same arguments to the

upper-right triangles of the squares

1 + a

a, x

1 +a
and

1 +oc
,

1 x

1 + a

a,

respectively, we obtain that pc(Hio) — ßc(Hn) = 0. By iteration we have

that pc(Hni) = 0 for all n > 0, i = 0,..., 2n - 1 and we trivially obtain

(oo

2"-l \

U U"«- =o-

n=() i=0 J

Hence the only possibility for C is to assign probability mass (1 — a) to the

set D\ U D2 — Bs, which implies that C G £2.

D

Remark 8.2.4. With respect to (8.9), for 1 < s < 2 and Xe = (Xu X2)

having standard uniform marginals and copula C = Ca, X2 = g(Xi), where

g : f0, 1J —^ [0, 1] is the linear function

g(x) =
\x if x < s — 1,

\s — jc otherwise.
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The above remark, together with Lemma 8.2.3, imply that the copula C

of a uniform portfolio Xe = (Xi, X2) belongs to £2 if and only if

P(Xi+X2 = a|Xi+X2>s) = 1. (8.11)

8.2.3 Multidimensional uniform portfolios

Though the bound (8.3) holds in arbitrary dimensions, Theorem 8.2.1 cannot

be extended to n > 2. Proposition 8.2.5 below shows in a simple way that, if

we choose uniformly distributed marginals, it is not always possible to choose

a copula C so as to obtain a^+(F\,..., Fn)(s) = a :~ %+(Fi,..., Fn)(s).

Analogously to £j, we define?^ := [Cef: o~
+
(Fu..., Fn)(s) = a}.

Proposition 8.2.5. Let Xe = (Xi,..., X„) be a random vector having uni¬

formly distributed marginals on [0, 1] and copula C. Take n > 2 and n — 1 <

s < n. Then £% = 0.

Proof Let Sn :— Yll^i xi and note that, for uniform marginals, we have

a = s — n + 1. If there exists k G {1,..., n — 2} such that Y(Sn-k < s - k) =

1 we have ?(Sn > s) — 0 and the statement trivially holds. Suppose then

Y(S„-k > s - k) > 0 for all k G {1,..., n - 2}. In this case we have

V(Sn > s) = V(Sn > s, Sn-t > s - 1) + P(Sn > .v, 5W-, < s - 1)

- P(Sn > s\Sn-i > s - 1) • P(5„_i > s - 1),

since Xn is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Proceeding by iteration we obtain

V(Sn > s) =P(Sn > s\S„-i >s-l).. .P(53 > s-n+3\S2 > s-n+2)

• V(S2 >s-n + 2|X, >s-n+\)(n-s).
(8.12)

Assume now that t% ^ 0, i.e. there exists Xe = (Xi,..., Xn) with copula

C G ?£• It immediately follows that Y(Sn > s) = P(Xi +--- + Xn>s) =

n - s and hence all factors in (8.12), apart from the last one, must be equal to

one. In particular, this yields

P(Xi +X2 >j-« + 2|Xi >s-n+ 1) - 1 and (8.13)

V(S3>s-n + 3\S2>s-n + 2) = \. (8.14)
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According to (8.11), (8.13) implies P(,$2 = s - n + 2\S2 > s - n + 2) = 1,

which, together with (8.14), leads to

1 = P(53 > s - n + 3\S2 >s-n + 2)= P(X3 > 1 \S2 > s - n + 2)

P(X3 > l,S2>s-n + 2))
~

P(S2 >s-n + 2)

The latter equation is clearly a contradiction to the fact that X3 is uniformly

distributed on [0, 1].

Remarks 8.2.6. (a) As already stated, the result of Theorem 8.1.4 cannot be

extended in higher dimensions since Ca is not a copula, see Example

8.1.1. For more than two random variables it is impossible for each of

them to be almost surely a non-increasing function of each of the remain¬

ing ones. In Embrechts and Puccetti (2005), however, an improved bound

for the VaR is provided.

(b) In Rüschendorf (1982), the worst possible bound is provided for uniform

and binomial marginals. Till now, these are the only known analytical

results. Figure 8.5 illustrates the optimum values for uniform portfolios.

In fact, the optimum dependence for uniform marginals does not solve the

general problem, showing that, contrary to the two-dimensional case, for

n > 2 the dependence structure maximizing (8.5) depend upon the choice

of the marginals as we will illustrate later in this section.

Consider now three risks, ifr = + and assume no information. We recall,

that for this case, an analytical result is provided in Rüschendorf (1982), see

Remark 8.2.6 (b).

Observe that for ty = +, in the two-dimensional situation, the problem

of maximizing (8.5) is equivalent to the maximization of the mass on the up¬

per triangle, see Figure 8.4. For n = 3, it is still easy to numerically solve a

similar optimisation problem on the upper "pyramid". The obtained bounds

are illustrated in Figure 8.6. Together with the worst-case and the t^ +
see-

narios, we plot the bounds obtained applying the dependence structures C5

and Cq73 maximizing the mass in the upper (regular) pyramids included in

[0, l]3 and |0.73, l]3, respectively. The dependence structures Cq and Cq73

are illustrated in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.5: Range for P(Xi + X2 + X3 < s) /or a standard uniform portfo¬

lio. Together with the independence and comonotonic scenario, we plot the

worst-case value m+(s) which differs from the lower bound x^ +(s) given

by (S3).

Remark that, analogously as in the two-dimensional case (cf. Proposition

8.2.3), the solution of the optimisation problem imposing maximal mass 1 —

a on the upper pyramid {Xi + X2 + X3 > s; a < X, < 1, / = 1, 2, 3}, turns

out to put it all on the hexagon

Hf := {Xi + X2 + X3 = 5; a < X, < 1, / = 1, 2, 3}.

It follows that Figure 8.7 (right) describes the support of a typical copula

leading to the worst VaR scenarios for a > 0.

This copula is not unique (see Figure 8.2 for the two-dimensional case),

since all copulae sharing their supports on [a, l]3 with the latter also lead to

the worst-case scenario. Compare Figure 8.7 (right) with Figure 8.8 (left). We

refer to any of this equivalent copulae as Cl.
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lio. We plot the worst-case value m^y+(s) which differs from the lower bound

rW ±(s) given by (8.3) and the distribution functions obtained via Cq and

C3

^0.73*

Figure 8.7: Dependence structures Cq and Cq73 leading to the worst-case

scenario for P(Xi + X2 + X3 < 1.5) andV(XY + X2 + X3 < 2.595).
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Figure 8.8: A copula C3 and its projection.

In what follows we do not provide a functional form for C3, which is

implicitly defined through its support and the uniform marginals. However,

by the form of the support, we have

Cl(ui,u2,1*3) =a for (u\,u2, m3) g Hl+a+\±«. (8.15)

By the symmetry of Hs, it trivially follows that the point in the center of the

hexagon is the center point of [a, l]3 with coordinates ( ^p, ^p, -^rX
In general dimensions, for Xi,..., X„ having uniform marginals, we

now consider ir(X\,..., Xn) = X\ + • • • + Xn and let s := n^-. Again,

by symmetry, the center point of [a, Y\n, (u\ ... ,un) = (-4p, ••, ^2/» is

in the center of the «-dimensional "hexagon"

//; := {Xi + • • • + Xn = s; a < X,- < 1, i - 1,..., n}.

This construction leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 8.2.7. Let C% g <£" be a copula putting mass a on [0, a]n and

1-aonH!/. Then Pq {Xi H + Xn < s} = afar s = n1^ and the best

possible lower bound on the distribution function ofX\ + • • • + Xn when the

marginals are uniform is

m+(s) — min (X'f. 1
,

s (0, n).
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Remark 8.2.8. (a) Theorem 8.2.7 provides the same analytical results stated

in Rüschendorf (1982) and hence the worst possible bound for uniform

marginals illustrated in Figure 8.5. The above geometrical construction is

much simpler that the analytical proof of Rüschendorf (1982).

(b) For n = 2, the hexagon is the segment Bs in Figure 8.1 and m+(s) —

min{(s - 1)+, 1}.

8.2.4 A discussion on general multidimensional portfolios

In Section 8.2.3, we do not specify the analytical formula for C3 or Ca. In

fact, in order to analyze general (non uniform) portfolios, it is sufficient to

restrict ourself to the following considerations. On the region [0, a]3 the op¬

timizing copula has to satisfy the marginal restrictions, but no restriction on

its shape is imposed. If we take C3 as in Figure 8.8 (left), on [0, a]3, the

mass is uniformly distributed on the diagonal. On the hexagon Hj the mass is

uniquely distributed with respect to the uniform marginals.

At this point, it is worthwhile to look again at the support of the copula

Ca (see 8.2), which solves the two-dimensional problem. In this case the mass

on the upper segment is uniformly and proportional to its length 42a,.

In Figure 8.8 (right) we plotted the projection of C3. Instead of a segment

as in the two-dimensional situation, here we have a non-regular hexagon and

therefore the mass on Hs cannot be uniformly distributed. In fact, again look¬

ing at the projection, the mass is concentrated on the boundary and it is more

thinly distributed when reaching the center. It is exactly this concentration that

give rise to the differences between the cases n = 2 and n > 3. In particular,

for n > 3, the copula leading to the worst-case scenario depends on the choice

of the marginal distributions.

As illustration, we consider the portfolios (Xi, X2) and (Xi, X2, X3)

where X,-, / = 1, 2, 3 are LN(0.4, 1) distributed with distribution functions

F/,* = 1,2,3.

In Figure 8.9 we have the bivariate portfolio discussed in Section 8.2.2.

The set Bs, where s :— s(a) is the threshold corresponding to a given a, is the

upper support of Ca. Taking a different copula, namely Ca-e for some e > 0,

with upper support B~s, s = s (a, -e) as illustrated, it immediately follows that,
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the probability J*ca _f
{X\ + X2 > s} corresponds to the mass on ßj which lies

above y :— I (u\, u2) G |0, 112 : F{~ (u\) + F2"" (u2) = s .
The mass on Bi

is greater than the mass on Bs, since its length is not V2a but V2(a + e).

However, since it is uniformly distributed on the support, the latter does not

compensate the mass lying below y and it follows that

1V„_, (X) + X2 > s} < P<r„{Xi + X2 > v}.

a — e a

Figure 8.9: Curve y for a two-dimensional LN(0.4, 1) portfolio with the

upper supports Bs, B^ (dotted lines) of the copulae Ca. Ca f for s — 4

(a = 0.2306) and =0.05.

Analogously, for a three-dimensional portfolio, we have a copula C3 with

upper support lying above the surface

r := (mi, u2, «3) G |0, 113 : Frl(Ul) + F2 '("2) + F3 '(w3) = 5}
and touching it in the center point; see Figure 8.10 (left). The surface V cor¬

responds to the curve y in the two-dimensional case.

As above, a copula C3_,, would imply a loss of mass in the center (where

r cuts the hexagon) and a gain on the boundaries. Contrary to the bivariate

situation, in view of the mass concentration on the upper region, the gain is

greater (for an appropriate e > 0) than the loss, which implies

Pri {Xi + X2 + X3 > s} > P^fXj + X2 + Xj > s}.
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Therefore C*_e would lead to a worst scenario than C3. We do not investigate

here, which e (and hence which copula) leads to the worst scenario in three or

more dimensions.

Figure 8.10: Surface T for a three-dimensional LN(0.4, X) portfolio with the

upper supports of the copulae C3, C^_efor s = 6.2 (a = 0.6) and e — 0.05.

Examples

In what follows we give some examples, where the distributional bounds and

the supports of the dependence structures are illustrated for different marginal

distributions and different functions f. Together with the independence and

comonotonic scenarios, we always plot the worst-case value m^(s) which

(as expected) differs from the lower bound x^^(s) given by (8.3). It is im¬

portant to emphasize that the results are obtained numerically and not by an

application of some copula Ca_ for some e > 0. Therefore, we refer to the

dependence structures leading to the worst-case scenario with Da instead of

C3
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Figure 8.14: Range for P((Xi + X2 + X3 - 3)+ < s) and

P((Xi - 1)+ + (X2 - 1)+ + (X3 - 1)+ < s) for a N(0, 1) portfolio

and dependence structure Da leading to the worst-case scenariofor a — 0.94

andty(x{, Xi, xi) = (x\ + Xi + jc3
— 3)+.
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8.3 Evaluating risk through comonotonicity

In the following, we show that the assumption of comonotonicity among the

Xi's may lead to a prudent evaluation of the risk associated with the aggregate

position iA(X). To this purpose, we first illustrate that such kind of depen¬

dence leads to the more dangerous scenario with respect to both stop-loss and

supermodular order. Then, introducing a new optimization approach, we show

that comonotonicity also arises as a suitable dependence assumption in a VaR

context.

8.3.1 Stochastic orders and comonotonicity

In this section we provide some motivation for the assumption of comono¬

tonicity among risks based on stochastic orders. We refer the reader to Sec¬

tion 6.2 for the definitions of stop-loss and supermodular order. In this frame¬

work, we give a relevant application for actuarial mathematics. The next the¬

orem repeats and extends some messages of Sections 6.2.3 and 6.3 stating

that comonotonicity represents the worst possible dependence scenario with

respect to both such orders.

Theorem 8.3.1. Let Xe = (Xj,..., Xn) be a n-dimensional random vector

having marginal distributions F\,..., Fn and copula C. Let x/r : Rn —> R be

a non-decreasing supermodularfunction. Then

(0 X <sm X ,

(ii) f(Xc) <sl f(XM).

Proof (i) is the Lorentz inequality, see Theorem 6.3.3. Since ir(Xc) <si

if(XM) holds if and only if E[#(XC)J < E[g(XM)] holds for all non-decreasing

convex functions g : R ~> R for which expectations exists, to prove part (ii)

it is sufficient to show that for such a function g the function g o \fr is super-

modular. This follows from Lemma 2.2(b) in Bäuerie (1997b).

a

Remark 8.3.2. Note that Theorem 8.3.1 (ii) applies to a large class of inter¬

esting functionals, including f(x) = Y^=ini(xi)^ for ni's non-decreasing
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(see also Müller (1997)) and f(x) = A(0=1 x/) for h non-decreasing and

convex; see Marshall and Olkin (1979, pp. 150-155). We want to point out

that Theorem 8.3.1 (ii) does not apply to (8.5) since the indicator function of

the set {i/r(X) > s} is not supermodular.

Consider again a portfolio of risks Xe — (Xi, X„). In insurance

mathematics if f(Xc) is to be insured with a retention level d, the stop-loss

transform n.^cAFi,..., Fn)(d) = E[iA(Xc) - d]+ is determined once the

retention d and the multivariate distribution function of Xe are given. Hence

we set

P^(d):= sup{z,(YcJFl,...,Fn)(d)}. (8.16)

According to Müller and Stoyan (2002, Theorem 1.5.7), part (ii) of The¬

orem 8.3.1 is equivalent to

Pyd) - 7iM^(Fi,..., Fn)(d) (8.17)

for all non-decreasing supermodular functions iff, real retention d and arbitrary

dimension n.

Figure 8.16: Densities oftwo-dimensional distributions obtained by comono¬

tonic dependence (left) and by maximizing 7tc,+(®, ®)(0) over £2 (right).

Hence 7tç^(F\,..., Fn)(d) is maximized over C" when the fixed marginals

of the portfolio have a comonotonic joint distribution, provided that f is a

non-decreasing supermodular function. It is remarkable to note that this so¬

lution is not unique pointwise. In Figure 8.16 (right) we plot the density of
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a distribution function on R2 which, though differing from comonotonicity

(left), maximizes ^,+(0, <P)(Q) over £n. However, M is the only depen¬

dence structures that attains (8.16) for all real retentions d.

8.3.2 Changing the optimization approach

An insurance company holding the risky position f(Xc) knows, from Theo¬

rem 8.1.3, that VaR„OMXc)) < ^Qic)Twf(F{,..., FnrHa), for all C 6 <£*.

This inequality may however fail to yield the most useful information. There¬

fore, recalling the definition of the family of copulae reaching the above level

a, i.e. ££ = {C l : cr^(F\,..., Fn)(s) = a}, two quite natural condi¬

tions the insurer may ask to be satisfied are

(i) <£JJ =£ 0, i,e. the above bound is sharp,

(H) £% does not depend on s, i.e. the worst-case scenario for the insurance

company does not depend upon the parameter a chosen for aggregate

risk evaluation.

In the previous sections we showed that condition (i) holds only in the

two-dimensional case, while (ii) is violated even when n = 2. Our aim here is

to change the optimization approach in the VaR problem so that the solutions

satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). In order to do this, we define the worst-case VaR

scenario over a suitable range for the threshold s, rather than on a single value.

Figure 8.17 explains how that can be done.

In this graph we plot a^ +(F{, F2)(s) for different values of r e (0, 1)

in case of two uniform marginals together with the best possible lower bound

m+(s) and the comonotonic curve a^+(F\, F2)(s). As a consequence of

Theorem 8.2.1, every copula Cr gives a lower bound that meets the curve

m+(s) at the corresponding threshold and then becomes one. The intuition

behind this plot is that the comonotonic copula, though never meeting the

bound m+(s), is closer to it than any other copula "on average".

This idea can now be formalized by introducing a loss function A to

measure the error committed by evaluating the risky position using a fixed

copula C n rather than the appropriate worst possible structure of de¬

pendence. We then integrate the loss function over a suitable set B and we
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ios for a standard uniform portfolio.

search for the infimum over the class of all «copulae. For a copula C, let

ec,f(s) := o--f(F},..., Fn)(s) - mif(s). We then define

f> inf
Ce£'

" Us Akc.^C*)]^ (8.18)

for some non-decreasing weighting function A : [0, 1] -> R^j". Let £n(B)

denote the set of copulae leading to (8.18). To focus our attention, we choose

B = [d, oo) and A = Id, the identity function.

Theorem 8.3.3. Let A = Id and B = [d, oo). Then, for every real threshold

d and non-decreasing supermodularfunction iff satisfying E[ijr(X )] < oo,

we have that M £n([d, oo)).

Proof Let f^°m^(s)ds < oo. Note that m^(s) depends only on the fixed

marginals, so we obtain

r^ = inf
CeW

\f\cMs)]ds\ = ~süpUlp^nXc)>s)'m^(s)W

= / mf(s)ds - sup j / P(V(Xe) > s) ds

= / mir(s)ds - sup / P(V(XC) > i) ds J,
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where the last step is obtained since P(^(XC) = s) can be positive at most

for countably many values of s, so that the last two integrals contained in

the brackets are the same. Finally, recalling that fV(f(Xc) > s) ds =

E[i/f(Xc) - d\+, it follows that

rf = I mr//(s)ds - sup \ I V{ij/(XC) > .y) ds\
Jd Cee Ud V J J

= 1 mf(s)ds - sup Œ^j/(Xc)-dT\
•00

m^(s)ds - P^(d).I
id

"00

Since E\ifr(XM)] is finite, (8.17) finally implies that M e &(\d, oo)). If the

integral f m^ (s)ds = oo, trivially &([d, oo)) = <tn. D

Remark 8.3,4. It is important to observe that Theorem 8.3.3 holds for semi-

infinite intervals. In fact, if we fix a trivial interval consisting of a single point,

we go back to the original VaR problem and, in that case, M does not lead to

the worst possible scenario.

Remark 8.3.5. In the setting of the above theorem, the only relevant portfo¬

lios (Xj,..., Xn) are those for which fm~f(s)ds is finite. This technical

condition is satisfied for all marginal distributions of interest. As described in

the previous sections and illustrated in Figure 8.3 (left) for the density of the

N(0, 1)-N(0, 1) portfolio of Example 8.2.2, under the optimizing copula, the

mass m+(s) is concentrated on the upper triangle. On the remaining strips,

where only one marginal takes high values, the mass is zero. Observe that,

by the definition of a copula, m+(s) cannot exceed the sum of the marginal

tails relative to these strips, i.e. 2<E>(.y/2). In arbitrary dimensions, with the

same argument, we have that Jrh~f(s) ds < Ya=\ /cT^'^/^) ds < oo.

for marginal distribution functions F\,..., Fn satisfying f£?n Fi(s)ds < oo.

This condition holds if the marginal random variables are integrable. In par¬

ticular, if X\,... ,Xn denote losses and assume only positive values, it is

satisfied provided that their expectations are finite. We prove this result for

non-decreasing, continuous ifr and increasing marginals in Proposition 8.3.6.

For a proof, we refer to Embrechts et al. (2005, Proposition A.2.).
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Proposition 8.3.6. Let Xe have increasing, continuous marginals F\,..., Fn,

iff : Rw —» M /?e non-decreasing, continuous and increasing in the last argu¬

ment. Then, fm$(s)ds < oofor all d e M. ifand only ifE [iff (XM)] < oo.

The main issue underlying Theorem 8.3.3 is that, even if the comonotonic

dependence structure does not lead to the worst-case scenario for the original

VaR problem, if an insurance company wants to bound cr^(F],..., F„)(s)

for all thresholds in [d, oo) in the sense defined by (8.18), comonotonicity

provides a prudent evaluation for the aggregate risk. We illustrate this concept

in the following example.

Example 8.3.7. Let Ft ~ T(3, 1) for i = 1, 2 and fa(xy,x2) = (x\ + x2 -

5)+, fa(xi,x2) = (xi - 2)+ + (x2 - 2)+. By Remark 8.3.2 and Proposition

8.3.6, fa and fa are supermodular and satisfy E[fa(XM)] < oo, i = 1, 2.

Figure 8.18 illustrates the distribution functions J>(fa(X], X2) < s), i — 1, 2

in the case of independent, comonotonic and Ca-dependent marginals for a =

0.83 (left), a = 0.79 (right), together with the worst-case distribution.
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Figure 8.18: Range for P((Xi + X2 - 5)+ < s) (left) and

P((Xi - 2)+ + (X2 - 2)+ < s) (right) for an independent, comonotonic,

Cn,83~ and Coj9-dependent, T(3, 1) portfolio.

In Table 8.1, we evaluate fec,^(s)ds for fa and fa on some upper-

intervals of interest. Observe that the comonotonic copula always lead to the

minimal values of the above integral, in accordance with Theorem 8.3.3.
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!Tec,ys)ds
c

M

n

Co.83

Co.79

iff == fa

1.76

2.00

2.09

d = 6.\2 f = fa:d = 0

0.22 2.15

0.36 2.16

0.39

2.16

d = 6.44

0.28

0.47

0.49

Table 8.1: Values for fd eç^(s)ds for i^](xi,x2) = (x\ + Xi — 5)+,

fa(xi,x2) = (x, - 2)+ + (x2 - 2)+.

The next theorem yields some insight into a possible extension of Theo¬

rem 8.3.3 for general loss functions A, i.e. every increasing, convex function

A : [0, 1] -* R+ satisfying A(0) = 0.

Theorem 8.3.8. Consider Xe = (Xi,..., X„) with marginal distributions

F[,..., Fn and let iff be as in Theorem 8.3.3 with f0 rhf(s)ds < oo. Then

there exists de S [dc, dc\ such thatfor all loss functions A:

/•OO /-OO

/ A[ecMs)]ds > / A\eM^(s)]ds (8.19)
Jd Jd

for every d > dc, where

dc := supfd e R :ec,f(s) < eM,^(d), Vs > d

and cm^(s) > ec,f(s) on some interval (dc, d)},

dc := inf{c? e R :ec,f(s) > eM,i,(s), Vs > d}.

Proof Theorem 8.3.3 yields fec,f(s)ds > feM,^(s)ds for all d

E. The latter integrals are finite since fQ°°rn^(s)ds < oo. Denote with

33 (d, oo) and m the Borel sets on (d, oo) and the Lebesgue measure, re¬

spectively. Applying Chong (1974, Theorem 1.6, Theorem 2.1 and Corol¬

lary 1.2) to ec,f and eM,f, with <3> = A and (X, A, p) = (X', A', p,') =

((d, oo), 33(d, oo), m), (8.19) is equivalent with

poo /-oo

/ [ecMs)-u]+ds > / [eM,ir(s)~u]+ds (8,20)
Jd Jd
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for all u e R. By definition, d_c < dc and ec,f > eM,f on [dc, oo) implying

dc < dc- Assume now -co < dc < dc and let d e (dc,dc]. Choosing

u
— eM,^(djC) in (8.20) we have that

/•OO

/ [ec,ir(s)-u]+ds =

= / [ec,^(*)-eM,^ (d_c^+ds+ [ec,f(s)-eM,f(d_c)}+ds
Jd Jdc

f4c f-c +,

Jd Jd
/•oo

< / [eM,i/f{s) ~u]+ds,
Jd

which concludes the proof. a

With respect to a copula C and any loss function A, comonotonicity is

hence a suitable extreme dependence scenario on [dc, oo). Note that, for a

copula C, the set in the definition of d_c may be empty and hence dc arbitrarily

small. On the other hand, since f(Xc) <5/ f(XM), we have that dc < oo

if the two distribution functions cross finitely many times. Unfortunately, in

general, dc and dc may become arbitrary large. For instance, if the function

f is unbounded, Rüschendorf (1981, Theorem 5) yields the existence of a

copula C depending on i/r, s and the marginals F\,..., Fn such that

mf(s) =^tr^ (Fi,...,Fn)(s) <a^ir(Fi,...,F„)(s),

where, in general, C ^ M implying supCe(£?I dc = oo. Analogously there ex¬

ist dependence structures leading to supCeß?, d_c = oo. We therefore conclude

that an extension of Theorem 8.3.3 to general loss functionals can only exist

for suitable subclasses of n.

8.4 The presence of information

We want to warn the reader from choosing too lightly some a priori assumption

on the dependence scenario. The choice C > fl, for instance, may lead to a
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critical undervaluation of the portfolio risk. In fact, restricting the optimization

to the class {C > n} substantially changes the initial problem, since it does

not allow to focus on riskier portfolios, as long as m+ > mn,+- This is a

consequence of the fact that the componentwise ordering in the class <£n is

not complete and, putting a lower bound on a copula, excludes all copulae not

comparable to such bound. To highlight this point, observe that every copula

in Cn is shuffled with countermonotonicity and hence it is not comparable with

the independence scenario.

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we investigate the copulae leading to the worst possible VaR for

a function of dependent risks and we emphasize that comonotonicity does not

lie in this family. Such worst-case scenarios depend upon the level a where

the VaR is evaluated and therefore may not be reasonable from a practical

point of view. Moreover, these solutions are explicitly known only for two-

dimensional portfolios. For n = 3we show that the optimal solutions depend

upon the level a and the marginal distributions. The investigation of optimal

bounds in arbitrary dimensions remains open. Therefore, we provide an al¬

ternative approach supporting the assumption of comonotonicity in a prudent

evaluation of the quantiles of the aggregate position.



Appendix A

Duality

For -oo < a < b < oo and -oo < c < d < oo let ty(a, b; c, d) be the

set of all increasing functions G : [a, b] -> [c, d\ such that G (a) = c and

G (ft) = d. The definition of G_1 for G G ^(a, 6; c, d) has to be modified

(extended) as follows:

G~\t) := inf{x La, fc] : G(x) >t}, t G [c, dj.

Note that the set over which we have to take the infimum is never empty, that

G~[ #(c, d; a, b) and that G~l(c) = a. Further, Lemma 6.1.2 (iii) holds

true for all x g [a, b], y g [c, d]. Finally, observe that when dealing with

distribution functions, i.e. for [a, b\ = [-00, +00] and [c, d\ — [0, 1], the

above definition is consistent with Definition 6.1.1.

In the sequel, let o : [a, b\n -± [a, b\ and D : [c, d]n - [c, d] satisfy the

following assumptions:

Assumption A1

1. The range of o is [a, b\,

2. o is increasing in each variable,

3. o is continuous on [a, b]n except possibly on d\a, b]n,

4. Any point (x\,..., xt^\, b, x/_i,..., xn) is a null element of the oper¬

ation o, i.e. o(x\,.. .,Xi-\, b,xi-\, ...,xn)=b.
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Assumption A2

1. The range of is [c, d],

2. D is increasing in each variable,

3. D is continuous on [c, df except possibly on d[c, d\n,

4. Any point (t\,..., f,-_i, c, f,-_i,..., tn) is a null element of the opera¬

tion D, i.e. D(fi, ...,ti-\,c, ti-i, ...,tn)=c.

Observe that, because of the Assumptions A1.1 and A1.2, it follows that

o(«,..., a) = a. Similarly, D(d,..., d) = d.

For F\,..., Fn e *(a, b; c, d) let A : *(a, b; c, d)n -+ *(o, b\ c, d)

be the operation defined as follows:

A(Fi,..., Fn)(x) := sup 0(Fl(y]),..., Fn(yn)), a<x<b,

o(y\,...,yn)=x

A(Fi,...,Fn)(a)—c.

Similarly, for /i ,...,/„ e *(c, d; a, b) let V : V(c, d; a, b)n -* *(c, rf; a, fr)

be defined by

V(/i,...,/n)(0 := inf o(/i (mi ),..., /„(«„)), c<r<d,
D(«l,...,M«)=f

V(/i,...,/«)(</)-ft.

Lemma A.0.1. £/naer r/*e hypothesis that o and D .yaris/y Assumptions Al

an«/ A2 respectively, we have for F\,...,Fn e W(a,b;c,d) and t e [c, d)

that

A(Fi, ..., Fnrl(t) < V(Fr],..., F~l)(t).

Moreover, the two terms are equalfor t — c.

Proof For t = c we have that A(Fj,..., Fn)~l(c) = a. On the other hand,

because of A2.4,

VCFf1, ..., F~l)(c) = inf otFf^tti),..., F~\un))
U(u],...,u„)=c

< o(F~l(c),..., F~\c)) = o(a, ...,a)=a
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implying that V(F] ,..., F~l)(c) = a. Let now t G (c, d) and assume that

there is x e (a, b) such that

A(Fi,..., F„y\t) >x> V(F,-1,..., F~l)(t)

inf o(F-\Ul),...,F~\un)).
{hA)

Ol Un)=t

It follows that there is (u],..., un) g (c, d]n such that

D(ui,...,u„)~t and o (F^l(u\),..., F~\un)) < x.

Sincex < b, Assumption A1.4 implies for all 2 = 1,..., n that F~l(ut) < b.

Further, because of A1.1, we can find (y\,..., yn) satisfying Ff
l
(m ) < yi <

b, i = ],..., n and o(yi,. ..,yn) — x. This is equivalent to Fi(yi) > ut,

i = 1,..., n and thus

t = D(m, ...,un)< U(Fi(yi),..., Fn(yn)) < A(F,,..., Fn)(x),

which implies that A(Fi,..., Fn)~l(t) < x contradicting (A.l).

Theorem A.0.2 (Duality). Suppose that o and D satisfy Assumption Al, re¬

spectively A2 and let F\,..., Fn be elements of^(a, b; c, d). Then on [c, d)

A(Fi,...,F„)-' =V(Ff1,...,F-1).

Proof Because of Lemma A.0.1, we only have to prove for any t G (c, d)

that A(Fi,..., Fn)~l(t) > V(F,_1,..., F~l)(t). Without loss of generality

assume that A(Fi,..., Fn)~[(t) < b. Hence, we can choose x e (a, b) such

that

A(Fu...,Fn)-\t)<x<b. (A.2)

If we can show that V(F^,..., F~l)(t) < x for any x satisfying (A.2), then

the result follows. From (A.2) we have that

sup D(Fi(ji), ..., F„(y„)) = A(Fi,..., Fn)(x) > t

o(yi,...,yn)=x

Hence, because of A1.1, we can find for any HNa vector (y\,k-- > yn,k)

satisfying

°(yi,k , yn,k) = x, 0(Fi(yhk), • •, F,i(yn,k)) > t - l/k.
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Since o(yik ..., y„ik) = x for all k e N and [a, b] is compact, there ex¬

ists a convergent subsequence (zi,k) of (yi,/t). Similarly, there are conver¬

gent subsequences (z2,k), • , (Z/u) of (y2,*). • • , ()>«,/0- Moreover, these

subsequences can be chosen to be monotone. For i = 1,..., n let zi —

limt-vcü Zi,k- Since o is a continuous function, we get that o(zi,..., zn) =

o(limjfc_>.ooZi,ft...., hmk->oo zn,k) = lim^oo o(zi,jt, • •, zn,k) = x < b.

From Assumption A1.4, it follows that z.i < b,i = [,... ,n. Observe that all

F\,..., Fn are increasing and hence lim^oo Fi(n,k) exists for all /. Using

the continuity of we obtain

t= lim t-\/k< lim D(Fi(yUk), ..., F„(yntk))
k—>oo A—>oq

= D( lim Fi(yi^),..., lim Fn(yn,k)) < (Fi(zi+),..., F„(zn+)).
k—too k-±oo

Since o is continuous, for arbitrary s > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that o(z\ +

8,..., zn + 8) < o(zi,..., zn) + s = x + e. Therefore, we conclude that

V(F~],..., F~l)(t) < V(Ff',..., F~l)(D(F] (Z1+),..., Fn(z„+)))

= inf o(Frl(u]),...,F~\un))
n(uu...,un)=D(Fl(zl+),...,Fn(zn+))

< o(F-l(F1(Z] +)), ...,
F~l(Fn(Zn+)))

<o(F-](F](zy8)),...,Fn~l(Fn(zn+8)))
< o(z] +8,...,Zn+&) < X+S.

Letting e|0we have that V(F~l,..., F"1)^) < Je ü
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POD positive orthant dependent 82

PQD positive quadrant dependent 82

PUOD positive upper orthant dependent 82

VaR Value-at-Risk 96
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List of Symbols

Symbol Explanation

(21)

Cd,C

Ci\,...,ik

rtvi
'"or

Ccl("i,..,

CGu(wi,..

Cov(X, Y)

£>

(£>)

£

VA

F-

dual copula and survival copula of C e n

distribution function of (C/tl,..., Uik)

for (U\,..., Un) distributed as C n

family of «-dimensional copulae

(ceff,|ffc1+(*) = %>))
, un) Clayton copula

., un) Gumbel copula

covariance of the random variables X and Y

class of distributions of dominated variation

Drift condition

equality in distribution

occupation time

left continuous version of a distribution F

33

90

90

87

141

93

93

82

23

17

34

10

99
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Symbol Explanation

Fx ; Fi distribution function of a random variable X, 81,75

respectively X,

Fx \-Fx

(£./>?) homogeneous credit risk factor portfolio 66

Gn* «convolution of the distribution function G 23

T(a,b) gamma distribution with parameters a and b 116

Ia indicator function of the set A 110

X 23

A(£) cumulant generating function 40

LN(x) class of lognormal-type distributions 28

LN(^, a2) lognormal distribution with parameters p and a2 25

M(u\, ...,un) comonotonic copula 90

Mf(s) 132

m^(s) 132

(TI) Minorization condition 12

vPn(A) 10

N(p,a2) Normal distribution with parameters p and a2

5>nf(x) 10

Pn(x, A) «—step transition kernel 10

P(x, A) split transition kernel 14

TZ stationary probability 12

7TX(d) stop-loss transform of X with retention d 82
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Symbol Explanation

Tl(ui,... ,un) independence copula 91

4>x() moment generating function of X 22

<p~ ', <pA generalized left and right inverses of ç 79

<ï> distribution of a N(0, 1) random variable

fai(t) %j/(xi,...,xi-i,t,xi+\,...,x„) 96

with xi,. ..,Xi-\, Xi+\,.. .,x„ fix

if&(u),ty&j(u) small-time ruin probabilities 32,35

R, W1 real line, «-dimensional euclidean space 33

E R:-En{±oo} 79

3l(—a), a > 0 class of regularly varying distributions 22

Ran(F) range of the distribution function F 101

p(X, Y) linear correlation function of X and Y 76

PC,ilr

aC,V/

aa,

96

Rn uPPer region of uniform convergence 35

Ri lower region of uniform convergence 35

~ tail-equivalence 22

S class of subexponential distributions 23

(§, 6) general countably generated measured space 9

6+ family of set with positive «^-measure ((p on S) 11

130

96

<,. smaller in the correlation order 82
_c
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Symbol Explanation

<lo smaller in the lower orthand order 82

<sl smaller in the stop-loss order 81

ism smaller in the supermodular order 81

<st stochastically smaller 81

^uo smaller in the upper orthand order 82

ta first hitting time 10

TC,f
130

Tc,f
96

m tail-balance condition 33

W(ui,...,un) countermonotonic copula 90

WE(a) class of Weibull-type distributions 28

w integer part of x 32

m smaller integer larger than x 39

x~ negative part of x: x~ := — min{0, x} 33

xv y (x Ay) componentwise maximum (minimum) 81

of the vectors x, y

Xe random vector having copula C e <Ln 97

% set of integers 9



Index

C-set, 16

«-increasing property, 86, 88

absolute continuous measure, 11

accessible atom, 14-16

AR, 18,56,59,69

ARCH, 20, 21

ARMA, 18

atom, 13

autocorrelation function, 56, 57

partial, 56, 57

backward shift operator, 18

bounds

best possible, 131, 133, 142,

145, 156

distributional, 97-100,129,131

for Value-at-Risk, 96,98,129

Fréchet, 85-87,90,91,99,110

Chapman-Kolmogorov equality, 9

characteristic function, 69

Chebyshev's inequality, 40,42,45

classical ruin probability, see ruin

probability

comonotonicity, 85, 90, 93, 100,

101,111,117,127,132,

136, 148,154, 156, 161

convolution, 23

copula

archimedean, 92, 93, 107

generator, 92

strict, 92, 107

Clayton, 93, 100, 107

definition, 87

dual, 90,97,99,102,106,107

Gumbel,93, 100,111

independent, 91,100,107,108

inequalities, 91

survival, 90, 93, 100, 107

worst-case, 132

support, 138,143,146

correlation

linear, 127

countermonotonicity, 85, 86,90,137,

162

credit losses, 65

credit portfolio, 65

credit quality, 65, 66

credit rating migrations, 65

credit risk, 53, 96

factor models, 65

CreditMetrics, 66, 67

CreditRisk+, 66, 68

cumulant generating function, 40
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default probability, 65

dependence, 1

no information, 99, 108, 110,

132,142

partial information, 75,76,99,

108,111, 132,161

positive, 84, 100

scenario, 91,99,107,108,110

structure, 88,93,100,135,136,

142,148, 156

distributions

Benktander, 25

Burr, 25

exponential, 22, 66

gamma, 66, 116

heavy-tailed, see heavy-tailed

distributions

loggamma, 25

lognormal, 25, 120

lognormal-like, 28,33,35,36

normal, 66, 111

of dominated variation, 23

Pareto, 24, 25,55, 58, 120

Pareto-like, 22

Poisson, 47, 55

regularly varying, see regularly

varying distributions

subexponential, see subexpo¬

nential distributions

Weibull, 25, 123

Weibull-type, 28, 33, 35, 36

doubly stochastic Poisson random

variable, 47

Drift condition, 17,32

duality, 163

assumptions, 163

lemma, 164

Duality principle, 103

Duality theorem, 103, 165

ergodic Markov chain, 16, see Markov

chain

excess-of-loss, 84, 95

factor models, see credit risk

GARCH, 21

generalized inverse function, 79

geometrically ergodic Markov chain,

see Markov chain

geometrically recurrent Markov chain,

see Markov chain

Harris recurrence, 11, 12, 16

hazard function, 24

hazard rate function, 24, 28

heavy-tailed distributions, 22, 24

classes, 24, 32

properties, 26

heavy-tailed increments, 32

heterogeneous model, 70, 71

heterogeneous parameter, 70

hitting time, 10, 16

independence, 100, 111, 148, 162

inter-regeneration time, 16,37

Kendall's t, 89,100, 111, 136

ladder epochs, 41

ladder points, 41
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ladder time, 41

large deviation, 27, 28, 31

latent variable, 5, 18, 65, 67

law of large numbers, 32, 39

linear correlation, 76, 82, 84

Lyapunov function, 17

Markov chain, 9

aperiodic, 11

ergodic, 16

geometrically ergodic, 17,18

geometrically recurrent, 17

homogeneous, 9, 31

irreducible, 11

positive, 12

split, 14

zero-delayed, 13

Markov modulation, 5, 55

Markov process, 9

homogeneous, 9

Markov property, 10

maximal irreducible measure, 11

mean excess function, 24,44

measure

of dependence, 89

of diversification, 76

Minorization condition, 12, 17, 32

moment generating function, 40

mutual exclusivity, 85

mutually completely dependent risks,

136

net profit condition, 6,7

occupation time, 10

operational risk, 5, 53, 54, 96

order

componentwise, 81, 162

correlation, 82, 90,93

orthant, 82

partial, 81

PLOD, 82, 91

POD, 82, 100

PQD, 82, 108,110,111

PUOD, 82,91

stop-loss, 81,84, 154

supermodular, 81, 85, 154

portfolio, 76,98, 108, 127

probability generating function, 49

probability kernel, 9

profit-and-loss distribution, 75, 96

quantile, 75, 95, 96, 108

recurrence, 11

regeneration cycle, 41

Regeneration lemma, 13

regeneration length, 38

regeneration points, 12, 38,41

regeneration time, 13, 17

regenerative structure, 9, 12, 13,

15,37

regular version of a conditional prob¬

ability, 9

regularly varying distributions, 22,

33, 35, 36, 66

regularly varying functions, 22

risk management, 1

risk measure, 1,75
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risk model, 1

ruin probability, 6

classical, 6

small-time, see small-time ruin

probability

ruin problem, 6

small-time, see small-time ruin

problem

scenario

rational, 76, 159

worst-case, 76,132,137,142,

148, 156

examples, 148

support, 135

Sklar's Theorem, 88, 91

slowly varying function, 22

small-time ruin

for a credit portfolio, 67

for repetitive OpRisk, 55

for the heterogeneous model,

70

small-time ruin probability, 7, 31,

32, 34, 36, 53, 55, 58,

67-69,72

small-time ruin problem, 31

Spearman's p, 100, 136

split Markov chain, 15

split measure, 14

split transition kernel, 14

stationary measure, 12

stationary probability, 12, 16, 18,

31,34,59,67,69

stochastic process, 9

stochastic recurrence equation, 53

stop-loss

reinsurance, 95

transform, 82,155

subexponential distributions, 23,26

supermodular

function, 81, 155, 157

properties, 83

tail-balance condition, 33,45

TARCH, 20

transition probability kernel, 9

«—step, 10

truncation argument, 44

Value-at-Risk, 75

definition, 96

for comonotonic risks, 101

for independent risks, 102

practical examples, 110

volume, 6, 56, 59

Wald's identity, 43
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